Self-organisation/Counter-economic strategies is about
the many approaches to the creation, dissemination and
maintenance of alternative models for social and economic
organisation, and the practical and theoretical implications,
consequences and possibilities of these self-organised structures. The counter-economic strategies presented here are
radical alternatives to classical capitalist economic organisation that exploit, or have been produced by, the existing global
economic system.
Essays by ten writers cover a wide cross-section of activity,
from new approaches to intellectual property and the impli
cations of the free/open source software movement to political activism and the de facto self-organisation embodied in
informal architecture and the so-called black economy.
Self-organisation/Counter-economic strategies is not a
comprehensive overview or an attempt to unify these diverse
interpretations. It is intended as a toolbox of ideas, situations
and approaches, and includes many practical examples.
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Introduction

This book is about the many approaches to the creation, dissemination and maintenance of alternative, ‘bottom-up’ models
for social or economic organisation, and the practical and theoretical implications, consequences and possibilities of these
self-organised structures.
The term self-organisation is borrowed from systems theory
and the natural sciences, where it describes systems whose
internal organisation tends to increase in complexity without
being guided by an outside source. In recent years it has been
used in relation to certain kinds of social groups or networks;
in this context, the term does not have a strict definition, but
broadly speaking it refers to groups that are independent
of institutional or corporate structures, are non-hierarchical,
open and operate participatory decision-making processes.
The counter-economic strategies discussed here are radical
alternatives to classical capitalist economic organisation that
exploit, or have been produced by, the existing global economic system.

(www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.5/)

Writers from different fields have been invited to investigate
these themes with reference to particular situations. The essays
they have contributed discuss a wide cross-section of activity,
from new approaches to intellectual property and impact of the
free/open source software movement to political activism and
the de facto self-organisation embodied in informal architecture
and the so-called black economy. They represent diverse, and
sometimes conflicting, viewpoints and interpretations.
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Self-organisation/Counter-economic strategies is not a comprehensive overview or an attempt to unify these diverse interpretations. It is intended as a toolbox of ideas, situations
and approaches, including both theoretical reflections and
case-studies. In this spirit, we have also collected many short,
practical examples of self-organised groups or strategies; the
thematic index is intended to assist the reader in using the
book from the point of view of their own area of interest.
This book has been produced as a result of Superflex’s residency in the Amazon region of Brazil, organised by Cristina
Ricupero for NIFCA. We would like to thank all of the writers
and contributors, and to express our gratitude to Rasmus Koch,
Sylvester Roepstorff, Christy Lange and Caroline Schneider for
helping to turn the concept of this book into physical reality.
We would also like to acknowledge the support of NIFCA; the
Academy of Fine Arts, Helsinki; and the Van Abbemuseum,
Eindhoven; and Montana, Denmark.
Superflex
Cristina Ricupero
Mika Hannula
Will Bradley
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The globalized market has generated
radical inequality, and the longstanding
crisis in the distribution of wealth and in
employment opportunities has created
new types of crime whose modalities
are now being interpreted through what
might be termed a realistic Criminology.
It is generally acknowledged that crime has four basic pillars:
1.

the state and its agencies in the penal system;

2.

those who commit crimes;

3.

the victims;

4.

the community and society.

These make up an overall structure through which we catch
glimpses of the hidden levels of delinquency and gangsterism.
Past definitions of federal crime, and similar provisions in common law, are now being replaced by legislation whose alleged
purpose is to control “delinquency”. The state spends its time
defining and categorizing new forbidden behaviors and illegal
acts, and this new legislation is primarily used to frighten the
social groups at which it is targeted.

which have done away with trade apprenticeships in favor of
promoting a Fordist assembly-line model of production.
With the liquidation of the welfare state the effects of economic
inequality have increased, and the cumulative crisis has led to
an increase in crime. It is a well-known fact that in every barrio forbidden activities are tolerated, even common, and that
illegality has a level of community acceptance. The government
has not met the needs of families or the community and so they
have implemented, at street level, a new social fabric with a
range of alternatives for self-employment and urban survival.
The intensification of private forms of economic sovereignty
and labor autonomy rankles a bourgeoisie that was itself created by violence, since the process of “primitive accumulation
of capital” came from criminal expropriations – a “capitalist
gangsterism” that amassed wealth by means of theft, fraud and
plunder. The mafia or the local banditry can be seen as substitutes for the State, preserving the organization and control
of crime. Even though each local mafia has revived a certain
backward approach to controlling its territory, when the process of police modernization is worn out or corrupted the mafia
serves to reveal this neutralization of police activity, and with
it the lack of institutional protection for those who make up its
“clientele”.

A new police model is being structured along the lines of a
military or counter-insurgency operation, weaving a fine net that
only catches small fish. State policy fantasizes about a “secure
Mexico” without trying to solve structural problems, and pretends to combat poverty by incriminating and persecuting the
poor. At the same time, local artisans and family workshops
have come under attack from the state and its institutions,

In our society, the new poor understand that capital is coordinated globally and that unemployment is fragmented labor,
while the crisis has led to the collapse of traditional trades. In
this situation, those in search of new strategies for controlling
crime have turned to bureaucratic solutions. The preoccupation
is no longer with the social profile of individuals but rather the
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4HEô"LACKôSPOTô3NEAKER
$ESCRIPTION
%THICALôCONSUMERISMôMAKESôAôBIDôFORôHIPNESSô!DBUSTERSôSTARTôADVERTISING
4EXT
4HEô"LACKSPOTô!NTICORPORATIONôANDôTHEô"LACKSPOTô3HOESôVENTUREôAREôPROJECTSôOFô!D
BUSTERSô-EDIAô&OUNDATIONô
ô

/URôMISSIONôISôTOôESTABLISHôAôWORLDWIDEôCONSUMERôCOOPERATIVEôANDôTOôREASSERTô

CONSUMERôSOVEREIGNTYôOVERôCAPITALISMô7EôHOPEôTHISôBLACKSPOTôSNEAKERôVENTUREôISôTHEô
BEGINNINGôOFôAôNEWôERAôINôETHICAL ôWORKER FRIENDLY ôENVIRONMENTALLYôFRIENDLYôPRODUCTIONô
INôTHEôSHOEôINDUSTRY
4HEô3HOESôômôô4HEôCLASSICô"LACKSPOTô3NEAKERôANDôVô4HEô5NSWOOSHERôAREôBOTHôDE
SIGNEDôBYô*OHNô&LUEVOG ôKNOWNôFORôHISôCUTTINGôEDGEôINNOVATIVENESSôANDôlAIRô4HEôSHOESô
COMPLYôWITHôVEGANôSTANDARDS ôANDôAREôBEINGôMONITOREDôBYô2OBINô7EBBôOFô6EGETARIANô
3HOESôINôTHEô5+ô2OBINôISôANôINDUSTRYôLEADERôDEDICATEDôTOôTHEôPRODUCTIONôOFôETHICALô
FOOTWEARô"LACKSPOTSôAREôSOLDôONLYôINôINDEPENDENTLYôOWNEDôRETAILôSTORESôWORLDWIDE
ô

7EREôUSINGôôORGANICôHEMP ôWHICHôISôPROCESSEDôWITHôNATURALôMETHODSôSUCHô

ASôWATERôRETTING ôELIMINATINGôTHEôNEEDôTOôUSEôCHEMICALSô4HEô"LACKSPOTô3NEAKERôHASô
AôRUBBERôSOLEôANDôAôTOEôCAPôTHATôISôôBIODEGRADABLE ôWHEREASô4HEô5NSWOOSHERô
HASôAôSOLEôMADEôFROMôRECOVEREDôCARôTIRESô
4HEô0ROkTSôômôô9ES ô"LACKSPOTô3HOESôISôAôFOR PROkTôVENTUREôôWEôWOULDNTôHAVEôITôANYô
OTHERôWAYô6IEWôTHEôCOSTôBREAKDOWNôFORôVô4HEô5NSWOOSHER ô0ROkTSôLETôUSôDOô
WHATôTHEôSHOEôHASôALWAYSôPROMISEDô&ORôROUNDôONE ôWELLôLAUNCHôOURô46ôCAMPAIGN ô
ANDôIFôANYôNETWORKôREFUSESôTOôSELLôUSôAIRTIME ôWELLôHAULôTHEMôINTOôCOURTô4HEN ôIFôTHISô
RECYCLED TIRE ôORGANIC HEMPô5NSWOOSHERôREALLYôTAKESôOFFôASôAôNEWôKINDôOFôCOOLôINô
THEôSNEAKERôINDUSTRY ôWELLôUSEôEVERYôPENNYôOFôPROkTôONôKICK ASSôSOCIALôCAMPAIGNSô
ANDôANTI CORPORATEôMARKETINGô4HEôBESTôPARTôISôTHATôITLLôBEôUPôTOôTHEôSHAREHOLD
ERSôOFô4HEô"LACKSPOTô!NTICORPORATIONôTOôBRAINSTORMôANDôDECIDEôONôHOWôWEôDOôITôô
$OôWEôGOôAFTERô-C$ONALDSôWITHôSPOTSôONôTHEô&OODô.ETWORKô
3OURCEôô
WWWADBUSTERSORGMETASCORPOBLACKSPOTSHOESINFOPHP
&ORôMOREôINFORMATIONô
!DBUSTERS ôTHEôMEDIAFOUNDATIONôv7EôAREôAôGLOBALôNETWORKôOFôARTISTS ôACTIVISTS ôWRITERS ô
PRANKSTERS ôSTUDENTS ôEDUCATORSôANDôENTREPRENEURSôWHOôWANTôTOôADVANCEôTHEôNEWô
SOCIALôACTIVISTôMOVEMENTôOFôTHEôINFORMATIONôAGEô/URôAIMôISôTOôTOPPLEôEXISTINGôPOWERô
STRUCTURESôANDôFORGEôAôMAJORôSHIFTôINôTHEôWAYôWEôWILLôLIVEôINôTHEôSTôCENTURYh
WWWADBUSTERSORG
WWWADBUSTERSORGMETASCORPOBLACKSPOTSHOES
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$ESCRIPTION
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4EXT
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4HISôENABLESôARTISTSôTOôBENEkTôDIRECTLYôFROMôTHEôEVENTUALôSALEôOFôTHEIRôWORKS ôANDôTHEô
WORKSôOFôTHEIRôPEERS ôATôANôAPPRECIATEDôVALUEô
ô

/VERôTIMEôTHEôWORKSôWILLôFORMôAôWORLD CLASSôCOLLECTION ôWITHôEACHôARTISTôREPRESENTEDô

INôDEPTHô0ARTICIPATINGôARTISTSôWILLôINVESTôINôTHEMSELVESôBYôADDINGôONEôORôTWOôARTôWORKSô
PERôYEARôTOôTHEôCOLLECTION ôUNTILôTHEYôHAVEôSAVEDôôWORKSôOVERôAôPERIODôOFôôYEARSô
ô

!TôANôAPPROPRIATEôTIMEôINôTHEôFUTURE ôTHESEôWORKSôWILLôBEôRETURNEDôTOôTHEôMARKETô!Tô

THISôPOINTôTHEôWORKSôAPPRECIATEDôSECONDARY MARKETôVALUEôWILLôBEôREALISEDôôOFôTHEô
NETôPROCEEDSôFROMôTHEôSALEôWILLôBEôDEPOSITEDôDIRECTLYôINTOôTHEôSAVINGSôACCOUNTôOFôTHEô
INDIVIDUALôARTISTôWHOSEôWORKôHASôBEENôSOLDô!NOTHERô ôLESSôSOMEô!04ôOPERATINGô
COSTS ôWILLôBEôSHAREDôEQUALLYôBETWEENôALLôOFôTHEôARTISTSôINôTHEôTRUSTô4HEôREMAININGô
ôWILLôBEôRETAINEDôBYô!04ôASôAôFEEôFORôTHEôLONG TERMôMANAGEMENTôOFôTHEôENTIREô
PROCESSô
ô

!04ôISôANôINNOVATIVEôINITIATIVEôCONCEIVEDôANDôDEVELOPEDôBYô-UTUAL !RT ô)NC ôAôkNAN

CIALôSERVICESôCOMPANYôFORMEDôWITHôSPECIALISEDôEXPERTISEôDIRECTEDôTOWARDSôMEETINGô
THEôUNIQUEôANDôUNMETôNEEDSôOFôTHEôARTôWORLD
3OURCE
WWWARTISTPENSIONTRUSTORG
&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
WWWARTISTPENSIONTRUSTORG
*UNEôôTHEREôAREô!04SôINô"ANGKOK ô"ERLIN ô"EIJING ô)STANBUL ô,ONDON ô,OSô!NGELES ô
-EXICOô#ITY ô-UMBAI ô.EWô9ORK ô3AOô0AULO
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characteristics of larger populations, and the objective of economic policy is not to change those characteristics too much
but to neutralize their disturbing effect on the rest of society.
This situation leads to an attempt to control the informal economy and crime that combines logic with the practice of legal
cost accounting by insurance companies. This assumes the
reduction of risk with mercantile efficiency; the market begins
to substitute itself for the political process, while private insurance companies begin to progressively take over the State,
administering cost benefits to those who insure their goods
and wellbeing.
We are facing a stage of capitalism in a phase of destructive
reproduction of everything that stands in its way, in which the
free market society (unfettered capitalism) now represents the
pursuit of private gain that erodes and subordinates the popular economy. This phase has led the Mexican State to arm and
standardize the police in an attempt to restrain that which it
cannot control as a government.
This economic model generates a level of disparity that endangers the community’s quality of life and spawns criminality. It
foments fear, making people feel that delinquency and illegality are everywhere, and creates an uncertainty that shatters
citizens’ trust in one another.
If a nation’s development is measured by its GNP (gross national product), then today the GCP (gross criminal product)
measures criminal development, as it has permeated all levels
of politics and of the economy; more and more there is evidence that a government does not always have power or the
20
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ability to rule. Today one negotiates with the market and not
with the State.
Consequently, the growth of any business, legal or otherwise,
is conditioned by the new culture of massive consumerism,
overwhelmingly based on profits at any price, where “impatient
capitalism” has generated economic crime that has for some
time displaced merchandise in certain previously unsuspected
commercial niches.
The new market society is so intertwined with both legitimate
and criminal interests that you can no longer tell which is
which, although what is most evident is the geopolitics of the
criminal market.
The people of Tepito understand that we have been branded
with this criminal stigma, and in order to overcome it, we are
freeing ourselves of it, through our own skilled artisanship and
commercial barrio charisma.
The State is seeing control of its own territory slip away, which
leads to a renewal of delinquent power among the groups that
substitute for the State – groups that are taking over control
where the State has been forced out, or where it has left vacant areas that it no longer considers crucial for the primary accumulation of capital. The upshot of this is that the breakdown
in the control of crime goes beyond the problems of the victim
and the community, since the ability of the modern global pirates to punish does not seem to have any limits or borders.
Chilangos, or the people of Mexico City, have been frightened
by the smokescreen of what is happening in Tepito, but don’t
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realize that Mexico today is the Tepito of the world. Mexico is
immersed in the global barbarism of savage capitalism, as it
is overwhelmed by chinaderas* and drug dealing. The new
geopolitics have legalized smuggling, modernized piracy, and
cheapened drug addiction, which is why neighborhood banditry is barely a niche for anarchy in comparison with the sanctuary of impunity enjoyed by cartels and transnational mafias.
Previously, rural bandits and urban gangsters fought against
the local chief or landowner. They had no ideology of power
and they did not aspire to use one. Today, however, modern
crime is a punitive involution that seeks to wield power, inciting
barbarism and terrorism. There is a resurgence of a modern
repressive state that protects only the global mobility of capital,
and covers up the geopolitics of criminal markets that continue
to impoverish countries and trigger migration – from the countryside to the city and from one country to another.
Any similarity between local suffering and what we are experiencing at a national level is presented as pure coincidence, as
the media reinforces the black legend of Tepito. Consequently,
we feel the need to reveal why we rebel against those who at
all cost want to make of our barrio bravo a social-economic
laboratory of delinquency and drug dealing.

and the subsistence economies that surround it, without ever
affecting the black market profitability that is financially administered by white-collar executives.
In this pitched battle against the barrio bravo, many of our
youth have been corrupted, others have lost their lives, and
many more have become prison fodder. Nevertheless, Tepito
lives, risking everything, knowing that for a bastard you need
a bastard and a half. Even the black sheep is a member of the
family and charisma will put an end to the stigma.
© CETEPIS 2005
www.barriodetepito.com.mx
*Translator’s note: Chinaderas is the nomenclature assigned to imported goods from China, usually
those that are knock-offs or replicas of other branded commodities. It’s a close variation of chinoiserie
which was employed in the 17th and 18th century Anglo speaking world to all fine goods coming from
China i.e. porcelain and silk and/or its influence upon domestic production of goods. But more likely,
Chinaderas comes from direct word play with the word Chingaderas. Chinga the Mexican Spanish slang
term for fuck, to fuck or fucking and compounded with deras, roughly meaning things, thus ‘fucking
things’, and adding China into the word play comes off as ‘fucking Chinese things’.

Just as national sovereignty is disappearing, the modern repressive state gerrymanders both the existing districts and the
virtual ubiquity of Tepito, altering the economic equilibrium from
within as well as from without.
It is hard to believe that piracy impoverishes commerce. Piracy
creates controlled financial spaces for those who make their
living, by milking the conflict between formal and informal trade
22
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4HEôRECOVEREDôFACTORYôMOVEMENTôô
INô!RGENTINA
$ESCRIPTION
7ORKERSôSELF MANAGEMENT
4EXT
)NôTHEôWAKEôOFôTHEôôECONOMICôCRISIS ôABOUTôTWOôHUNDREDô!RGENTINEôCOMPANIESô
WEREôgRECOVEREDuôBYôTHEIRôWORKERSôANDôTURNEDôINTOôCOOPERATIVESô4HEôPROLIFERATIONôOFô
THESEôgRECOVERIESuôHASôLEDôTOôTHEôFORMATIONôOFôAôRECOVEREDôFACTORYôMOVEMENT ôWHICHô
HASôTIESôTOôAôDIVERSEôPOLITICALôNETWORKôINCLUDINGô0ERONISTSôONôTHEôLEFTôANDôRIGHT ôANAR
CHISTSôANDôCOMMUNISTSô;=ô
ô

!SôOFô ôABOUTô ô!RGENTINEôWORKERSôRUNôRECOVEREDôFACTORIESô

3OURCEô
WWWENWIKIPEDIAORGWIKI2ECOVERED?FACTORY
"RUKMANôômô)TSôWORKERSôHAVEôOCCUPIEDôTHISôTEXTILEôFACTORYôINôTHEôCAPITALôCITYôSINCEô
$ECEMBERô ôô3INCEô*ANUARYôôTHISôYEAR ôTHEYôHAVEôPUTôITôINTOôOPERATIONô9URI ô
SHOPôSTEWARDô@4HEôIMPORTANCEôOFôTHISôMEETINGôISôTOôGIVEôAôSTEPôTOWARDSôTHEôUNITYô
OFôOCCUPIEDôFACTORIES ôWORKERSôSTRUGGLES ôPOPULARôASSEMBLIES ôSTUDENTS ôPICKETSô
5NEMPLOYMENTôISôTHEôHOTTESTôTOPICôWEôAREôTHEôMOSTôAFFECTED
:ANONôômôôWORKERSôADMINISTERôANDôRUNôTHISôCERAMICSôFACTORY ôINôTHEôPROVINCEôOFô
.EUQU¯Nô4HEôFACTORYôHASôBEENôOCCUPIEDôSINCEô/CTOBERô ôôANDôHASôBEENôOP
ERATINGôSINCEô&EBRUARYôô)TôISôAôSYMBOLôOFôTHEôSTRUGGLEôFORôSTATE PROPERTYôUNDERô
WORKERSôCONTROLô2AULô'ODOY ô'ENERALô3ECRETARYôOFôTHEô5NIONôOFô#ERAMICSô7ORKERSôOFô
.EUQU¯Nô3/%#. ô@ôFACTORIESôSHUTôDOWNôINôTHEôLASTôMONTHS ôTHEREôAREôôTHATôINô
ONEôWAYôORôANOTHERôWORKERSôHAVEôTRIEDôTOôSAVEô4HISôISôTHEôkRSTôSTEPôTHEôSELF DEFENCEô
7EôHAVEôANôINTERESTINGôDEBATEôOVERôWHETHERôTOôFORMôCOOPERATIVES ôORôTOôkGHTôFORô
STATE PROPERTYôUNDERôWORKERSôCONTROLô"UTôTHEREôISôONEôTHINGôWEôAREôCERTAINôOF ôTHATô
WEôWILLôGETôNOWHEREôWITHOUTôSTRUGGLEôEITHERôWEôkGHTôORôNOTHINGôWILLôHAPPEN7ITHô
ôOFôTHEôPOPULATIONôBELOWôTHEôPOVERTYôLINE ôIFôWEôDONTôCHANGEôTHEôMOSTôPROFOUNDô
PROBLEMS ôIFôWEôDONTôGETôTOGETHERôINôAôCOMMONôSTRUGGLE ôNOôMATTERôWHATôFACTORYôWEô
HAVEôWORKING ôWEôAREôGOINGôTOôLOSEôITôALL
*UNINô#LINICôômô4HEôCLINICôISôINôTHEôCITYôOFô#ORDOBA ôTHEREôAREôôWORKERSô)TôHASôBEENô
OCCUPIEDôSINCEô-AYôôANDôOFFERINGôHEALTH CAREôSERVICESôTOôTHEôCOMMUNITYôSINCEô
*UNEôô
2IOô4URBIOôômôôMINERSôWORKôINôTHEô2IOô4URBIOôMINEôINô3ANTAô#RUZô-ENDEZ ôLEADERô
OFô!4% 2IOô4URBIOô@7EôWENTôANDôTOOKôOVERôTHEô#HAMBERôOFô2EPRESENTATIVESôOFô3ANTAô
#RUZôTOôDEMANDôTHATôGOVERNMENTôTAKEôOVERôTHEôCOMPANYôTODAYôWEôAREôGOINGôFORô
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THEôLASTôSTEP ôTHATôISôWORKERSôCONTROL ôTHEôGENERALôCONTROLôOFôTHEôWHOLEôCOMPANY ôOFô

SITUATIONôANDôTHATôHAVEôBEENôRECOVEREDôBYôWORKERSôWEôWANTôTOôBRINGôAôPROPOSALôTHEô

THEôWHOLEôADMINISTRATIONô7EôDOôNOTôWANTôANYôMOREôWORKERSôOUTôINôTHEôSTREETô4ODAYô

UNITYôOFôALLôTHEôESTABLISHMENTSôWHOôAREôkGHTINGôTODAYôANDôTHATôAREôNOTôHEREôYETô)FôWEô

WEôCONTINUEôkGHTINGôFORôOURôJOBS

AREôCAPABLEôOFôUNIFYINGôWITHôALLôTHEôRESTôWHOôAREôkGHTINGôWEôCANôPROMOTEôAôPROJECTôTOô
LEGITIMATEôTHOSEôCOOPERATIVESôSOôTHATôTHEYôCANôSTARTôWORKINGôTHATôISôAôSTEPôTOWARDSô

%Lô!GUANTEôômô4HISôCOOPERATIVEôISôINôNORTHERNô"UENOSô!IRESô4HEôFACTORYôHASôBEENô

WORKERSôCONTROL

OCCUPIEDôSINCEô!PRILôô@7EôADVISEôTHEôBROTHERSôWHOôFORMôCOOPERATIVESôTOôCONTINUEô
kGHTINGôANDôTOôNEVERôISOLATEôFROMôOTHERôSTRUGGLESô4HISôISôOURôDESIREôANDôTHEôMAN

$ELô6ALLEôômô4HISôISôAôCERAMICSôFACTORYôWITHôôWORKERSô4HEYôHAVEôPUTôUPôANôIMPORTANTô
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‘Gee, golly, gosh,
gloriosky,’ thought
Mary Sue as she stepped
on the bridge of the Enterprise.
‘Here I am, the youngest lieutenant in the fleet
– only fifteen and a half
years old.’
Captain Kirk came up
to her. ‘Oh, Lieutenant,
I love you madly. Will you
come to bed with me?’
‘Captain! I am not
that kind of girl!’

‘You’re right, and
I respect you for it. Here,
take over the
ship for a minute
while I go get
some coffee for us.’
Mr. Spock came
onto the bridge.
‘What are you doing in the
command seat, Lieutenant?’
‘The Captain told me to.’
‘Flawlessly logical.
I admire your mind.’
– Paula Smith, A Trekkie’s Tale (1974)[i]
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Going where only men had gone before, Lieutenant Mary Sue
took the helm of the Starship Enterprise, performing to acclaim and earning the Vulcan Order of Gallantry. This was, of
course, fantasy, but doubly so. By 1974, no woman had commanded the Enterprise’s bridge, according to the official Star
Trek fantasy. Indeed, it would be 1987 before Captain Rachel
Garrett would be seen, briefly, in charge of the Enterprise in a
later Star Trek series.

We dissent from this view. In this essay, we rehabilitate Mary
Sue as a figure of subaltern critique and, indeed, empowerment. As exemplified by Lieutenant Mary Sue, she serves to
contest popular media stereotypes of certain groups such as
women, gays, and racial minorities. Where the popular media
might show such groups as lacking agency or exhibiting other
negative characteristics, Mary Sues are powerful, brave, beautiful and intrepid.

Trekkie Paula Smith, however, was impatient. So she inserted
the young Lieutenant Mary Sue into the Star Trek universe, not
as communications officer, nurse, the voice of the onboard computer, or passing Kirk love-interest, but as commander. In so
doing, Smith began the modern incarnation of an old phenomenon – retelling a canonical story to better represent oneself.

The phenomenon of rewriting the story to revalue your place in
it is not simply an exercise in narcissism. Popular stereotypes
have subtle yet important consequences for our social, political
and economic relations. Before the World Wide Web, Mary
Sue authors might have stashed what they penned in a drawer,
distributed photocopies,[vi] or, at most, published their work in
an underground magazine. The emergence of the World Wide
Web offers writers a relatively inexpensive and simple mass
distribution vehicle. Posting a story to a fan fiction website is
literally free, at least for those with access to the Internet.

The name of her character has come to stand for all such characters in the universe of fan fiction.[ii] Fan fiction spans all genres
in popular culture, from anime to literature. In every work of fan
literature, there is a Mary Sue: ‘She fences with Methos and
Duncan MacLeod; she saves the Enterprise, the Voyager, or
the fabric of time and space; she fights with Jim Ellison in defense of Cascade; she battles evil in Sunnydale alongside Buffy
Sommers.’[iii] According to Wikipedia, a ‘Mary Sue’ is ‘a fictional
character who is an idealized stand-in for the author, or for a
story with such a character.’[iv] A highly popular contemporary
variant is the ‘Sueification’ of Hermione Granger in Harry Potter
fan fiction, recasting the sidekick as leader or finding her a new
romance, especially in Harry, Draco Malfoy or Ginny Weasley.

Yet the law may treat Mary Sues as illegal art. Authors of Mary
Sues may face copyright, trademark or publicity rights claims
brought by the official owners of the popular work. In this essay, we argue that such authors should not readily ‘cease and
desist’, as demanded by the official owners. While no court
has yet squarely addressed the question, we suggest that Mary
Sues may well be legal under existing law in certain circumstances. We also suggest that courts clarify the boundaries of
permissible Mary Sues in order to avoid the chilling effect of
legal threats to such speech.

Wikipedia observes that ‘Mary Sue’ is a pejorative expression;
such fan fiction is typically derided in fandom as narcissistic.[v]

Our essay proceeds in two parts. Part I explores the cultural
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background against which Mary Sues are drawn. As we show,
Mary Sues challenge a patriarchal, homophobic and racially
stereotyped cultural landscape. They confront the traditional
production of knowledge by reworking the canon to valorise
women and marginalised communities. Mary Sues offer fundamental epistemological interventions in the reigning discourse.
Part II examines the legal framework governing the making of
Mary Sues, focusing on the law prevailing in the United States.
We review copyright claims that may imperil Mary Sues. The
skeptic will ask: Why not write your own original story rather
than inserting yourself into a story written by someone else?
We respond to this critique here.

I. Marry, Sue!
In 1966, when Star Trek debuted on television, it was groundbreaking. Its creator, Gene Roddenberry, ‘envisaged a multiracial and mixed-gender crew, based on his assumption that racial prejudice and sexism would not exist in the 23rd century.’[vii]
Lieutenant Uhura was the first African-American woman to be
featured in a major television series.[viii] Officer Sulu offered a
rare Asian-American face outside a martial arts milieu.

Women, gays and racial minorities have made major strides
over four decades of television. Star Trek, too, evolved: In
1993, an African-American would command the space station
in the Star Trek series Deep Space Nine. And, in 1995, more
than two decades after Lieutenant Mary Sue, Captain Kathryn
Janeway took command of the starship Voyager in the series
of the same name.
Yet, while we may have come a long way, there is still a long
way to go. Take American television – for those of us in the
USA, a principal source of information about our world. A recent report by Children Now shows that male characters remain dominant, consistently outnumbering female characters
by nearly two to one since 1999.[x] Prime time television portrays ‘a world in which women are significantly younger than
their male counterparts and where older women are hard to
find.’[xi] Perhaps especially telling is the occupational differentiation of men and women: ‘Male characters outnumbered female
characters as attorneys (71% were male), executives/CEOs
(80%), physicians (80%), law enforcement officers (82%),
paramedics/firefighters (84%), elected/appointed officials
(92%) and criminals (93%).’[xii]

But despite its aspirations, equality was not yet truly complete
in Federation space. Uhura, of course, was relegated to serving
as the communications officer. Women played secondary roles,
often serving as episode-long love interests for the white male
members of the crew. Uhura herself broke ground again when
she participated in network television’s likely first interracial kiss
– with Captain Kirk, of course.[ix] Same sex romantic relationships apparently did not survive into our future.

The racial divide on prime time television remains alarming,
as the Children Now survey shows. While 40 percent of
American youth aged 19 and under are children of color, [xiii]
nearly three-quarters of all prime time characters during the
2003–2004 television season were white. The racial diversity
that does exist can be found mostly during the ten o’clock
hour, when American children are least likely to be watching:
‘The eight o’clock hour remained the least racially diverse hour
in prime time with one in five shows (20%) featuring mixed
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opening-credits casts.’[xiv] Latino characters are often cast in
‘low-status occupations’.[xv] Even when they were represented,
Asian-American characters ‘were far less likely than characters
from other racial groups to appear in primary roles.’[xvi] An earlier
study by Children Now concluded that a youth watching prime
time television would most likely see a ‘world overwhelmingly
populated by able-bodied, single, heterosexual, white, male
adults under 40.’[xvii] When minority groups are depicted in the
media, they are generally stereotyped, with Asian women, for
example, cast as ‘China dolls’ or ‘dragon ladies’ and Asian men
denied any positive sexuality.[xviii] Latinos are commonly depicted
as ‘criminals, buffoons, Latin lovers, or law enforcers’.[xix]
Other popular media show similar disparities. Hollywood studios
and other American media multinationals have globalised American television shows, and the fictional worlds envisioned therein
now charm the real world’s youth. Hollywood’s global cultural
hegemony translates Hollywood’s prejudices to the world.
Psychological and sociological research reveals that media
representations have economic consequences. Racial and
gender stereotypes depicted in popular media impact children’s perceptions of career paths. Children ‘as young as five
years of age learn to gender stereotype occupations based on
the gender of a television role model.’[xxi]
While the actress who played Lieutenant Uhuru in Star Trek,
Nichelle Nichols, would later help recruit female and AfricanAmerican astronauts,[xxvi] the results of one particular study are
especially informative. Researcher Rebecca Bigler and her
colleagues invented new, fictional occupations and presented
various combinations of white and black persons in those
38
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 ccupations to children. Poorer African-American children
o
were less likely to aspire to jobs that had been depicted with
white workers exclusively.[xxii] Bigler’s research points out the
potential for a vicious cycle:
African American children, especially those from disadvantaged
backgrounds, may preferentially seek out low-status jobs in
which minorities are well represented and thereby ensure that
such jobs remain overpopulated by minorities, thus perpetuating the skewed models for new generations of poor African
American children.[xxiii]
Even limiting oneself to magazines written specifically for girls is
no guarantee of an empowering experience. Reviewing Seventeen magazine, sociologist Kelley Massoni observes that ‘men
dominate its pages, as both subjects and job holders.’[xxiv] This
may not be surprising as such magazines are ‘the products of
companies often owned and controlled by elite men.’ As for
work, Massoni concludes: ‘In the occupational world of Seventeen, Prince Charming still exists as the ultimate goal.’[xxv]
The implicit instruction in these pages: ‘Marry, Sue!’
It is not only what is depicted that is important. It is also what
is omitted. Magazines for teenage girls, according to Massoni,
‘overtly suggest, through content and pictures, how women
should look, dress, and act; they more subtly suggest, through
exclusion of pictures and content, what women should not do,
be, or think.’[xxvii]
Lieutenant Mary Sue and those Mary Sues that have followed
in her wake appear against this backdrop. The fact that Mary
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Sues are marked by relentlessly superlative qualities becomes
more understandable against a popular culture that marginalises certain groups. Flattering self-insertion becomes a partial
antidote to a media that neglect or marginalise. Self-empowerment requires that one recognises one’s own potential, even
if others do not. Overlooked for the principal role in the official
canon, Mary Sue is no passive peripheral character: ‘She does,
not just simply exists. She slays, she runs a starship, she types,
she wields a sword.’[xxviii] Rewriting popular culture is a step
towards breaking the cyclical reproduction of dominance.

last pairing is especially satisfying for some: ‘As the Potter series’
brilliant bookworm, Hermione is a role model for smart girls (and
boys) who find themselves overshadowed by their flashier peers.
There’s a certain appeal to thinking that a young academic could
couple with the hero of the wizarding world …’[xxix]
3. Harry Potter in Kolkata
‘Harry gets onto his Nimbus 2000 broom and zooms across to Calcutta at the invitation of young boy called Junto,’ reads the text of an
Indian tale, Harry Potter Kolkataye – Harry Potter in Kolkata.[xxx] Written
in Bengali, the book brings Harry Potter to Kolkata where he ‘meets

Take three examples:

famous fictional characters from Bengali literature.’[xxxi] Uttam Ghosh,
the author, describes the story as a ‘poor man’s Potter’, costing just

1. Kirk/Spock

30 rupees – less than one US dollar. This is yet another variant of

Even though Star Trek envisioned a purportedly egalitarian future,

the Mary Sue. It introduces a young Indian boy into the Harry Potter

the reality it posited was far from ideal. Just as Paula Smith intro-

legend and also a new environment – Kolkata – rather than Harry’s

duced Lieutenant Mary Sue to make up for the absence of female

familiar England. By situating Harry in Kolkata, it makes it easier to

leaders, early fan fiction writers often imagined same-sex romantic

imagine the local street corner as a place of magic.

relationships among the ship’s crew. Referenced often as ‘K/S’ for
‘Kirk/Spock,’ such same-sex pairings in fan fiction came to be known
as ‘slash.’ Slash thus functions as a kind of Mary Sue, reflecting a
desire to introduce homosexuality where it is omitted.
2. The Adventures of Hermione Granger

Some may see in Harry Potter Kolkataye the further insinuation
of a foreign character into the imagination of Bengali youth, but
this overlooks the power of popular media, which makes such
foreign characters difficult to avoid even for the middle class
Kolkata youth likely to buy the book.[xxxii]

Some Harry Potter fan fiction gives center stage to Hermione Granger.
Given that Hermione already is depicted with extraordinary, positive
characteristics, it may have seemed unnecessary to rewrite her story.

II. Suing Mary

But the stories offer two twists on the official tale. First, they place
Hermione at the center of the action. It becomes her story, not someone else’s story in which she plays a part. Second, the stories often
replace Ron Weasley as her romantic partner with Ginny Weasley,
Draco Malfoy or especially Harry Potter. As one critic points out, the
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non-commercial and web- rather than print-based) based on
her characters, including stories that focus on Hermione. The
owners of the Star Trek franchise contemplated legal action
against Star Trek slash, but demurred because of strategic
considerations.[xxxiii]
What are the respective legal rights of the copyright owner of
the official work and the author of the Mary Sue? If any of these
cases had gone to court, who would have won?
United States law permits the copyright owner to claim not
only his or her own stories, but also the characters in those
stories.[xxxiv] Thus, a fan fiction writer can pen stories employing
such characters only if: 1) the copyright owner explicitly permits such fan fiction; 2) the copyright owner chooses not to
pursue legal action against the fan fiction writer; or 3) the fan
fiction constitutes fair use of the copyrighted work.
This third avenue allows fan fiction writers the freedom to create
using existing creative worlds without needing the permission
– either explicit or tacit – of the copyright owner. If a use is
judged ‘fair’, then the copyright owner cannot bar it. Whether
a use is fair depends on a number of factors, including the
purpose of the work (including whether the use is commercial
or not-for-profit) and whether the use injures the copyright
owner’s market for his or her work. Whether a use is fair or not
is left to the judgment of a court, interpreting a provision in the
copyright statute, as well as a long case history.
The leading case defining the contours of fair use concerns a
rap group’s reworking of an earlier song, ‘Oh, Pretty Woman’.
In Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., the owner of Roy
44
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 rbison’s song sued the rap group 2 Live Crew for copyright
O
infringement for their song ‘Pretty Woman’.[xxxv] The Supreme
Court reversed the trial court’s grant of summary judgment
in favour of the copyright owner, holding that 2 Live Crew’s
parody of the original might constitute fair use. Even the commercial nature of 2 Live Crew’s work did not defeat the group’s
claim to making a fair use.
Justice Souter, writing for the Court, characterised 2 Live
Crew’s version as a parody of the original:
[W]e think it fair to say that 2 Live Crew’s song reasonably
could be perceived as commenting on the original or criticizing it, to some degree. 2 Live Crew juxtaposes the romantic
musings of a man whose fantasy comes true, with degrading
taunts, a bawdy demand for sex, and a sigh of relief from paternal responsibility. The later words can be taken as a comment
on the naiveté of the original of an earlier day, as a rejection
of its sentiment that ignores the ugliness of street life and the
debasement that it signifies.[xxxvi]
The Court observed that parodies transform the original, providing ‘social benefit, by shedding light on an earlier work, and,
in the process, creating a new one.’[xxxvii]
Similarly, Mary Sues comment on or criticise the original,
while at the same time creating something new. They highlight
the absence in the original of society’s marginal voices, the
stereotyped actions or inactions of certain characters and the
orthodoxy of social relationships in the original. In blunt fashion, Lieutenant Mary Sue beamed on board, finally bringing a
leading woman character to the bridge and refusing Captain
Kirk’s sexual advances.
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Take the case of Alice Randall’s reworking of Margaret Mitchell’s literary classic Gone With the Wind (GWTW) to critique
that novel’s depiction of slavery and race in the Civil War-era.
Randall’s novel, The Wind Done Gone (TWDG), tells Mitchell’s
tale from the perspective of a black slave woman, Cynara, on
the O’Hara plantation. The two novels’ depictions of race and
sex relations differ sharply, as characterised by Justice Souter:
In the world of GWTW, the white characters comprise a noble
aristocracy whose idyllic existence is upset only by the intrusion of Yankee soldiers, and, eventually, by the liberation of the
black slaves … Mitchell describes how both blacks and whites
were purportedly better off in the days of slavery: ‘The more
I see of emancipation the more criminal I think it is. It’s just
ruined the darkies,” says Scarlett O’Hara.… Free blacks are
described as “creatures of small intelligence ... [l]ike monkeys
or small children turned loose among treasured objects whose
value is beyond their comprehension, they ran wild – either
from perverse pleasure in destruction or simply because of
their ignorance.’
It is clear within the first fifty pages of Cynara’s fictional diary that Randall’s work flips GWTW’s traditional race roles,
portrays powerful whites as stupid or feckless, and generally
sets out to demystify GWTW and strip the romanticism from
Mitchell’s specific account of this period of our history …

The copyright holders of the original work sued Randall’s publisher. But the Circuit Court refused to enjoin Randall’s book,
holding that it was a parody of the original likely to constitute
fair use.
The Sueification of the African-Americans in the story is unmistakable. As the Circuit Court noted, ‘In TWDG, nearly every
black character is given some redeeming quality – whether
depth, wit, cunning, beauty, strength, or courage – that their
GWTW analogues lacked.’[xxxix]
While parodies may often constitute fair use, satires generally do not. Satires employ the original work ‘as a vehicle for
commenting on some individual or institution and on the work
itself.’[xl] As the Supreme Court explained in the 2 Live Crew
case: ‘Parody needs to mimic an original to make its point,
and so has some claim to use the creation of its victim’s (or
collective victims’) imagination, whereas satire can stand on
its own two feet and so requires justification for the very act
of borrowing.’[xli]
Even while Mary Sues may have strong footing to claim fair
use in law, they can be criticised on other grounds. First, why
rely upon the canon rather than simply write your own story
from whole cloth? Second, why not require that the Mary Sue
be licensed from the copyright owner? We respond to both
critiques here.

… In GWTW, Scarlett O’Hara often expresses disgust with
and condescension towards blacks; in TWDG, Other, Scarlett’s counterpart, is herself of mixed descent. In GWTW, Ashley Wilkes is the initial object of Scarlett’s affection; in TWDG,
he is homosexual …[xxxviii]
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Critique #1:
Why Not Write Your Own
Entirely Original Story?
In Campbell v. Acuff-Rose, the Supreme Court indicated its
distaste for someone who borrows someone else’s copyrighted work merely ‘to avoid the drudgery in working up something
fresh.’[xlii] Indeed, as the skeptic might ask: Why not simply write
your own world? In a letter to her fans, this is precisely the
advice of the writer Anne Rice:
I do not allow fan fiction. The characters are copyrighted. It
upsets me terribly to even think about fan fiction with my characters. I advise my readers to write your own original stories
with your own characters.[xliii]
Both the preference for parody over satire and the penchant
for entirely original stories turn on the underlying legal notion of
substitutability. The critical legal inquiry is: Is there a viable substitute for the copyrighted work? Can the later writer license
a copyrighted work, employ a public domain work, or invent
a wholly original work as an alternative vehicle for expressing
his or her critique? Paul Goldstein expresses his confidence
that, for satire at least, such alternatives will be readily available: ‘There will rarely be a shortage of works, including public
domain works, that with some ingenuity can be made to serve
as equally effective vehicles for the intended satire.’[xliv]

inventiveness or brilliance might have contributed to its current
cultural status, it is the very popularity of the canon work that is
the focus of the Mary Sue. Of course, by piggybacking on the
canon work, the Mary Sue cannot guarantee itself a share in
the original’s popularity. Rather, for the author and a particular
set of readers, the Mary Sue helps re-imagine the world by
reworking the elements of popular culture.
There are, of course, brilliant, entirely original texts that reflect
an egalitarian worldview. Yet, for whatever reason, such texts
have not yet attained the popular cultural status of a small set
of iconic works. Popularity might arise through a grassroots,
word-of-mouth groundswell, but it is more often carefully cultivated by media corporations. Such an effort requires a large
capital investment, an investment out of reach of many marginalised communities. Even when popular alternatives emerge,
they can often be co-opted by the dominant players. Take the
alternative teenage girl magazine Sassy, which was purchased
by Teen magazine, ‘which first integrated it as a column and
later phased it out completely.’[xlv] Teen itself was later acquired
and integrated into Seventeen magazine.[xlvi]

Critique #2:
Why Not License the Fan Fiction?

But for Mary Sue fiction, there are no substitutes. It is not the
absence of creative genius on the part of the later author that
requires the utilisation of the earlier work. The earlier canon
work has unique cultural power. While the canon work’s

Copyright law assumes that copyright owners will be reluctant to license criticism of their work. The Supreme Court so
stated in Campbell v. Acuff-Rose, bolstering the point with
literary support: ‘Yet the unlikelihood that creators of imaginative works will license critical reviews or lampoons of their
own productions removes such uses from the very notion of
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a potential licensing market. “People ask … for criticism, but
they only want praise.” (S. Maugham, Of Human Bondage).’[xlvii]
The Court accordingly concluded that, if there is no derivative
market for criticism, criticism of the original work cannot interfere with the potential market for the copyrighted work. This
supports the conclusion that critique of the work itself will likely
constitute fair use.

Figure 1:
Spider-Man India (by Jeevan J. Kang)

But some might argue that this is too pessimistic. If there’s a
market for a work, then the copyright owner should seek to
maximise his or her profit by exploiting it – even if it means
tolerating criticism. (An alternative view is that rather than calling for fair use for criticism, any reluctance to license criticism
should simply imply a compulsory license, requiring a royalty
payment in lieu of a royalty-free use.) Bruce Keller and Rebecca Tushnet point out that DC Comics, the owner of Batman, Superman, and other superheroes, has licensed stories
in which the heroes turn villainous.[xlviii]
Two recent moves by corporate America suggest that ‘Official
Mary Sues’ are not entirely unlikely. Marvel Enterprises, Inc.
licensed an Indian version of Spider-Man, with the superhero donning a traditional Indian loincloth and sparring with
the Green Goblin recast as a rakshasa, a demon from Hindu
cosmology (see figure 1).
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As the Indian publisher announces:
Spider-Man India interweaves the local customs, culture and
mystery of modern India, with an eye to making Spider-Man’s
mythology more relevant to this particular audience. Readers
of this series will not see the familiar Peter Parker of Queens
under the classic Spider-Man mask, but rather a new hero – a
young, Indian boy named Pavitr Prabhakar. As Spider-Man,
Pavitr leaps around rickshaws and scooters in Indian streets,
while swinging from monuments such as the Gateway of India
and the Taj Mahal.[xlix]
Near the end of 2005, Disney announced that it would revise
its most lucrative story, Winnie the Pooh, by replacing Christopher Robin with a ‘red-haired six-year-old tomboy’ girl.[l] The
reaction to Disney’s announcement was mixed. Nicholas Tucker, author of The Rough Guide to Children’s Books, ‘thought
the new character a huge error.’ He continued, ‘They’re built
around a boy who arrives and puts things right, like little boys
do.’[li] Yet another scholar of children’s literature doubts whether
the absence of female characters in Winnie the Pooh has a
deleterious effect: Kathleen Horning, who trains children’s book
librarians at the University of Wisconsin Madison, reports that,
‘growing up, I had no problem relating to Christopher Robin.
He almost had a non-specific gender.’[lii]

three reasons. First, Disney’s move comes after almost 80
years of the male-dominated Hundred Acre Wood; SpiderMan’s new ethnicity comes after more than 40 years of a whiteonly superhero. It seems unreasonable to expect the world’s
women and minorities to wait patiently for each such move.
Second, the official Mary Sue may still leave much to be desired in the characterisation of the newly represented group.
Third, even where it expands the representation, it still leaves
large omissions: we hazard to predict that the new tomboy
girl will be white. Finally, the corporate masters of popular
characters are unlikely to license the most disfavoured uses.
For example, while DC Comics produced an alternative strip
featuring an evil Batman, it issued a cease and desist letter to
an artist depicting Batman and Robin as lovers (sometimes
explicitly) (see figure 2).[liii] An evil Batman, it seems, is more
palatable than a gay one.

Do these two major moves – involving what are likely to be
the single most popular superhero in the world and the single
most popular children’s cartoon character – suggest that underground versions of popular culture are unnecessary?
The possibility of an official Mary Sue is inadequate for at least
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Figure 2.
Batman and Robin (by Mark Chamberlain)

In our own household, we have been unwilling to wait. A popsicle stick and glue help us recreate the popular images with
which our daughter grows up.
Compare the following two figures:
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Figure 3.
The Adventures of Christopher Robin (by Ernest H. Shepard)

Figure 4.
The Adventures of Anoushka Chander (by Ernest H. Shepard, as modified by Anupam Chander)
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III. Conclusion

FOOTNOTES
[i]

Reworking the proprietary icons of our age offers one countereconomic strategy. Media stereotypes play an important role in
educating people about the capacities of others. More sinister
yet, they play an important role in educating us about our own
capacities. Given a popular media that marginalises various
segments of society, the act of reworking popular stories to
assert one’s own value is empowering. That act opens the
path to new livelihoods and roles. Self-insertion thus changes
popular meanings and redistributes profits. The act of copying
can be simultaneously homage and subversion.
This paper draws upon a longer work in the California Law Review.
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In a country of continental size such as Brazil, where most of
the political parties are weak and regional in scope, one cannot
overlook the significant role played by other political actors.
This is particularly true when they make their presence felt at
the national scale, as is the case with the Landless Workers’
Movement – in Portuguese, ‘Movimento dos Trabalhadores
Sem Terra’ or MST. Special attention is due to groups that
represent an authentic novelty in the national political scene
and that have achieved first class political status, even if none
of their actions or organisational characteristics is original per
se. The MST recombines and rearticulates known tactics and
elements in new ways and shows a remarkable political ability
in building alliances with various influential segments of civil
society. We are dealing here with a new form of shaping and
strengthening social claims, or, perhaps, with a new form of
organising political action. Over the last decade, the MST has
conquered an important political space in the Brazilian public
scene. It has done so by contradicting a supposed tradition
of passivity and anomie allegedly characteristic of common
people in Brazil, and has succeeded in organising itself on
a very large scale, gathering political influence and growing
increasingly capable of challenging the status quo.
The MST originated from the convergence and merger of several popular movements centred on land struggles, organised
around land occupations in the southern and southwestern
states of Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina, Paraná, São Paulo
and Mato Grosso do Sul during the first half of the 1980s. Brazil
was then going through a gradual democratisation process as
the military regime established by the 1964 coup was drawing
to a close. The combination of highly concentrated land ownership and the rapid modernisation of capital-intensive agriculture

led to rural unemployment, the expulsion of the poor from the
large estates and a massive rural exodus to the ‘favelas’ and
shanty-towns on the periphery of mid-sized or large cities. This
tendency coincided with the breakdown of government-sponsored land settlement policies in the Amazon area during the
military regime. It was against this background of crises and
violent land conflicts that several different movements began to
organise resistance and the struggle for peasants’ rights.
The Movimento dos Trabalhadores Sem Terra was the
direct result of those experiences which, at a certain point,
converged to launch the Encruzilhada Natalino encampment
in Ronda Alta, in the southernmost state of Rio Grande do Sul,
birthplace of the Movement. Officially, it was founded in Cascavel in the state of Paraná, in 1984, during the 1st National
Meeting of the Landless Rural Workers’ Movement, which was
attended by 80 representatives from 13 states.
The states of Rio Grande do Sul and Paraná pioneered the
introduction of modern technology and capital-intensive farming
methods, mainly for the production of soya and soya derivatives
for export. At the same time, minifundia – the subdivision of land
until individual plots are too small to be viable, often divided
between sons as they are handed on to the next generation – is
widespread in traditional areas that have been settled by Italian,
German and Polish immigrants among others, and has been the
major cause of emigration to neighbouring Paraguay and Rondonia and Mato Grosso in the Amazon since the 1960s. Thus,
although violent conflict over land prevails along the shifting
agricultural frontier at the periphery of the Amazonian rainforest, the political organisation of the land-struggle movement is
mostly a phenomenon that was nurtured alongside modern agriculture, and developed in areas of strong European immigrant
influence.
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Two decades after its launch in 1984, the MST is present in 23
of the 26 Brazilian states and is capable of organising demonstrations in more than 20 state capitals simultaneously. By the
latest evaluation, it engages more than 1.5 million people, or
almost 1% of the population of Brazil. About 350,000 families
have been settled on their own land, and another 80,000 live
in encampments waiting for Government action.
The MST has become important for the economic life of the
localities where it is present. The Movement has created about
400 associations in the fields of production, commercialisation
and services; 49 Agricultural and Cattle-raising Cooperatives
(CPA), which involve 2,299 families; 32 Service Cooperatives,
with 11,174 direct partners; two Regional Commercialization
Cooperatives and three Credit Cooperatives, with a total of
6,521 members. Additionally, 96 small and medium-sized cooperatives process fruit, vegetables, dairy products, grains,
coffee, meat and sweets. All these MST economic enterprises
generate employment, salary and profits that indirectly benefit
about 700 small towns.

federal government. Because of these impressive results, the
Movement received two recognition awards from UNESCO.
As stated by João Pedro Stédile, one of the Movement’s leaders, the MST’s aim is to struggle against three barriers: the
physical fences – the barbed-wire fences that enclose large
estates and block any access to land; the barrier of lack of
capital, that is, money to finance agriculture, the possibility
of purchasing tractors and agricultural equipment in general;
and, finally, the barrier of ignorance, meaning both the lack
of modern agricultural technology and of knowledge of one’s
rights and the capacity to defend them.1

Another one of the MST’s great achievements is education.
Approximately 160,000 children attend classes from the 1st
to the 4th grades in the 1,800 public elementary schools in the
Movement’s settlements, and the MST employs 3,900 teachers
who have created a specific kind of pedagogy for its schools.
The Escola Nacional Florestan Fernandes, a graduation school
in agronomy created and managed by the Movement, was inaugurated near São Paulo in January 2005. With the help and
collaboration of several universities, the MST has virtually eliminated illiteracy among teenagers and adults in the settlements,
with much better rates than the similar literacy programs of the

Of course, the MST was not the first land-struggle movement
in Brazilian history, which has seen many other episodes of
peasant revolt. All the previous movements, however, remained
circumscribed to the regions where they first emerged. The
Peasant Leagues’ action (Ligas Camponesas, in Portuguese) in
the 1960s, for instance, was concentrated in the state of Pernambuco and its vicinity. The same happened with the historic
Backland rebellion of Canudos, at the end of the nineteenth
century, and with the so-called War of the Contestado, at the
beginning of the twentieth century, which were restricted to
Northeastern Bahia and Western Santa Catarina respectively. In addition, both in Canudos and in the Contestado, the
rebels were animated by messianic and mystic inspirations,
and aspired to return to a mythic past rather than to transform
the conditions of the present. Another important distinction
between the MST and all the previous land-struggle movements is that it identifies the federal government, and not the
great landowners, as its principal target. The Movement’s leaders know indeed that only the government has the means to
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g)&ô6!,5% ô4(%.ô#/09u
4EXT
#/093(/0ôISôAôPLACEôWHEREôYOUôCANôPHOTOCOPYôEVERYTHINGôFROMôTEXTôTOôIMAGESôô
ô7 EôUSEôTHISôNAMEôFORôAôSHOPôANDôINFORMATIONôFORUMôWHICHôWILLôINVESTIGATEôTHEô
ôPHENOMENONôOFôCOPYINGô)Nô#/093(/0ôYOUôWILLôkNDôPRODUCTSôTHATôCHALLENGEôIN
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ô

BUSINESSMANôANDôGRANDSONôOFôTHEôOILôTYCOONô*ô0AULô'ETTY

môô @4HEREôHASôNEVERôBEENôAôTIMEôINôHISTORYôWHENôMOREôOFôOURôgCULTUREuôWASôASôgOWNEDuôô
ô

ASôITôISôNOWô!NDôYETôTHEREôHASôNEVERôBEENôAôTIMEôWHENôTHEôCONCENTRATIONôOFô

ô

POWERôTOôCONTROLôTHEôUSESôOFôCULTUREôHASôBEENôASôUNQUESTIONINGLYôACCEPTEDôASôITôô

ô

ISôNOWô ô,AWRENCEô,ESSIG ôLAWYERôANDôWRITER

)NTELLECTUALôPROPERTYôINôTHEôFORMôOFôCOPYRIGHT ôLICENCESôANDôPATENTSôHASôANôINCREASINGô
IMPORTANCEôINôSOCIETYômôITôAFFECTSôWHATôWEôSAY ôWHEREôWEôSAYôIT ôANDôTOôWHOMôWEôSAYô
ITô4HEôCONTROLôOFôRIGHTSôTOôIDEASôMAINTAINSôTHEôSTATUSôQUOôWITHINôTHEôCURRENTôECONOMICô
ORDERô4HEôLASTôôTOôôYEARSôHASôSEENôANôEXPONENTIALôRISEôINôTHEôRANGEôANDôSCOPEô
OFôINTELLECTUALôPROPERTY ôDUEôTOôTHEôECONOMICSôOFôGLOBALISATIONôANDôTOôTHEôSPREADôOFô
INFORMATIONôTECHNOLOGYô4HEôFUNDAMENTALôLEGALôCONCEPTôISôASôFOLLOWSô@IFôVALUEôTHENô
RIGHT ôOR ôTOôPUTôITôANOTHERôWAY ô@WHEREôTHEREôISôECONOMICôVALUEôTHEREôISôINTELLECTUALô
PROPERTYô(OWEVER ôMANYôSUCCESSFULôALTERNATIVESôTOôTHESEôDOMINANTôIDEASôHAVEôBEENô
PROPOSED ôANDôHAVEôLEDôTOôEFFECTIVEôSTRATEGIESôTHATôSUBVERTôORôBYPASSôEXISTINGôLAWSôANDô
CONVENTIONSômôTHEô&REE/PENô3OURCEô3OFTWAREôMOVEMENTôANDôTHEôDEVELOPMENTôOFôTHEô
,INUXôOPERATINGôSYSTEM ôFORôEXAMPLE ôORôTHEôSTATE SANCTIONEDôINFRINGEMENTôOFôINTELLECTUALô
PROPERTYôINô"RAZILôTHATôHASôENABLEDôTHEôPRODUCTIONôOFôAFFORDABLEôDRUGSôFORôTHEôTREATMENTô
OFô()6ô7EôWANTôTOôCONFRONTôTHISôDEVELOPMENTôANDôPRODUCE ôPROMOTEôANDôSELLôPRODUCTSô
THATôCHALLENGEôTHEôCONCEPTô@)FôVALUEôTHENôRIGHTô
3OURCEô
WWWCOPY SHOPORG
&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
#/093(/0ôISôINITIATEDôBYô3UPERlEXôANDô#OPENHAGENô"RAINS
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 romote land reform, to create settlements, and to provide
p
loans to small farmers on viable terms. Besides, the MST does
not need the mediation of Congressional representatives in
order to make their claims known to the President of the Republic and the other components of the Executive Branch, as
its militants have frequently been received by the President and
by Federal Ministers.
The MST’s organisational structure is first characterised by a
strong sense of hierarchy and discipline. In the encampments,
married couples are separated from single people; the latter
are divided according to gender. The singles have their own
kitchen and are closely monitored. Guns and spirits are prohibited. Critics say these rules expose the conservative bias of the
movement, proving that it is against modernity. Their leaders,
however, simply explain that they are confronting strictly disciplined organisations such as the Army and the Military Police,
so they must be disciplined too. Secondly, the MST has learned
from the experiences of the previous land-struggle movements;
power is divided between 21 national leaders and physical installations are dispersed throughout various localities. Besides
power decentralisation, those leaders most often targeted are
periodically replaced in order to avoid their elimination through
arrest or, in the most extreme cases, assassination. Thirdly, there
is a pedagogic process of education and ideological formation,
along with the incorporation of new militants through collective
work and the creation of family encampments.

they cease to be excluded and become a community of individuals newly included in society. This is why the militants are
able to establish a dialogue with the government, or to make
their ideas public in spite of the frequent criticism or open hostility from a considerable part of the media. Once they join, the
MST militants acquire a new family, a job and a cause to fight
for; in other words, they find a new meaning for their lives. In
the words of Marlene, a militant from the state of Mato Grosso:
‘The MST is a very good experience. Everything I know about
today’s Brazilian reality I learned at the movement. I owe everything I know to it. I will never forget it. Watching the families
that were in need, that were starving in the cities, unemployed
rural workers … who are now living as I am, it is a great dream
come true. We live in community; we have education for the
kids, we have health. Health is the most important thing …’2
It is implicit in this testimony that what matters for the MST’s
members is not just the material conditions necessary for survival. Rather, the MST’s greatest achievement is its capacity
to offer people the minimal conditions to improve their own
lives, to give them a new sense of personal dignity, to enable
them to conduct their own struggle for improvement. From this
perspective, social movements such as the MST play a role in
political life that is very similar to that of the welfare state.

Adversaries of the MST commonly make the mistake of believing that the movement is historically retrogressive and that its
members form a group of people excluded from modern Brazilian society. The truth is, once rural workers join the movement,

The MST’s success in setting forth its ideas and positions is
to a large extent due to its considerable political force. One
can evaluate this capacity to influence political events by an
indirect method: observing MST’s presence in the daily coverage of national political developments by the Brazilian press.
In a previous study, we counted the number of times the
Movement was cited in editorials in the four principal Brazilian
newspapers (Folha de S.Paulo, O Estado de S.Paulo, Jornal
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do Brasil, O Globo).3 The results indicate the status that the
MST attained in the Brazilian political scene over the second
half of the 1990s. The MST is not, of course, the only landless
workers’ movement in Brazil; many similar movements are active, several of them inspired by the MST. A study by Bernardo
Mançano Fernandes has shown that the MST was directly responsible for only one-third of land occupations in Brazil from
1996 to 1999, and represents approximately two-thirds of
the encamped families recorded up to 1996.4 The other landstruggle movements, then, dispute the same political space
as the MST. A day-to-day examination of political news coverage reveals, however, that the MST remains undoubtedly the
principal actor in all matters related to agrarian reform and the
main source of organised pressure upon the government. The
MST is also the only landless workers’ movement to have been
accorded editorials in all four of the newspapers mentioned
above. A comparison with the largest federation of workers’
unions (Central Unica dos Trabalhadores or CUT), which has
been considered, since its creation, a sort of trade-union arm
of the Workers’ Party (PT) and an important critic and adversary of several Federal Administrations before the PT came
to power, shows that the MST’s media presence is clearly on
the rise. In 1995, for instance, the MST inspired 47 editorials,
versus 98 for the CUT. Three years later, in 1997, the MST
garnered 147 editorials, while the CUT had been reduced to
46. In 2000, the MST was the subject of 77 editorials, and the
CUT only 17. These numbers show that in the period between
1995 and 2000, the MST was mentioned at least once a week
in one of the four largest newspapers’ editorials in Brazil.

In 1995, Fernando Henrique Cardoso became President and
seemed determined to dilute and weaken the movement through
a massive settlement effort. Until that period, land settlements
for agrarian reform purposes had averaged around 12,000
families per year. The Cardoso Administration’s advisors estimated that they could settle approximately 280,000 families
over the four years of Cardoso’s first term. They figured out
that if this plan could be realised, the agrarian question would
no longer constitute a major governmental problem. They reckoned, in effect, that such a massive settlement policy would
considerably erode the landless workers movements’ potential
to attract new adherents and that once most of the demands
for agrarian reform had been met, the subject would lose much
of its appeal and legitimacy in the eyes of the public. The proposed goals have been attained, and 287,539 families were
settled during the first Cardoso Administration (1995–1998),
according to official figures. What the official planners had not
foreseen, however, was that the MST increased in strength and
visibility in Brazilian society over this very same period.

In order to understand these numbers, we must recapitulate
some key events related to the MST and the country’s politics.

On 17 April 1996, nineteen militants from the MST were shot
and killed by the military police of the northern state of Pará
while demonstrating on a road at Eldorado dos Carajás, in that
state. The incident was televised and re-transmitted worldwide.
The movement gained immediate publicity, prompting the government to monitor its actions with enhanced attention. In spite
of this precedent, just one year later the government did not
seriously consider the possibility that a march to Brasília organised by MST leaders between February and April 1997 would
have much impact. Three columns of landless workers met in
Brasília after the two-month march. The aim of the initiative
was to pressure the government to receive MST leaders and
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#OUNTER STRIKEô3ELF ORGANISE
$ESCRIPTION
4HEô#OUNTER STRIKEôPROJECTôISôANôARCHIVEôOFôkLMSôTHATôDOCUMENTôORôkCTIONALISEôSELF OR
GANISEDôCOMMUNITIES ôALONGôWITHôAôFREE ôPUBLICôPRESENTATIONôOFôTHEôONLINEôMULTIPLAYERô
VIDEOGAMEô#OUNTER STRIKE
4EXT
4HEôGAMEô#OUNTER STRIKEôBEGANôLIFEôASôAôMODôFORôTHEôCOMMERCIALôRELEASEô(ALF ,IFEô
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ô
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FAILEDô"OLSHEVIKôREVOLUTIONôOFô ôTHROUGHôDOCUMENTARIESôSUCHôASô@#HRISTIANIA ôYOUô
HAVEôMYôHEART ôTHATôPRESENTSôTHEôHIPPY ANARCHISTôENCLAVEôOFô#HRISTIANIAôINô#OPEN
HAGENôASôAôFUNCTIONING ôALTERNATIVEôSOCIALôMODEL ôANDô@4HEô#OCONUTô2EVOLUTIONôTHATô
DOCUMENTSôANôUPRISINGôONôTHEô0ACIkCôISLANDôOFô"OUGAINVILLE ôAôREBELLIONôATôAôMINEô
OWNEDôBYô2IOô4INTOô:INCôTHATôTURNEDôINTOôANôARMEDôSTRUGGLEôBETWEENôTHEôNEWLYôFORMEDô
"OUGAINVILLEô2EVOLUTIONARYô!RMY ôANDôTHEôSTATEôFORCESôOFô0APUAô.EWô'UINEAô4HEô
kLMSôPRESENTôAôRANGEôOFôSCENARIOS ôFROMôTHEôOPTIMISTICôTOôTHEôDISASTROUS ôTHATôSHOWô
SELF ORGANISATIONôASôSIMPLYôAôMETHODô ôAôNECESSARYôRESPONSE ôAôCALCULATEDôSTRATEGYô
ORôTHEôACCIDENTALôOUTCOMEôOFôAôSITUATION
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4HEô$IGGERS
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2ADICALôGUERILLAôSTREETôTHEATERôGROUPôWHOôREALIZEDôTHEIRôVISIONôOFôAô&REEôCOMMUNITYô
INôSIXTIESô3ANô&RANCISCO
4EXT
4HEô0OST #OMPETITIVE ô#OMPARATIVEô'AMEôOFôAô&REEô#ITYômô/URôSTATEôOFôAWARENESSô
DEMANDSôTHATôWEôUPLIFTôOURôEFFORTSôFROMôCOMPETITIVEôGAMEôPLAYINGôINôTHEôUNDERGROUNDô
TOôTHEôCOMPARATIVEôROLESôOFôFREEôFAMILIESôINôFREEôCITIES
ô

7EôMUSTôPOOLôOURôRESOURCESôANDôINTERACTôOURôENERGIESôTOôPROVIDEôTHEôFREEDOMôFORô

OURôINDIVIDUALôACTIVITIES
ô

)NôEACHôCITYôOFôTHEôWORLDôTHEREôISôAôLOOSEôCOMPETITIVEôUNDERGROUNDôCOMPOSEDô

OFôGROUPSôWHOSEôAIMSôOVERLAP ôCONlICT ôANDôGENERALLYôENERVATEôTHEôDESIREDôGOALôOFô
AUTONOMYô"YôNOWôWEôALLôHAVEôGUNS ôKNOWôHOWôTOôUSEôTHEM ôKNOWôOURôENEMY ôANDô
AREôREADYôTOôDEFENDô7EôKNOWôTHATôWEôAINTôGONNAôTAKEôNOôMOREôSHITô3OôITSôABOUTô
TIMEôWEôCARRIEDôOURSELVESôAôLITTLEôHEAVIERôANDôGOTôDOWNôTOôTHEôBUSINESSôOFôCREATINGô
FREEôCITIESôWITHINôTHEôURBANôENVIRONMENTSôOFôTHEôWESTERNôWORLD
ô

&REEô#ITIESôAREôCOMPOSEDôOFô&REEô&AMILIESôEG ôINô3ANô&RANCISCOô$IGGERS ô"LACKô

0ANTHERS ô0ROVOS ô-ISSIONô2EBELSôANDôVARIOUSôREVOLUTIONISTôGANGSôANDôCOMMUNES ô
WHOôESTABLISHôANDôMAINTAINôSERVICESôTHATôPROVIDEôAôBASEôOFôFREEDOMôFORôAUTONOMOUSô
GROUPSôTOôCARRYôOUTôTHEIRôPROGRAMSôWITHOUTôHAVINGôTOôHASSLEôFORôFOOD ôPRINTINGôFACILI
TIES ôTRANSPORTATION ôMECHANICS ôMONEY ôHOUSING ôWORKINGôSPACE ôCLOTHES ôMA ôCHINERY ô
TRUCKS ôETC
ô

!TôTHISôPOINTôINôOURôREVOLUTIONôITôISôDEMANDEDôTHATôTHEôFAMILIES ôCOMMUNES ôBLACKô

ORGANIZATIONSôANDôGANGSôOFôEVERYôCITYôINô!MERICAôCOORDINATEôANDôDEVELOPô&REEô#ITIESô
WHEREôEVERYTHINGôTHATôISôNECESSARYôCANôBEôOBTAINEDôFORôFREEôBYôTHOSEôINVOLVEDôINôTHEô
VARIOUSôACTIVITIESôOFôTHEôINDIVIDUALôCLANSô%VERYôBROTHERôANDôSISTERôSHOULDôHAVEôWHATô
THEYôNEEDôTOôDOôWHATEVERôNEEDSôTOôBEôDONEô
&REEô#ITYômô!NôOUTLINEôAôBEGINNINGô%ACHôSERVICEôSHOULDôBEôPERFORMEDôBYôAôTIGHTô
GANGôOFôBROTHERSôANDôSISTERSôWHOSEôCOMMITMENTôSHOULDôENABLEôTHEMôTOôHANDLEôANô
OVERLOADôOFôWORKôWITHôABILITYôANDôENTHUSIASMô@4RIPSTERSôSOONôGETôBORED ôHOPEFULLYô
BEFOREôTHEYôCAUSEôANôECONOMICôSTRAIN
ô

&REEô#ITYô3WITCHBOARD)NFORMATIONô#ENTERôSHOULDôCOORDINATEôALLôSERVICES ôACTIVITIES ô

ANDôAIDôANDôDIRECTôASSISTANCEôWHEREôITôISôMOSTôNEEDEDô!LSOôPROVIDEôAôREFERENCEôPOINTô
FORôLEGALôAID ôHOUSING ôMACHINERY ôETCôACTôASôAôMAILINGôADDRESSôFORôDISLOCATEDôGROUPSô
ORôINDIVIDUALSôANDôGUIDEôRANDOMôENERGIESôWHEREôTHEYôAREôMOSTôNEEDEDô4HEôWORKô
LOADôUSUALLYôPREVENTSôORôSHOULDôPREVENTôTHEôHANDLINGôOFôMESSAGESôFROMôPARENTSôTOô
THEIRôRUNAWAYôCHILDRENôTHATôSHOULDôBEôLEFTôUPôTOôTHEôCHURCHESôOFôTHEôCOMMUNITY
&REEô&OODô3TORAGEôANDô$ISTRIBUTIONô#ENTERômô3HOULDôHITôEVERYôAVAILABLEôSOURCEôOFô
FREEôFOODPRODUCEôMARKETS ôFARMERSôMARKETS ôMEAT PACKINGôPLANTS ôFARMS ôDAIRIES ô
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SHEEPôANDôCATTLEôRANCHES ôAGRICULTURALôCOLLEGES ôANDôGIANTôINSTITUTIONSôFORôTHEôUNEATENô

&REEô#ITYô3TORESôANDô7ORKSHOPSômô.OTHINGôINôTHESEôSTORESôSHOULDôBEôTHROWAWAYô

VATSôOFôFOOD ANDôkLLôUPôTHEIRôTRUCKSôWITHôTHEôSURPLUSôBYôBEGGING ôBORROWING ôSTEALING ô

ITEMSôSPACEôSHOULDôBEôAVAILABLEôFORôCHICKSôTOôSEWôDRESSES ôMAKEôPANTSôTOôORDER ô

FORMINGôLIAISONSôANDôCOMMUNICATIONSôWITHôDELIVERYôDRIVERSôFORôTHEôLEFTOVERSôFROMôTHEIRô

RECUTôGARMENTSôTOôkT ôETCô4HEôMANAGEMENTôSHOULDôALLôBEôLIFE ACTORSôCAPABLEôOFôTURNINGô

ROUTESôôôôBESTôMETHODôISôTOôWORKôINôTWOôSHIFTSôMORNINGôGROUPôPICKSôUPôTHEôFOODSTUFFSô

BULLSHITTERSôINTOôMUDô)MPORTANTôTHATôTHESEôPLACESôAREôkRSTôCLASSôENVIRONMENTSôWITHô

ANDôTHEôAFTERNOONôSHIFTôDELIVERSôITôTOôTHEôLISTôOFô&REEô&AMILIESôANDôTHEôPOORôPEOPLESôOFô

NOôTRACEôOFôSALVATIONôARMYSTôVINNIEôDEôPAULôCHARITYôROTô%VERYTHINGôGROOVYô%VERYTHINGô

THEôGHETTOSô%VERYDAYô(ARDôWORK

WITHôSTYLEôMUSTôBEôkRSTôCLASSô)TSôALLôFREEôBECAUSEôITSôYOURSô

ô

4HISôGANGôSHOULDôHELPôPEOPLEôPOOLôTHEIRôWELFAREôFOODôSTAMPSôANDôGETôTHEIRôOLDô

LADIESôORôAôGROUPôTOôOPENôAôFREEôRESTAURANTôFORôPEOPLEôONôTHEôMOVEôANDôTHOSEôWHOôLIVEô

&REEô-EDICALô4HINGômô3HOULDôBEôESTABLISHEDôINôALLôPOVERTYôAREASôANDôRUNôBYôPRIVATEô

ONôTHEôSTREETSô'IANTôSCORESôSHOULDôBEôSTOREDôINôAôGARAGE TYPEôWAREHOUSEôEQUIPPEDô

PHYSICIANSôANDôFREEôFROMôANYôBUREAUCRATICôSUPPORTô4HEô&REEô#ITYô"ANKôSHOULDôTRYôTOô

WITHôFREEZERSôANDôITSôWHEREABOUTSôKNOWNôONLYôTOôTHEô&REEô&OODô'ANGô4HISôGROUPô

COVERôTHEôEXPENSES ôANDôPHARMACEUTICALôHOUSESôSHOULDôBEôHITôFORôMEDICALôSUPPLIES ô

SHOULDôALSOôSETôUPôANDôPROVIDEôHELPôFORôCANNING ôPRESERVING ôBREADôBAKING ôANDôFEASTSô

ETCô)MPORTANTôTHATôTHEôDOCTORSôAREôBROTHERSôANDôDOôNOTôASKôTOôBEôSALARIEDôORôAREôNOTô

ANDôANYTHINGôANDôEVERYTHINGôELSEôTHATôHASôTOôDOôWITHôFOOD

OUTôTOôMAKEôCAREERSôFORôTHEMSELVESôWITNESSô$Rô$AVIDô3MITHôOFôTHEô(IPPIEô&REEô#LINICô
INô3ANô&RANCISCOôWHOôISôFARôFROMôAôBROTHERôVERYôFAR 

&REEô#ITYô'ARAGEôANDô-ECHANICSômô4OôREPAIRôANDôMAINTAINôALLôVEHICLESôUSEDôINôTHEô
VARIOUSôSERVICESô4HEôRESPONSIBILITYôFORôTHEôNECESSARYôTOOLSôANDôPARTSôNEEDEDôINôTHEIRô

&REEô#ITYô(OSPITALômô3HOULDôBEôAôHOUSEôCONVERTEDôINTOôBEDôSPACEôANDôPREFERABLYôWITHô

WORKôISôENTIRELYôTHEIRSôANDôUSUALLYôAVAILABLEôBYôMAINTAININGôFRIENDLYôRELATIONSôWITHô

AôGARDENôANDôUSEDôFORôCONVALESCENCEôANDôPEOPLEôWHOSEôMINDSôHAVEôBEENôBLOWNôORô

JUNKYARDS ôGIANTôAUTOMOTIVEôSCHOOLS ôANDôGENERALLYôSCROUNGINGôAROUNDôTHOSEôAREASô

WHOôHAVEôJUSTôBEENôRELEASEDôFROMôAôSTATEôINSTITUTIONôANDôWHOôNEEDôTHEôCOMFORTôANDô

WHEREôAUTOôEQUIPMENTôISôEASILYôOBTAINEDô4HEôGARAGEôSHOULDôBEôLARGEôENOUGHôANDô

SOLACEôOFôTHEIRôPEOPLEôRATHERôTHANôTHEôCOLDôALIENATEDôWALLSôOFôANôURBANôINSTITUTION

FREEôOFôTRIPSTERSôWHOôONLYôCREATEôMOREôWORKôFORôTHEôEARNESTôMECHANICS
&REEô#ITYô%NVIRONMENTALôANDô$ESIGNô'ANGômô'ANGSôOFôARTISTSôFROMôUNIVERSITIESôANDôARTô
&REEô#ITYô"ANKôANDô4REASURYômô4HISôGROUPôSHOULDôBEôRESPONSIBLEôFORôRAISINGôMONEY ô

INSTITUTESôSHOULDôBEôTURNEDôONôANDôHELPEDôINôATTACKINGôTHEôDANKôSQUALORôOFôTHEôSLUMSô

MAKINGôFREEôMONEY ôPAYINGôRENTS ôFORôGASOLINE ôANDôANYôOTHERôNECESSARYôEXPENSESôOFô

ANDôMOSTôOFôTHEô&REEô#ITYô&AMILYôDWELLINGSôPAINTôLANDSCAPESôONôTHEôSIDESôOFôTENE

THEô&REEô#ITYô&AMILIESô4HEYôSHOULDôALSOôORGANIZEôANDôCREATEôSMALLôRACKETSôCOOKIEô

MENTSôkBERGLASSôSTAIRWELLSôMAKEôCRAZYô4IGHTôGROUPSôOFôGOODôPAINTERS ôSCULPTORS ô

SALES ôETC ôFORôTHEôPOORôKIDSôOFôTHEôGHETTOESôANDôAIDôINôTHEôREPAIRôANDôMAINTENANCEô

DESIGNERSôWHOôCOMFORTABLYôCONSTRUCTôENVIRONMENTSôFORôTHEôCOMMUNITYô-ATERIALSôANDô

OFôTHEôMACHINERYôREQUIREDôINôTHEôPERFORMANCEôOFôTHEôVARIOUSôSERVICES

EQUIPMENTôCANôBEôHUSTLEDôFROMôUNIVERSITYôPROJECTSôANDôMANUFACTURERS ôETC

&REEô#ITYô,EGALô!SSISTANCEômô(IGH STYLE ôHARD NOSED ôTOP CLASSôLAWYERSôWHOôAREôWILLINGô

&REEô#ITYô3CHOOLSômô3CHOOLSôDESIGNEDôANDôRUNôBYôDIFFERENTôGROUPSôACCORDINGôTOôTHEô

TOôDEFENDôTHEôRIGHTSôOFôTHEô&REEô#ITYôANDôITSôSERVICESôNOôHONKY ôLIBERAL ôBLEEDING

CONSCIOUSNESSôOFôTHEIRô&REEô&AMILIESôEG ô"LACKô-ANSô&REEô3CHOOL ô!NARCHISTSô

HEART ôGUILT RIDDENôADVOCATESôOFôJUSTICE ôBUTôkRST CLASSôCASE WINNERSôTURNôONôTHEôBESTô

#REATIVEô!RTSô3CHOOL ôETC ô4HEôSCHOOLSôSHOULDôUTILIZEôTHEôSPACEôLIBERATEDôFORôTHEMô

LAWYERSôWHOôCANôSETôUPôAIRTIGHTôRECEIVERSHIPôFORôFREEôMONEYôANDôPROPERTY ôANDôBEATô

BYôTHEô&REEô#ITYô3PACEô'ANG

DOWNôTHEôPOLICEôHARASSMENTôANDôBRUTALITYôOFôYOURôAREAS
&REEô#ITYô.EWSôANDô#OMMUNICATIONô#OMPANYômô0ROVIDERSôOFôAôDAILYôNEWSPAPER ô
&REEô#ITYô(OUSINGôANDô7ORKô3PACEômô2ENTôORôWORKôDEALSôWITHôTHEôURBANôGOVTôTOôTAKEô

MONTHLYôMAGAZINE ôFREEô'ESTETNERôANDôPRINTINGôOFôNOTICESôFORôOTHERôGROUPSôANDôANYô

OVERôSPACESôTHATôHAVEôBEENôABANDONEDôFORôUSEôASôCARPENTRYôSHOPS ôGARAGES ôTHEATERS ô

SPECIALôBULLETINSôANDôPROPAGANDAôFORôTHEôVARIOUSôFAMILIESôOFôTHEô&REEô#ITYô4HEôMA

ETC ôRENTôWHOLEôHOUSES ôBUTôDONTôLETôTHEMôTURNôINTOôCRASHôPADSô3ETôUPôHOTELSôFORôNEWô

CHINERYôSHOULDôBEôKEPTôINôTOPôCONDITIONôANDôSUPPLIEDôBYôANYôOFôTHEôVARIOUSôSERVICESô

ARRIVALSôORôTRANSIENTSôBYôWORKINGôOUTôDEALSôWITHôSMALLôHOTELôOWNERSôFORôFREEôROOMSôINô

0APERôCANôBEôSCAVENGEDôATôLARGEôMILLSôANDôCUTôDOWNôTOôPROPERôWORKINGôSIZE

EXCHANGEôFORôLIGHTôHOUSEWORK ôPORTERôDUTIES ôETCô"IGôWAREHOUSESôCANôBEôWORKEDôONô
BYôENVIRONMENTALôARTISTSôANDôTURNEDôINTOôGIANTôFREEôDANCE kESTA FEASTôPALACES

&REEô#ITYô%VENTSô&ESTIVALô0LANNINGô#OMMITTEESômô5SUALLYôINVOLVESôSEVERALô&AMILIESô

ô

!ôSTRONGôTRIOôOFôSERIOUSôBUSINESS ORIENTEDôCATSôSHOULDôDEVELOPôTHISôLIBERATIONô

INTERACTINGôTOôSPONSORôTOURSôFORôTHEôKIDSôô"ALLS ô(APPENINGS ô4HEATRE ô$ANCE ôANDô

OFôSPACEôWITHINôTHEôCITIESôANDôBEôABLEôTOôWORKôWITHôTHEôLAWYERSôTOôMAKEôDEALSôANDô

SPONTANEOUSôEXPERIMENTSôINôJOYôô0ARKô%VENTSôUSUALLYôAREôBESTôSETôUPôBYôHIRINGô

OUTMANEUVERôURBANôBUEAUCRACIESôANDôSLUMôLANDLORDSôONEôOFôTHEôMAINôTARGETSôFORô

Aô FOOTôlATBEDôTRUCKôFORôTHEôROCKôBANDôTOôUSEôASôAôSTAGEôANDôTOôTRANSPORTôTHEIRô

SPACEôAREôTHEôCHURCHESôWHIOôAREôTHEôHOLDERSôOFôMOSTôREALôESTATEôANDôTHEYôSHOULDôBEô

EQUIPMENTôPEOPLEôSHOULDôBEôADVISEDôBYôLEAlETSôTOôBRINGôFOODôTOôEXCHANGEôWITHôTHEIRô

APPROACHEDôWITHôAôNO BULLSHITôHARDôLINE

NEIGHBORSôBANNERS ôPROPS ôBALLOONS ôKITESôETC ôSHOULDôBEôHANDLEDôBYôAôCOMMITTEEôô
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ANôELECTRICIANôSHOULDôBEôAROUNDôTOôRUNôTHEôGENERATORôANDôMAKEôSUREôTHATôTHEô0!ôSYS
TEMSôWORKôHARDôWORKôMADEôEASYôBYôGIVINGôRESPONSIBLEôPEOPLEôTHEôTOUGHôJOBS
#OOPERATIVEô&ARMSôANDô#AMPSITESômô4HEôFARMSôSHOULDôBEôRUNôBYôEXPERIENCEDôHANDSô
ANDôTHEô&REEô,ANDôSET ôTLEDôONôBYôCOTTAGEôINDUSTRIALôPEOPLEôWHOôWILLôSENDôTHEIRôWARESô
INTOôTHEô&REEô#ITYô4HEôFARMSôMUSTôPRODUCEôVITALôFOODôFORôTHEôFAMILIESôSOMEôFREEô
LANDôTHATôISôNOôGOODôFORôFARMINGôSHOULDôBEôUSEDôASôCAMPSITESôANDORôCABINôAREASôFORô
CITIZENSôWHOôAREôINôNEEDôOFôCOUNTRYôLEISURE ôASôWELLôASôKIDSôWHOôCOULDôUSEôAôSUMMERô
INôTHEôWOODS
3CAVENGERô#ORPSôANDô4RANSPORTô'ANGômô)SôRESPONSIBLEôFORôGARBAGEôCOLLECTIONôANDôTHEô
PICKINGôUPôANDôDELIVERYôOFôITEMSôTOôTHEôVARIOUSôSERVICES ôASôWELLôASôLIBERATINGôANYTHINGô
THEYôTHINKôUSEFULôFORôONEôPROJECTôORôANOTHERô4HEYôAREôTOôBEôRESPONSIBLEôFORôTHEôTRUCKô
lEETôANDôESPECIALLYôAWAREôOFôTHEôECONOMICôSTRAINôIFôTRUCKSôAREôMISUSEDôBYôTRIPSTERS
&REEô#ITYô4INKERSôANDô'UNSMITHS ô%TCômô7ILLôREPAIRôANDôKEEPôTHINGSôGOINGôINôTHEô
HOUSESôEXPERIENCEDôREPAIRMENôOFôALLôSORTS ôELECTRICIANS ôANDôCARPENTERSô4HEYôSHOULDô
MAINTAINôAôWAREHOUSEôORôWORKINGôSPACEôFORôTHEIRôOUTkT
&REEô#ITYô2ADIO ô46ôANDô#OMPUTERô3TATIONSômô$EMANDô&REEôTIMEôONôRADIOôANDô46ôSTA
TIONSôDEMANDôAô&REEô#ITYôFREQUENCYôTOôSETôUPôYOURôOWNôSTATIONSôRENTôCOMPUTERSôTOô
CALLôTHEôPUNCHESôFORôTHEôREVOLUTIONôORôUSEôTHEMôINôANYôCONSTRUCTIVEôWAYôPOSSIBLE
3OURCEô
4HEô$IGGERô0APERS ô3ANô&RANCISCOô
&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
WWWDIGGERSORG
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to reopen talks that had been interrupted after the Eldorado
dos Carajás massacre. The result was a resounding success:
on their arrival in Brasília, representatives of the demonstrators
were received by the President of the Republic and also met
the Presidents of the National Congress and of the Supreme
Court of Justice; that is, all the most important authorities of
the Executive, Legislative and Judicial branches.
The MST has been successful so far in gaining public sympathy thanks to the strict organisation and good discipline of
its demonstrations. The majority of the Brazilian population
lives, in fact, in urban areas (80%), against only about 20%
in rural localities. Hence, the struggle for agrarian reform has
to be fought and won in the cities, close to the majority of
public opinion. This explains why the Movement attaches so
much importance to launching demonstrations and meetings
simultaneously in as many state capitals as possible. All the
MST’s initiatives – marches, land occupations, encampments
– always have the nature of mass demonstrations because the
Movement’s leaders know that this is the best way to prevent
their violent repression.
In spite of the systematic negative presentation of the MST
by most of the media, it generally manages to obtain significant levels of reaction to its statements or actions and to reach
large sectors of public opinion. The Movement’s leaders have
a keen sense of opportunity and know very well what kind of
activities will catch the media’s attention. For instance, in order
to ensure adequate visibility in the media, land occupations
are preferentially located near roads and highways for easy
access. In the same spirit, the choice of government seats, bureaus of official agencies or bank offices for the organisation
of temporary encampments guarantees that such protest acts
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will certainly appear prominently in television news and in the
newspapers. Occupations of government buildings or demonstrations in front of the rural property of former President
Cardoso’s family were successful examples of the MST’s wellknown talent for exploiting the media’s hunger for spectacular
news.
Demonstrations and urban occupations are realised in strategically chosen places so as to gain the highest possible visibility
without disturbing the daily routine of the city or its inhabitants.
From the point of view of the Movement’s leaders, the goal is
to make the population aware of the key questions related to
agrarian reform, rather than to cause annoyance and trouble. In
effect, militants only rarely block an avenue or prevent government employees from entering their workplaces.
As a strategy to win the sympathy of the urban population and
to show solidarity among workers, the MST also supports
typical urban struggles such as demonstrations for increasing
minimum wages, demonstrations by teachers or public health
employees for better working conditions, union strikes and
even police officers’ protests for better salaries. MST leaders’ public statements in support of urban popular movements
are sometimes interpreted by the press as evidence that the
Movement is not sincerely interested in agrarian reform, but
acts mainly in a revolutionary sense.

1997 march to Brasília the movement’s popularity reached its
peak, with public support reaching 77%.
What particularly worries the Brazilian government is the difficulty of neutralising the ability of the MST to remain visible in
the media. In effect, the Movement would have never become
such a formidable opponent if it had adopted the institutionalised form of political opposition favoured by the established
unions. The union organisation is not an attractive alternative
to the Movement. Far from the MST imitating the unions, it is
the latter that have begun to replicate the strategies adopted
by the MST. Another alternative would be the parliamentary
path, converting the organisation into a political party. Some
analysts indeed argue that this is the likely future development
of the Movement.
As noted above, an incontrovertible proof of the political
force of the landless workers’ movement is that it does not
need, or does not want, to resort to the mediation of Congress
to present its claims to the Executive branch.

Public opinion polls taken over recent years show that the
majority of the Brazilian population supports the MST and its
goals. The support for agrarian reform varies between 80% and
94%, while approximately two-thirds of the population considers the MST a legitimate movement. Over the period of the

Among the 513 members of the Brazilian House of Representatives, no more than ten openly defend the MST’s interests. In
contrast, nearly one-third of Representatives are committed to
the defence of landowners’ interests, often being big landowners themselves. On a recent occasion, landowners gave an
additional proof of their overwhelming influence in Congress
by approving an extremely biased report of the Congressional
Inquiry Committee on Land Issues (CPMI). This committee had
been created in 2003 with the aim of carrying out a broad
evaluation and an impartial diagnosis of the Brazilian agrarian
structure and reform process, as well as of the campaigns conducted both by the workers’ and the landowners’ movements.
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Although its mandate was to identify the path to a reasonable
solution to land problems, the majority of Committee members
preferred to come down squarely on the side of criminalising
landless workers’ movements, particularly the MST, instead of
proposing effective solutions to this long-lasting stalemate.
After two years of research, fact-finding visits to nine different states, 125 interviews, the inspection of 75,000 pages of
documents, and the analysis of dozens of agreements entered
into by the Federal Government with both workers’ and landowners’ bodies, the report released in 2005 concluded with
the overly simplistic and unilateral interpretation that Brazilian
agrarian problems were primarily related to the way federal
resources had been distributed to entities connected with
landless workers.
The approved report is completely silent as far as violence
in rural areas is concerned, and ignores the high number of
rural workers’ assassinations and the illegal appropriation of
public lands by greedy landowners. It makes no mention whatsoever of forced or enslaved labor or of the armed militias
formed by some big landowners. The text is so blatantly reactionary as to recommend the approval of a law that would
brand land occupations as heinous crimes and the actions of
those who carry out occupations as terrorist acts.
Questioned about the unbalanced representation of
agrarian interests in Congress, the MST leader, João Pedro
Stédile, answered that the locus of the struggle for agrarian
reform had moved from Congress to other sectors of society: Congress was the theatre of the movement’s struggle during the period when the new constitution was in the
process of being discussed and drafted, in 1986 and 1987.5
This is certainly true, but one could add that, after that very

 articular historic moment marked by democratisation after
p
21 uninterrupted years of military rule, the conservative and
far-right forces were better able to re-group and re-assert
their traditional power in almost all sectors of Brazilian society. Since then, there has been a perceptible reaction against
what those forces perceive as the ‘excesses’ of the so-called
Citizen Constitution, in terms not only of agrarian reform but
in relation to social rights in general. According to Stédile,
Parliament is no more than the mirror of society’s current
correlation of forces, which implicitly admits that the agrarian
reform movements have lost power since the Constitution
was drafted. This correlation will only change if and when
people are able to organise themselves in order to fight for
their rights. ‘Parliamentary work is necessary,’ he adds, ‘but
the fundamental aspect is the organisation of the masses. All
the profound changes in mankind’s history were due to mass
mobilisation of organised people.’
An important ally of the landless workers’ cause is the Brazilian Catholic Church, especially the Land Pastoral Commission (CPT), whose help has been of great use because of its
all-pervasive presence even in the most remote parts of Brazil,
near the frontier areas where the majority of land conflicts occur. It enjoys, thus, a good position from which to accurately
record the murders of rural workers and to denounce the murders publicly. Its logistical support has also been important, as
during the march to Brasília, when the Catholic Church allowed
marchers to stay overnight in churches and parochial houses
all along the route and helped to feed and assist them. Another
significant type of material support given by the Church is the
financial aid obtained thanks to donations from international
Christian organizations such as Misereor, Bilance, Icco, Heks
and Christian Aid. According to some estimates, approximately
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&REE#ULTUREORG
$ESCRIPTION
!NôINTERNATIONALôSTUDENTôMOVEMENTôFORôFREEôCULTURE
4EXT
&REEô#ULTUREô-ANIFESTO
4HEôMISSIONôOFôTHEô&REEô#ULTUREôMOVEMENTôISôTOôBUILDôAôBOTTOM UP ôPARTICIPATORYô
STRUCTUREôTOôSOCIETYôANDôCULTURE ôRATHERôTHANôAôTOP DOWN ôCLOSED ôPROPRIETARYôSTRUC
TUREô4HROUGHôTHEôDEMOCRATIZINGôPOWERôOFôDIGITALôTECHNOLOGYôANDôTHEô)NTERNET ôWEô
CANôPLACEôTHEôTOOLSôOFôCREATIONôANDôDISTRIBUTION ôCOMMUNICATIONôANDôCOLLABORATION ô
TEACHINGôANDôLEARNINGôINTOôTHEôHANDSôOFôTHEôCOMMONôPERSONômôANDôWITHôAôTRULYôACTIVE ô
CONNECTED ôINFORMEDôCITIZENRY ôINJUSTICEôANDôOPPRESSIONôWILLôSLOWLYôBUTôSURELYôVANISHô
FROMôTHEôEARTH
ô
7EôBELIEVEôTHATôCULTUREôSHOULDôBEôAôTWO WAYôAFFAIR ôABOUTôPARTICIPATION ôNOTôMERELYô
CONSUMPTIONô7EôWILLôNOTôBEôCONTENTôTOôSITôPASSIVELYôATôTHEôENDôOFôAôONE WAYôMEDIAô
TUBEô7ITHôTHEô)NTERNETôANDôOTHERôADVANCES ôTHEôTECHNOLOGYôEXISTSôFORôAôNEWôPARADIGMô
OFôCREATION ôONEôWHEREôANYONEôCANôBEôANôARTIST ôANDôANYONEôCANôSUCCEED ôBASEDôNOTô
ONôTHEIRôINDUSTRYôCONNECTIONS ôBUTôONôTHEIRôMERIT
7EôREFUSEôTOôACCEPTôAôFUTUREôOFôDIGITALôFEUDALISMôWHEREôWEôDOôNOTôACTUALLYôOWNôTHEô
PRODUCTSôWEôBUY ôBUTôWEôAREôMERELYôGRANTEDôLIMITEDôUSESôOFôTHEMôASôLONGôASôWEô
PAYôTHEôRENTô7EôMUSTôHALTôANDôREVERSEôTHEôRECENTôRADICALôEXPANSIONôOFôINTELLECTUALô
PROPERTYôRIGHTS ôWHICHôTHREATENôTOôREACHôTHEôPOINTôWHEREôTHEYôTRUMPôANYôANDôALLôOTHERô
RIGHTSôOFôTHEôINDIVIDUALôANDôSOCIETY
4HEôFREEDOMôTOôBUILDôUPONôTHEôPASTôISôNECESSARYôFORôCREATIVITYôANDôINNOVATIONôTOôTHRIVEô
7EôWILLôUSEôANDôPROMOTEôOURôCULTURALôHERITAGEôINôTHEôPUBLICôDOMAINô7EôWILLôMAKE ô
SHARE ôADAPT ôANDôPROMOTEôOPENôCONTENTô7EôWILLôLISTENôTOôFREEôMUSIC ôLOOKôATôFREEô
ART ôWATCHôFREEôkLM ôANDôREADôFREEôBOOKSô!LLôTHEôWHILE ôWEôWILLôCONTRIBUTE ôDISCUSS ô
ANNOTATE ôCRITIQUE ôIMPROVE ôIMPROVISE ôREMIX ôMUTATE ôANDôADDôYETôMOREôINGREDIENTSô
INTOôTHEôFREEôCULTUREôSOUP
7EôWILLôHELPôEVERYONEôUNDERSTANDôTHEôVALUEôOFôOURôCULTURALôWEALTH ôPROMOTINGôFREEô
SOFTWAREôANDôTHEôOPEN SOURCEôMODELô7EôWILLôRESISTôREPRESSIVEôLEGISLATIONôWHICHô
THREATENSôOURôCIVILôLIBERTIESôANDôSTIlESôINNOVATIONô7EôWILLôOPPOSEôHARDWARE LEVELô
MONITORINGôDEVICESôTHATôWILLôPREVENTôUSERSôFROMôHAVINGôCONTROLôOFôTHEIRôOWNôMACHINESô
ANDôTHEIRôOWNôDATA
7EôWONTôALLOWôTHEôCONTENTôINDUSTRYôTOôCLINGôTOôOBSOLETEôMODESôOFôDISTRIBUTIONôTHROUGHô
BADôLEGISLATIONô7EôWILLôBEôACTIVEôPARTICIPANTSôINôAôFREEôCULTUREôOFôCONNECTIVITYôANDô
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PRODUCTION ôMADEôPOSSIBLEôASôITôNEVERôWASôBEFOREôBYôTHEô)NTERNETôANDôDIGITALôTECH
NOLOGY ôANDôWEôWILLôkGHTôTOôPREVENTôTHISôNEWôPOTENTIALôFROMôBEINGôLOCKEDôDOWNôBYô
CORPORATEôANDôLEGISLATIVEôCONTROLô)FôWEôALLOWôTHEôBOTTOM UP ôPARTICIPATORYôSTRUCTUREô
OFôTHEô)NTERNETôTOôBEôTWISTEDôINTOôAôGLORIkEDôCABLEô46ôSERVICEômôIFôWEôALLOWôTHEôES
TABLISHEDôPARADIGMôOFôCREATIONôANDôDISTRIBUTIONôTOôREASSERTôITSELFômôTHENôTHEôWINDOWô
OFôOPPORTUNITYôOPENEDôBYôTHEô)NTERNETôWILLôHAVEôBEENôCLOSED ôANDôWEôWILLôHAVEôLOSTô
SOMETHINGôBEAUTIFUL ôREVOLUTIONARY ôANDôIRRETRIEVABLE
4HEôFUTUREôISôINôOURôHANDSôWEôMUSTôBUILDôAôTECHNOLOGICALôANDôCULTURALôMOVEMENTôTOô
DEFENDôTHEôDIGITALôCOMMONS
&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
WWWFREECULTUREORGMANIFESTOPHP
WWWFREECULTUREORG
4HEôMOVEMENTôISôINSPIREDôBYôTHEôBOOKô&REEô#ULTUREôBYô,AWRENCEô,ESSIG
WWWFREE CULTURECC

15% of the MST’s resources come from this international solidarity network.
The political importance of the Church’s support to the land
reform cause led the Cardoso government to conduct a systematic campaign in the Vatican to defend the government’s
actions. The Land Reform Minister undertook five visits to the
Vatican to that end.
There is, in conservative circles, a widespread fear that the
MST may become a grave threat to Brazilian democracy. Those
who are hostile to the movement argue that the MST’s aspirations and goals may be legitimate, but the methods it uses to
advance its cause – occupations of land or public buildings
– are questionable because they clearly violate the law.
It is necessary to explain here the crucial difference between
the terms ‘invasion’ and ‘occupation’. The term ‘invasion’ belongs to the military vocabulary, and presumes an intention,
on the invaders’ part, to settle down on the land and to resist
any attempt by owners or authorities to retake the conquered
position. The term ‘occupation’ suggests, instead, a temporary
action to prepare for an eventual and definitive settlement. It
is not unintentionally that those who disapprove of the MST’s
actions refer to them as ‘invasions’ whereas the Movement’s
militants consider them merely ‘occupations’.
From the Movement’s point of view, when it occupies a public
building or some other strategic place, it does so in order to
draw society’s attention to the violation of agreements entered
into or promises made by the government, for instance, funds
for settlements promised by the Administration but not released
by the Ministry of Finance.
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The logic that guides the MST’s actions is to draw public attention to the situation of extreme poverty that affects the landless
workers and to contrast it with the inadequate or inefficient exploitation of great expanses of land. Whenever the movement
makes an encampment on a particular property, the objective is
to denounce the lack of adequate exploitation of that land, or to
point to irregularities that can be related to unpaid taxes, violations of environmental laws etc, in such a way that it places the
landowner in debt to the federal government. In other words,
what the movement’s militants want from the government is
due respect to the ‘social function of the land’, as defined in
the Brazilian Constitution. On these grounds, the movement’s
leaders can say that the occupations are necessary, because
they prove that the law is on their side. When they are summoned by the Judiciary’s representatives to end their occupations, they do not resist. Even if they wanted to, they would
have no means to resist, as they do not carry guns, in contrast
to the Military Police and the Army, who are usually called to
guarantee implementation of judicial orders.
It is no exaggeration to state that the MST represents an enormous advance in terms of its methods for raising the level of
society’s political conscience. When a group of landless workers pressures the government to settle the workers on land
appropriate for agrarian reform and to release funds for the
settlement, they are not asking for a favour, but claiming a
Constitutional right. It is not a minor right, but the fundamental
right to work, as stated in the 6th International Covenant on
Economic and Social Rights, approved by the United Nations
in 1966 and duly ratified by Brazil. This is the root of the radical form assumed by the MST’s claims. In effect, it is perfectly
possible to negotiate a salary rise or better working conditions
92
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in a spirit of compromise and transaction, but nobody should
be asked to renounce a fundamental right. Instead of representing a potential risk to Brazilian democracy, as some analysts say, the MST is a valuable factor towards strengthening
democratic life since it underscores the central need to respect
and actively defend fundamental rights. Thus, former President
Fernando Henrique Cardoso was right when he emphasised,
in a speech on the occasion of the sanctioning of the law that
created the public land registry system, on 28 August 2001,
‘the great cooperation provided by the MST for the change of
Brazilian society, even when sometimes it has gone too far’.
In January 2003, Luís Inácio ‘Lula’ da Silva became President.
Being a longtime friend of the MST, many hoped that land
reform would take a decisive step ahead under his Administration. Nevertheless, he argued that the prevailing economic
conditions did not allow the new Administration to fulfill all
the landless workers’ demands. The number of completed settlements has even been frustrating, in comparison with the
previous Administration. Lula’s Administration has chosen to
privilege the provision of financial credits and the quality of settlements instead of opening new settlements in frontier areas
where material conditions are an obstacle to success.
In conclusion, the MST does not occupy only land and public
buildings, but also occupies ministerial meetings, presidential
speeches, intelligence services reports, newspaper editorials,
news headlines, Congressional debates, public opinion polls
and official conversations between Brazil’s President and the
Pope. The MST’s aim is not confined to the implementation
of agrarian reform, but covers the discussion of public policies related in some way to agrarian questions, expressing,
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FOOTNOTES

for instance, the movement’s opinion in relation to the use of
genetically modified seeds, chemical farming and other matters
that affect small-scale agriculture.

1
2
3
4	
5	

Stedile, J P and B M Fernandes, Brava Gente – A trajetória do MST e a luta pela terra no
Brasil (São Paulo: Fundação Perseu Abramo) 1999.
Santos A P, S L S Ribiero and J C S B Meihy, Vozes da Marcha pela Terra
(São Paulo: Loyola) 1998.
Comparato, B K, L’Action Politique des Sans-Terre au Brésil (Paris: L’Harmattan) 2004.
Fernandes, B M, A Formação do MST no Brasil (Petrópolis: Vozes) 1999.
Comparato, B K, L’Action Politique des Sans-Terre au Brésil (Paris: L’Harmattan) 2004.

Agrarian reform cannot be separated from other relevant issues
in terms of the values that ought to orient society’s choices
for the benefit of heightened welfare for the majority of the
population, and for a more balanced and fair political, economic and social organisation of the country. It requires, as
an MST militant stated, a fundamental revolution, a revolution
that takes place inside our own minds. In this sense, what the
MST basically does is provide the poor, the weak, the vulnerable, the landless, the homeless, those who lack everything but
their human potential, with a powerful instrument to overcome
difficulties through self-organisation. Its ultimate goal is admittedly to influence the reshaping of economic and social life
according to the highest human priority – the empowerment
of common people so that they become capable of improving
and enriching their lives.
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The
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Every society has resources
that are free and resources
that are controlled. A free
resource is one that anyone
equally can take; a controlled resource one can take
only with the permission of
someone else. E=MC2 is a
free resource. You can take
it and use it without the
permission of the Einstein
estate. 112 Mercer Street,
Princeton, is a controlled
resource. To sleep at 112
Mercer Street requires the
permission of the Institute
for Advanced Study.
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A time is marked not so much by the ideas that are argued
about, but by the ideas that are taken for granted. The character of an era hangs on what one need not question; the power
in a particular moment runs with the notions that only the crazy
would draw into doubt.
Sometimes that is just fine. I’m happy the question of infanticide is off the table; how extraordinarily tedious it would be
if we regularly had to debate whether we wanted to be a democracy. In the language of computer programming, it is a
great and valuable thing that certain ideals get compiled into
social life. It is an advantage that everything need not at every
moment be interpreted.
But sometimes a society gets stuck because of an idea it can’t
quite question, or dislodge. Sometimes the idea “sticks” the
society. And when that happens, the hardest part of political
action – the hardest part of changing an aspect of society – is
to get people to see how this taken-for-granted idea might be
wrong. To get people to believe that there might be something
contestable about what seemed unquestionable, or even to get
them to see that the story is more complex than they believed.
And so it is with us.
We live in an era when the idea of property is just such a
thought, or better, just such a non-thought; when the importance and value of property is taken for granted; when it is
impossible, or at least for us, very hard, to get anyone to entertain a view where property is not central; when to question
the universality and inevitability of complete propertization is to
mark yourself as an outsider. As an alien.

The architecture of innovation
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I don’t mean the debate about commodification crystallized by
feminism, or a debate about whether we conceive of social
relations as a kind of property right. That is a fundamentally
contested discourse, rich with possibility and profoundly important.

state leads us to ignore an issue that comes before. Not the
question of which system of control is best for any given
resource, but instead the question – should a resource be
subject to control at all. Not the market versus the state, but
controlled versus free.

I mean something much more mundane and simple. I mean
the question of property in resources. Or, more precisely, the
question of whether resources should be controlled – or how
they should be controlled.

If communism versus capitalism was the struggle of the twentieth century, then control versus freedom will be the debate
of the twenty-first century. If our question then was how best
to control, our question now will become whether to control.
What would a free resource give us that controlled resources
do not? What is the value in avoiding systems of control?

For about this question, there is apparently no debate. As
Yale University Professor Carol Rose puts it, we live in a time
when the view is that “the whole world is best managed when
divided among private owners.”1 The most creative minds in
public policy turn their attention to how best to divide resources up. The assumption is that well-divided resources
will always work best.
We have this view – this taken-for-granted, background view
– because for the last hundred years, we’ve debated a related
question, and that debate has come to an end. For the last
hundred years, the question exciting political philosophy has
been which system of control works best. Should resources be
controlled by the state, or controlled by the market? And this
question, we all rightly believe, has been answered. In all but a
few cases, for a wide range of reasons, we know this: that the
market is a better tool for controlling resources than the state.
That between the two, there is no real debate.

Now, this is a hard question to ask at Duke. It’s actually a hard
question to ask anywhere, as it usually elicits a sheeplike stare
among most in the audience. But it is particularly hard to ask
here because here it’s been asked, and answered, many times
before.
The controlled versus free debate gets reborn within law in an
essay about the public domain, penned by Professor David
Lange.2 The paradox between the controlled and the free is
crystallized in the first great book of the information era, by
one who has romantically denied the romance in authorship,
Professor James Boyle.3 And the struggle to preserve internationally the space of the free in the core of science and the
periphery has at its center the energy of Professor Jerome
Reichman.4

But this confidence obscures a distinct and more basic question. This certainty about the superiority of the market to the

And so here is the real struggle of one invited to Duke to speak
of things learned from Duke: The exercise quickly feels less
like a lecture, and more like an exam. At each moment I feel
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myself pulled to look up for correction or scoring; I sit spinning
at my desk wondering whether there is anything new to say to
a school that reminds us about how much of the old there is
in everything new. And then, for a moment, I’m relieved by the
thought that if I say nothing new, then you all will feel at least
vindicated in your view of how little new there is in the work of
any author, or at least this author.
But here’s the way I want to take your arguments, and say
something new. Put most abstractly, I want to translate your arguments into space; to place them within an architecture. And
then to demonstrate the points you’ve already made through
the machines we’ve come to know. Through the machines that
have defined the potential for a kind of freedom that we, as a
culture, have not known for a very long time.

Communication systems

Now, each of these layers in principle could be controlled
or free. They would be free if they were organized in a commons – organized so that anyone could get access or equal
terms, whether they had to pay (a fixed and neutral charge)
or not. They would be controlled if they were the property of
someone else – someone who had a right to exclude, or to
decide whether to grant access based upon his or her own
subjective reasons.
Depending on whether these layers are free, or are controlled,
the communications system that gets built differs.

Consider four possibilities as we vary whether each of these
layers is owned or free.
Speakers’ Corner
Orators and loons gather every Sunday in Hyde Park’s Speakers’ Corner to rage about something or nothing at all. It has become a London

Professor Yochai Benkler of New York University School of Law
is a theorist of free communication who says to think about a
system of communication divided among three layers.5 These
layers interconnect; each depends upon the other; any communication depends upon all three.6

tradition. It is a communication system organized in a specific way.
The physical layer of this communication system (the park) is a commons; the logical layer (the language used) is also a commons. And
the content layer (what these nuts say) is their own creation. It too is
unowned. All three layers in this context are free; no one can exercise
control over the kinds of communications that might happen here.

At the bottom of these three, there is the physical layer – the
wires that connect the phones or the computers; the cable
across which television might be broadcast; above that, the
logical layer – the system that controls who gets access to
what, or what gets to run where; and above that, the content
layer – the stuff that gets said or written within any given system of communication.
110
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Madison Square Garden
New York City’s arena, Madison Square Garden, is another place
where people give speeches. But Madison Square Garden is owned.
Only those who pay get to use the auditorium; and the Garden is not
obligated to take all comers. The physical layer is therefore controlled.
But like Speakers’ Corner, both the logical layer of the language and
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the content that gets uttered is not controlled in the context of the
Garden. They too remain free.
The Telephone System
Before the breakup, the telephone system in the United States was
a single-unitary system. The physical infrastructure of this system
was owned by AT&T; so too was the logical infrastructure, which de-

zero cost, but, if there is a cost, it is a neutrally imposed or
equally imposed cost.
New York’s Central Park is a commons:8 an extraordinary resource of peacefulness in the center of a city that is anything
but; an escape and refuge that anyone can take and use without the permission of anyone else.

termined how and to whom you could connect. But what you said on
an AT&T phone (within limits at least) was free: The content of the
telephone conversations was not controlled, even if the physical and
logical layer underneath were.
Cable TV

The public streets are a commons: on no one’s schedule but
your own, you enter the public streets, and go in any direction you wish. You can turn off of Broadway onto Fifty-second
Street at any time, without a certificate or authorization from
the government.

Finally, think of cable TV. Here the physical layer is owned in the form
of the wires that run the content into your house. The logical layer is
owned – only the cable companies get to decide what runs into your
house. And the content layer is owned – the shows that get broadcast

Fermat’s Last Theorem is a commons: a challenge that anyone
could pick up and complete, as Andrew Wiles, after a lifetime
of struggle, did.

are copyrighted shows. All three layers are within the control of the
cable TV company; no communications layer, in Professor Benkler’s
sense, remains free.

This then is the range. A communications system, and hence,
a system for innovation, could be any of the four, or, of course,
more than these four. But these four set the range that will best
help us understand a very specific example: The Internet.

Open source, or free software, is a commons: the source code
of Linux, for example, lies available for anyone to take, to use, to
improve, to advance. No permission is necessary; no authorization may be required.

By a commons I mean a resource that is free. Not necessarily

These are commons because they are within the reach of
members of the relevant community without the permission
of anyone else. They are resources that are protected by a liability rule rather than a property rule. Professor Reichman, for
example, has suggested that some innovation be protected
by a liability rule rather than a property rule.9 The point is not
that no control is present, but rather that the kind of control is
different from the control we grant to property.
The Internet is a communication system. It too has these three
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It is commonplace to think about the Internet as a kind of commons. It is less commonplace to actually have an idea what a
commons is.7
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layers. At the bottom, the physical layer, are wires and computers, and wires linking computers. These resources are owned.
The owners have complete control over what they do with their
wires or computers, or wires linking computers. Property governs this layer.
On top of the physical layer is a logical layer – the protocols
that make the Net run. These protocols are many, all chucked
into a single box called TCP/IP. Their essence is a system for
exchanging datagrams, but we miss something important about
the system if we focus exclusively on the essence.
For at the core of this logical layer is a principle of network design. At the core of the Internet’s design is an ideal called “endto-end” (e2e). First articulated by network architects Jerome
Saltzer, David Reed, and David Clark,10 e2e says to build the
network so that intelligence rests in the ends, and the network
itself remains simple. Simple networks, smart applications.

This means that this layer of this network – this feature of
the network that distinguished it from all that had been built
before – built this network into a commons. One was free
to get access to this network and share its resources. The
protocols were designed for sharing, not exclusive use. Discrimination, which lies at the heart of a property system, was
not possible in e2e. This system was coded to be free. That
was its nature.
Thus, on top of a physical layer that is controlled rests a logical
layer that is free. And then, on top of this free layer is a content
layer that is both free and controlled.
The free part is all of the content that effectively rests in the
public domain. The facts, data, abandoned property, undiscovered theft – this is the content that is open for the taking and
that is taken openly. But it also includes a part dedicated to be
open: open source or free software, dedicated to be free.

The reason for this design was simple. With e2e, innovation on the Internet didn’t depend upon the network. New
content or new applications could run regardless of whether
the network knew about them. New content or new applications would run because the network simply took packets of
data and moved them along. The fundamental feature of this
network design was neutrality among packets. The network
was simple, or “stupid,” in David Isenberg’s sense,11 and the
consequence of stupidity, at least among computers, is the
inability to discriminate. Innovators thus knew that, if their
ideas were wanted, the network would run them; that this
network was architected never to allow anyone to decide
what would be allowed.

This free resource does more than entertain, or build culture;
this free resource teaches the world about how the Net functions, or is free. For example, every web page both displays
and carries its source, so that its source can be copied and
modified for different displays.
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This free content coexists with content that is controlled. Software that is sold; digital content – music, movies, greeting
cards – that is controlled. You can link to mp3.com and listen
to music that is free; you can link to amazon.com and read a
book that is controlled. The network doesn’t care much about
what linking occurs. It’s neutral among the linking, and the result of this neutrality is a mix.
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This, then, is a picture of the complexity we call the Internet.
At the bottom is a physical layer that is controlled; on top of
it is a logical layer that is free; and on top of both is a content
layer that mixes free and controlled.
This complexity builds a commons. And this commons has
been the location of some of the most extraordinary innovation
that we have seen. Not innovation in just the dotcom sense,
but innovation in the ways humans interact, innovation in the
ways that culture is spread, and most importantly, innovation
in the ways in which culture gets built. The innovation of the
Internet – built into its architecture – is an innovation in the
ways in which culture gets made. Let the dotcom era flame out.
It won’t matter to this innovation one bit. The crucial feature of
this new space is the low cost of digital creation, and the low
costs of delivering what gets created.

ANôINDIRECTôPOSITIVEôEFFECTôONôTHEôEMPLOYMENTôANDôWAGESôOFôOTHERôAGRICULTURALôWAGEDô
LABOURERSô7HATôSTARTEDôASôANôINNOVATIVEôLOCALôINITIATIVE ôgAôSMALLôBUBBLEôOFôHOPEu ôHASô
THUSôGROWNôTOôTHEôPOINTôWHEREôITôHASôMADEôANôIMPACTôONôPOVERTYôALLEVIATIONôATôTHEô
NATIONALôLEVEL
3OURCE
WWWGRAMEEN INFOORG
&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
WWWGRAMEEN INFOORGBANK'"'LANCEHTM

Closing communication systems
Now I have dissected this commons into these layers to help
us see more precisely just how it will be enclosed. So far my
message has been fairly bright; but my brand is pessimism, and
so we need a good dollop of darkness.
And the fact is, darkness here is not hard to find. For though
we have just begun to see how this freedom functions, we are
quickly coming to see how this freedom will be removed. These
layers mixing the free and the controlled are quickly becoming
layers that simply mix different kinds of control.
We are in the midst of a process by which, through law and
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through technology, these features of this initial architecture are
changing. Because we believe “the whole world is best managed when divided among private owners,”12 we are changing
the architecture of the Net to enable it to be divided and controlled; because we believe “the whole world is best managed
when divided among private owners,” we are expanding and
reinforcing control over content through IP law; because we
believe, as our ideology says, we are remaking the Internet to
fit this ideology. Without even pausing to understand it; without taking a moment to see how it might actually work; we are
mapmakers who, upon finding that the city doesn’t quite fit
our map – an extra building here, and river we didn’t expect
there – proceed to remake the city to make sure it fits the map.
Consider these remakings.
I said that the commons that fuels innovation is the commons
that exists at the logical layer of the Net. This is the commons
constituted by the principle of end-to-end; it is the commons
that gets built by a set of protocols that don’t discriminate. It is
the neutral platform upon which innovation happens. And this
neutrality is neutrality built into the code.
But this code is not given. The code governing a network is
not fixed. The code that governs at one time could be replaced
by a different code later on. And more importantly, there is
nothing that forces people who connect to the Net to obey
the neutrality of the net. There is no brand called “the Internet”
that carries with it a set of assumptions about openness and
balance; there is instead a basic set of protocols that anyone
is free to supplement with protocols added on top.

changing it. One such example is the providers of broadband
services.
As the Internet moves from the telephones (from modems and
28.8 or 56k connections) to broadband, to fast, always-on
connections, the physical layer across which the Internet travels is different. The dominant technology today for serving this
broadband content is cable.
Now, as cable converts to make itself open to the Internet, it
is modifying the architecture of the Internet in an important
way. While the essence of the commons of the Internet was
neutrality and simplicity, the essence of what the broadband
cable Internet will be is the power to discriminate in content
and services. The aim of this form of Internet access will not be
openness and neutral platforms; the aim of this form of Internet
access will be control over the content that gets played.
For example: Cable companies make a great deal of money
streaming video to television sets. That is the core of their legacy monopoly power. Some think it would be useful to stream
video to computers. Cable companies were not eager to see
this form of competition. So they imposed rules on broadband
users – no more than ten minutes of streaming video could be
contracted for at any time.13 When they were smart, they said
they were worried about congestion. But when they were honest they said something different. Daniel Somers, of AT&T, said
that the company didn’t spend fifty-six billion dollars on a cable
network “to have the blood sucked out of our vein[s].”14

Anyone is free to change it, and some important people are

Broadband providers will insist that this control is their right
– that nothing should interfere with their right to layer onto the
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free logical layer a system of control. And a budding line of First
Amendment doctrine (embraced and pushed by judges in the
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit) strongly supports this claim.15

The content I want to focus on here is controlled by copyright
law. Ideas, or, more properly, inventions, get controlled by
patent law; context, or the expression of ideas, is regulated
by copyright.

These cases are Blade-Runner-esque. Remember that one
of the million amazing puzzles in that extraordinary film is the
slow recognition that these machines are human. Well here
too, with the cable system, it is the increasing recognition that
these systems to deliver electricity are in fact First Amendment
speakers. Wires plus a certain logic produce “the press”; and
then into the mix comes the District of Columbia Circuit eager to bestow on this press long standing First Amendment
power.

Copyright law has changed. Changed. In the sense that becoming an oak tree is a change of the acorn, modern copyright
law is a change over the copyright law that was.

And hence we should expect, as the Internet moves to this
broadband, that the rules governing the providers will be different. Unlike the telephone company, these providers will be
allowed to discriminate; and discriminate, they will; and, when
they do, this open feature of the Internet commons will be
removed. Enclosed. Chopped up and sold off. With the consequence that innovation here will be different.

When the United States was formed, the Constitution gave
Congress the power to grant “authors” exclusive rights for their
“writings” for a “limited time” to – as the Constitution expressly
states – “promote progress.”16 The Promote Progress Clause
is unique in the Constitution’s enumeration of powers – every
other clause leaves the purpose unspecified; only this clause
specifies for what the power may be used.

That’s a change at the logical layer – or more precisely, a set
of controls that gets layered on at the logical layer. But the
changes are not just here. More dramatic, less justified, but
more likely are changes at the content layer. These are the
changes most remarked upon here. And hence these will be a
bit easier to describe.

The first federal copyright statute was enacted in 1790.17 That
Act regulated the “printing” and “vending” of “map[s], chart[s]
and . . . book[s]” for an initial term of fourteen years.18 While
in principle anyone could violate the exclusive right to vend,
in 1790, there were only 127 printing establishments in the
United States.19 Copyright was not automatic; registration was
required; most of the early registrations were for scientific or instructional texts. Between 1790 and 1799, 13,000 titles were
published in America, but only 556 copyright registrations were
filed.20 More than 95% of published work therefore fell immediately into the public domain – including, of course, 100% of
foreign work. Our outrage at Chinese piracy notwithstanding,
we should not forget that until 1891, foreign copyrights were
not protected in America.21 We were born, in other words, a
pirate nation.22
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INôFACTôTHEREôAREôMANYôOUTLETSôFORôTHEôUSEôOFô(/523ô)FôYOUôLOOKôINôTHEô$IRECTORYôYOUô
WILLôkNDôMANYôOTHERôPLACESôYOUôCANôEASILYôSPENDô(/523ô/RôWRITEôUSôFORôHELPôMAILTO
INFO ITHACAHOURSORGô
ô

)FôYOUôDONTôSELLôANYôGOODSôORôSERVICESôTHEREôAREôSTILLôGOODôREASONSôTOôJOINô)THACAô

(/523ô)THACAô(/523ôISôOURôLOCALôCURRENCYô)TôKEEPSôMONEYôLOCAL ôBUILDINGôOURôLOCALô
ECONOMYô)TôBUILDSôCOMMUNITYôPRIDEôANDôCONNECTIONSô!NDôYOUôWILLôBEôPARTICIPATINGôINô
THEôOLDESTôANDôLARGESTôLOCALôCURRENCYôSYSTEMôINôTHEô53ô
)TSôALSOôFUNôTOôGETôANDôUSEôSOMETHINGôOTHERôTHANôDOLLARSôREMEMBERôHOWôMUCHôYOUô
ENJOYEDôORôSTILLôENJOYôUSINGôMONOPOLYôMONEY ôANDôUNLIKEôMONOPOLYôMONEYô)THACAô
(/523ôREALLYôAREôACCEPTEDôJUSTôTHEôSAMEôASô53ôDOLLARSôATôHUNDREDSôOFô)THACA
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AREAôMERCHANTSôANDôSERVICEôPROVIDERSô"UTôUNLIKEô53ôDOLLARSôWHENôYOUôSPENDôANô
(/52ôYOUôKNOWôITôISôGOINGôTOôSTAYôINôOURôCOMMUNITY ôKEEPôCIRCULATING ôSUPPORTINGôOURô
ECONOMYôANDôMAYBEôEVENôENDôUPôRIGHTôBACKôINôYOURôPOCKETô!NDôALSOôUNLIKEôDOLLARSô
THISôISôYOURôSYSTEMô9OUôCANôGETôTOôKNOWôTHEôPEOPLEôWHOôRUNôTHEôSYSTEMô(/523ô
"OARDôOFô$IRECTORS ôASôWELLôASôTHOSEôBUSINESSôPEOPLEôTHATôACCEPTô(/523 ôANDôYOUô
CANôEVENôHELPôMAKEôTHEôDECISIONSôWHICHôMAKEôTHEôSYSTEMôRUNôBYôATTENDINGôTHEô!N
NUALô-EETING ôELECTINGôANDôTALKINGôWITHôMEMBERSôOFôTHEô"OARD ôORôEVENôRUNNINGôFORôAô
SEATôONôTHEô"OARDôYOURSELF
(OWôCANô)ôPARTICIPATE
)THACAô(/523ô/FFERSô"USINESSô,OANSôATô.Oô)NTERESTô)NDIVIDUALSôORôBUSINESSESôWHOô
AREôMEMBERSôOFô)THACAô(/523ôAREôELIGIBLEôTOôAPPLYôFORôBUSINESSôLOANSô4HESEôLOANSô
AREôMADEôINô(/523ôWITHôANôAMAZINGôRATEôOFôôINTERESTô
!PPLICANTSôFORôLOANSôMUSTôSUBMITôAôLETTERôOUTLININGôTHEôFOLLOWING
ôô4HEôSIZEôOFôTHEôBUSINESSôLOANôYOUôAREôREQUESTING
ôô4HEôWAYôTHEô(/523ôWILLôBEôSPENTôLOANSôSHOULDôBEôSPENTôWITHINô
ô

SIXôMONTHSôOFôRECEIPT

ôô(OWôTHEôAPPLICANTôEXPECTSôTOôBEôABLEôTOôREPAYôTHEôLOAN
ôô!ôPROPOSEDôLOANôREPAYMENTôSCHEDULE ôATôôINTEREST ôWITHô
ô

REPAYMENTôWITHINôONEôYEAR

ôô4HEôNAMEôOFôTHEôINDIVIDUALôPERSONALLYôRESPONSIBLEôFORôREPAYINGô
ô

THEôLOAN

Thus the law was slight, as was the actual scope of protection.
Copyright did not protect derivative works; you could translate
or adapt or abridge or set to song copyrighted works, without the permission of the author. The monopoly rights that the
1790 statute granted were essentially protections against pirate
presses. The target of the regulation was the press that would
take an American author’s book and simply reproduce it without
compensation to the original author. These pirate presses were
to focus their energy on stealing from the British and French;
Americans were to be exempted from the pirate trade.
Copyright has changed. It no longer is limited to maps, charts
and books. It now touches practically any creative work reduced to a tangible form. It protects music, and performances,
and architecture, and certain design. It protects machines written in words – we call that software – and words written on
machines – we call that the Internet.

ôô2EFERENCES
,OANôAPPLICATIONSôWILLôBEôEVALUATEDôONôTHEôCOMPLETENESSôOFôTHEôAPPLICATIONôABILITYô
TOôREPAYôTHEôLOANôABILITYôTOôSPENDôTHEô(/523ôINôDIVERSEôWAYSôWITHINôTHEôCOMMUNITYô
ANDôTHEôEXTENTôTOôWHICHôTHEôPROPOSEDôACTIVITYôWILLôSUPPORTôORôSTIMULATEôENTREPRENEUR
SHIPôANDôOPPORTUNITYôWITHINôTHEôCOMMUNITY ôCONSISTENTôWITHôTHEôMISSIONôOFô)THACAô
(/523ô
ô

)FôYOUôHAVEôAôBUSINESSôSTART UPôORôEXPANSIONôIDEAôPLEASEôCONSIDERôANô)THACAô

(/523ôLOANô9OULLôBEôHELPINGôYOURSELF ôANDôBYôPUTTINGôMOREô(/523ôINTOôCIRCULATIONô
ALSOôTHEôCOMMUNITYô
ô

9OUôCANôSENDôYOURôLOANôAPPLICATIONôTOôMAILTOINFO ITHACAHOURSORGôORôMAILôITôTOô

)THACAô(/523 ô0/ô"OXô ô)THACAô.9ô
3OURCEô
WWWITHACAHOURSORG
&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
WWWITHACAHOURSCOM
WWWITHACAHOURSCOMHOURFAMILYHTML
WWWITHACAHEALTHORG
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And it no longer protects these creative acts for an initial term of
fourteen years. It protects these creative works for the life of the
author plus seventy years23 – which means, for example, in the
case of Irving Berlin, a term that exceeds 140 years. It protects
this work not contingently; not, that is, upon registration. It protects it, and all creative work, automatically – for a term that does
not have to be renewed, for a life that exceeds the author’s.
And it protects not just against pirate publishers. The scope of
copyright now protects an extraordinarily broad derivative right.
The right to translate, with some works, the right to perform, the
right to adapt to a play, or make a movie – all these are rights
that are now included within the originally sparse “exclusive
right” that the original copyright act granted.
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And finally, because it doesn’t protect only against pirate publishers, because in 1909 the statute shifted its terms, to speak
of “copies” and not printing,24 and because the technology
of copying has now exploded to cover just about anything
anyone does with a computer, the reach of this regulation is
no longer the 127 publishers that existed in 1790. The reach
of this regulation on the right to speak extends to the 127
million Americans who today use computers. This tiny regulation of a tiny proportion of the extraordinary range of creative
work in 1790 has morphed into this massive regulation of
everyone who has any connection to the most trivial of creative authorship.
No doubt, and I certainly believe, much of the expanse in copyright over the past two hundred years was completely justified
under a proper reading of the balance the framers meant to
strike. Though they didn’t protect music, it would be wrong for
us not to protect music. I realize there are those on the other
side – those who note that while our system of protection has
produced Britney Spears and Madonna, the framers’ system
of nonprotection produced Beethoven, and maybe that means
the framers were on to something – but I’m not on the side
of free music if free music means artists don’t get paid. In my
view, the issue is not whether artists get paid; the issue is
how. Congress has been correct in its efforts to extend rights
to assure artists get paid, so as to assure a sufficient incentive
to produce art.

must block it if the inevitable it promises – the inevitable of
perfect control – is to be avoided.
Instead, something big has happened that has accelerated the
push to perfect control. And paradoxically, that something big
that will push copyright to perfect control is this architecture
of freedom we call the Internet.
For before the Internet, in my humble view, there was little
reason to worry about the emergence of control. I realize this
is a controversial view here. Professor Lange was lamenting
the commons long before any of us had linked with html. 25
Long before the name Hilary Rosen became a chatroom slur,26
Professor Lange was building outrage at the tendency of IP
lawyers to overreach. Indeed, in a passage from his Reclaiming the Public Domain, Professor Lange captures the essence
of where we are now, with a style and authority that reminds
one of Charles Black’s account of Brown v. Board of Education.27 Professor Lange tells us what we all know, but reminds
us how the legal system makes it impossible to say what we
know:

Thus we should notice this expansion not so much to oppose
it, but to recognize its inertia. Control is our direction, and our
velocity has been set. Something big will have to happen if this
inertia is to be checked. Something significant in the culture

The defendants, of course, were obliged to take each of these
claims seriously and to respond to them with earnest denials
rooted firmly in law. But I am free to recognize them for the
utter nonsense they are. Legitimate works deserve protection
from real threats. But claims of this kind are so extravagant in
relation to the reality from which in theory they ought to spring
that one is tempted not merely to dismiss them as nonsense,
but to suggest in addition that one day one of them ought to
be made the subject of a serious counterclaim for punitive
damages rooted in some sort of tort designed expressly for
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the purpose, perhaps to be termed “unconscionable overreaching.”28
Thus the practice we can’t escape seeing today is, of course,
a practice that others have noticed from time immemorial. The
extremes of the Recording Industry Association of America
(RIAA) were not invented by the RIAA. Professor Lange retells
in the same article the extraordinary story of Warner Brothers
threatening the Marx Brothers when Groucho was considering a
production to be titled “A Night in Casablanca.”29 For, of course,
Warner Brothers believed it owned the name “Casablanca,”
which inspired Groucho to respond that he believed, since the
Marx Brothers predated Warner Brothers, that he owned the
word “Brothers” and that Warner had better back off.30

This layer of control is new in the game; this layer is exploding
and the law is expanding to back it up. And hence now, just
at the moment that technology could enable a billion lifelike
innovations, a billion iMacs crafting movies by remixing culture
from the past, just at the moment when the technology could
make real the idea captured in an Apple commercial – rip, mix,
and burn, after all, as the commercial ends, it is your music
– the technology is taking that freedom away. The very same
iMac which Apple tries to sell with this picture of freedom – rip
mix and burn – is encoded with software to handle DVDs that
does not enable the ripping, mixing, or burning of Hollywood’s
movies. Try to rip, mix, and burn that stuff and the system will
quickly crash. Control of that content has been encoded; and
this system of “freedom” has been encoded to respect that
control.

Yet there is a difference in these blusterings of lawyers today,
and the difference is in the code. Not in the code architected
by East Coast coders – legislators in Washington – but in the
code architected by West Coast coders – the code of software and the control built into it. The difference is that now,
these systems of control can be built into an architecture that
must recognize them; the encodings and control, as Professor
Boyle puts it, following Michael Foucault, get inscribed into the
wires.31 And, when this discipline gets encoded into the wires,
then this discipline is bizarrely more important than when it is
simply the overreaching of lawyers. Now the over-reaching of
an e-book that says, “You can read this on a Windows machine, but not on a Macintosh,” is something more than bluster.
It is a set of controls with the power of mathematics behind it
– we call that encryption – and now these controls have the
power of law to defend them – we call that the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.32

This is the conflict between two pictures of the future. One,
the future of imperfect control at the content layer – music
that gets ripped, mixed, and burned; the other, the future of
perfect control – of DVDs that get ripped, mixed, and burned
only as Jack Valenti, President and CEO of the Motion Picture
Association of America, allows. And my bet is with the future
of perfect control. For as well as an infrastructure that can have
control layered onto it – the Internet – and as well as code
that can build control into content – copyright management
regimes – and as well as law that will back up the control that
gets built into content that gets served across this infrastructure – the DMCA – the more important reason to bet on a
future of control is culture. It isn’t the West Coast code that
will matter most; it isn’t the East Coast code that will make the
difference; the real issue is the culture, and its code; the real
power is in a set of ideas that is still taken for granted.
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Conclusions
For this is what I spoke of at the start, and it is this that will
define the end. Ideas that are taken for granted; that are unquestioned in this culture; that to question, would render you
an alien; these ideas are the ideas that will make control the
future.
For these ideas take for granted the property in intellectual
property. These ideas have lost the distinction that our framers made clear – by speaking as they did, not of intellectual
property, but of monopolies and exclusive rights. That’s what
a copyright or patent is – a government backed monopoly, not
over a rivalrous or scarce resource like land or apples or heated
homes, but over a nonrivalrous resource that the Enlightenment
taught us should be shared among more than the Church. IP
is not P, but this truth is lost on us.
And so deeply is it lost that we don’t even notice the irony it
produces. We speak of a commons as if it is only a tragedy; we
recall the public domain as if it were simply an echo from some
romantic past; we embrace, as Professor Rose says, the idea
that the whole world is best managed when divided among
private owners,33 and we proceed to divide the world among
private owners. Most Americans agree with the Walt Disney
Corporation that Mickey Mouse is Disney’s now and forever;
they don’t even notice the irony then when Disney can make
millions off of Victor Hugo’s creation, the Hunch Back of Notre
Dame, or Sergei Prokofiev or Pocahontas. So invisible is public
domain that we don’t even see it when it is everywhere around;
so invisible is the idea that the free might matter to creativity,
that when it is enclosed, we are convinced this is progress.
136
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Our future is this: the Free Speech Clause of the First Amendment will be read to entitle those who own the wires to change
the logical layer and make it owned as well; the free competition principle of the Sherman Act will be read (by the same
Circuit Court of Appeals, we might notice) to entitle the owner
of the platform that most affects this logical layer (that one
company whose name I have not uttered) to code that platform to discriminate as it wants; and the free culture that we
have seen flourish in this commons built by the Internet will
be captured and controlled again by those who control most
of the content, and by those who succeed in Congress in
expanding their control from the imperfect to the perfect. And
this future of control will get built by an idea: that property is
good, so more property is better. It will get sanctioned by a
culture that has forgotten distinction, and that is so blinded
by what it has forgotten that it does not even notice when
the most extraordinary innovation that our culture has seen
is built not on an architecture of perfect freedom; not in a
world where every layer is in the commons, but also not on
an architecture where control is the rule. Not, in other words,
on an architecture where every layer is owned; but instead,
on an architecture that mixes freedom and control, that built
property within a commons, and that got its life from this mix
of property and the commons.
At every layer, we are displacing the free with control, and
the reasons for this displacing are not hard to see. This architecture of innovation that we call the Internet threatens the
systems of control that thrived before there was such a thing
as the Internet. And those whose interests are most threatened
by this innovation have rallied to undermine what is special
about it.
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This is nothing new with the Internet. In his extraordinary work,
The Prince, Niccolo Machiavelli had this to say about inno
vation:
Such an innovator has as enemies all the people who were
doing well under the old order, and only halfhearted defenders
in those who hope to profit from the new. This halfheartedness
derives partly from fear of opponents who have the law on their
side, and partly from human skepticism, since men don’t really
believe in anything new till they have solid experience of it.34
We allow these changes; they don’t just happen. We stand
back as they occur; they don’t happen in the night. We let them
occur because most of us believe they should; that control is
good, better control is better, and that these systems of control
are ways to make sure the better comes from the good.
It is an attitude and blindness and a pathetic resignation that
permits this change. So enamored we are with the invisible
hand, so convinced we are of the genius of property, so blind
we are to what makes innovation possible, that we allow the
undoing of the most significant chance for something different
than we have ever seen.
When I talk about this loss in other places, most don’t really
get it. They clap politely, and then they ask, What is innovation? You haven’t defined the good in innovation. What do we
lose when control is the norm? What really is to be gained
from freedom?

whom the idea of cultural production is only ever associated
with the state (as in China) or the corporation (as in a production department). These are people who can’t imagine culture
being reproduced and recreated by individuals, or by small
groups working together, with a technology that enables a remaking of culture.
These are people who have not seen the films of Professor
Lange’s students; who have not read the politics in Professor
Boyle’s writings; who have not begun to understand the lesson
of the harm to science taught by Professor Reichman.
These are people who have not been to Duke. And so I come
to Duke to do little more than report on a war we are losing.
Of a culture that can’t see the potential that this architecture
presents. Of a politics that scorns anyone who questions that
übervision of perfect control.
The irony astounds. We win the cold war against state control
so as to reentrench this system of control in the name of the
market. We fight battles in the name of free speech, only to
have those tools turned over to the arsenal of those who would
control speech. We defend the ideal of property, and then
confuse its limits, and extend its reach to a space none of our
founders would ever have imagined.
We move through this moment of an architecture of innovation, to once again an architecture of control. Without notice;
without resistance; without a question.

These are people who can’t imagine a world where culture
is anything else but served on a platter. These are people for

This, you may notice, is a contradiction in our tradition. You
might be tempted to then repeat my favorite line from Professor
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Boyle’s book: “I have nothing against contradictions, some of
my best friends are contradictions . . . .”35
This is a contradiction we should be against. Yet, we, Americans, are not.
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Let me begin by quoting an article I read recently in
The Economist:

Somalia does not spring to mind as a
good place to do business, but in tele
coms at least it has something to teach
the world. A call from a Somali mobile
phone is generally cheaper and clearer
than a call from anywhere else in Africa.
The trick is the lack of regulation. Somalia has had no government since 1991.
It was cut off for a while, but then private
mobile companies moved in and found
that the collapsed state provided a
curious competitive advantage.
No government means no state telecoms
company to worry about, no corrupt
ministry officials to pay off (there is no
ministry), and the freedom to choose the
best-value equipment. Taxes, payable
to a tentative local authority or strongman, are seldom more than 5%, security
is another 5% (more in Mogadishu), and
customs duties are next to nothing. . . .

Somalia may, to be sure, represent a worst-case scenario
– the truly unregulated society – but even the highly regulated states of the European Union are to a certain degree
irregular. Societies, after all, must constantly balance the
formal with the informal. When a society undergoes economic and political change, informal structures come to
the forefront and negotiations between the formal and the
informal intensify. It was, indeed, the informal economy that
helped rebuild Albanian society after the economic and
political collapse of the 1990s. While the informal may be
illustrated by reference to such concrete phenomena as the
informal city, here I would like to draw attention to ‘informal’
strategies and tools of operation. In the cities of the Western Balkans, where I have recently spent quite a bit of time,
the most striking strategies I have observed are parallelism
and fragmentation.

From a distance it looks like a freemarket nirvana after The Economist’s
heart; but closer up it better resembles
an armed oligarchy, capable of taking
anything it wants at the point of a gun
– even a Nokia handset.

Parallel cities, parallel economies and parallel governance are
thriving in the Western Balkans. Today, parallel systems are
firmly established here and generally work well side by side.
Since the political changes of the 1990s, the territory of the
Western Balkans has restructured itself as a conglomeration
of distinct and highly inventive societies that do not compete
with each other but rather exist in parallel. Not only have cities
doubled in size by expanding into the suburbs in informal settlements, but also new cities have been laid on top of existing
ones. These are parallel cities, which supplement what was
already there. They do not oppose the past, but find new ways
of using it. Within cities, self-segregation has become a mode
of coexistence: in Prishtina, foreigners fence themselves off
in separate residential enclaves, while the large-scale apartment-block neighborhoods that were once a showcase for the
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'UERRILLAô'IRLS
$ESCRIPTION
2EINVENTINGôTHEôgFuôWORDôFEMINISM
4EXT
7EREôAôBUNCHôOFôANONYMOUSôFEMALESôWHOôTAKEôTHEôNAMESôOFôDEADôWOMENôARTISTSôASô
PSEUDONYMSôANDôAPPEARôINôPUBLICôWEARINGôGORILLAôMASKSô
ô

7EôHAVEôPRODUCEDôPOSTERS ôSTICKERS ôBOOKS ôPRINTEDôPROJECTS ôANDôACTIONSôTHATô

EXPOSEôSEXISMôANDôRACISMôINôPOLITICS ôTHEôARTôWORLD ôkLMôANDôTHEôCULTUREôATôLARGEô
ô

7EôUSEôHUMORôTOôCONVEYôINFORMATION ôPROVOKEôDISCUSSION ôANDôSHOWôTHATôFEMI

NISTSôCANôBEôFUNNYô7EôWEARôGORILLAôMASKSôTOôFOCUSôONôTHEôISSUESôRATHERôTHANôOURô
PERSONALITIESô$UBBINGôOURSELVESôTHEôCONSCIENCEôOFôCULTURE ôWEôDECLAREôOURSELVESô
FEMINISTôCOUNTERPARTSôTOôTHEôMOSTLYôMALEôTRADITIONôOFôANONYMOUSôDO GOODERSôLIKEô
2OBINô(OOD ô"ATMAN ôANDôTHEô,ONEô2ANGERô/URôWORKôHASôBEENôPASSEDôAROUNDôTHEô
WORLDôBYôKINDREDôSPIRITSôWHOôWEôAREôPROUDôTOôHAVEôASôSUPPORTERSô)TôHASôALSOôAPPEAREDô
INô4HEô.EWô9ORKô4IMES ô4HEô.ATION ô"ITCHôANDô"USTôONô46ôANDôRADIO ôINCLUDINGô.02 ô
THEô""#ôANDô#"#ôANDôINôCOUNTLESSôARTôANDôFEMINISTôTEXTSô4HEôMYSTERYôSURROUNDINGô
OURôIDENTITIESôHASôATTRACTEDôATTENTIONô7EôCOULDôBEôANYONEôWEôAREôEVERYWHERE
ô

"ECAUSEôOFôOURôANONYMITY ôWEôNEVERôSAYôEXACTLYôHOWôMANYôWEôAREô-ANYôWOMENô

HAVEôCOMEôINôANDôOUTôOFôTHEôGROUPôOVERôTHEôYEARS ôBUTôWEVEôALWAYSôBEENôFAIRLYôSMALLô
ATôANYôONEôTIMEô4WOôOFôUS ô+ATHEô+OLLWITZôANDô&RIDAô+AHLO ôHAVEôBEENôINôTHEôGROUPô
SINCEôTHEôBEGINNINGôAND ôWITHôOTHERôTERRIkCôMEMBERS ôHAVEôWORKEDôONôALMOSTôEVERYô
POSTER ôBOOKôANDôPROJECTôTHATôHASôCOMEôOUTôUNDERôTHEô''ôNAME
3OURCEô
WWWGUERRILLAGIRLSCOM
&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
WWWGUERRILLAGIRLSCOM
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socialist state have become ghettos, housing people with low
incomes. NGO’s operate parallel to government institutions.
The official currency of Kosovo is the euro. Today, Prishtina is
ruled by three parallel administrations: Kosovar, Serbian and
that of the United Nations. People say that no one really governs here, so individuals have become the smallest state. But
are they citizens? Are they a society? Can we learn anything
from the citizens of Prishtina?
During the 1990s, the Western Balkans underwent a rapid
collapse. At the time, the region was extensively analysed
and discussed. Later, however, interest died down, as if the
region was just standing still, but this is hardly the case. Indeed, the Western Balkans have been on fast-forward. One
might say, for example, that Tirana is a fast city while the cities
of the European Union are slow. Perhaps, then, we can see
the EU’s future being played out in the cities of the Western
Balkans. Has the region deteriorated into lawless states and
oligarchies, or do we see here a new kind of democracy in
the making, one different from that which was practised in
the modernist state? In the previous century, both Western
and Eastern Europe embraced the social state with its slogan, ‘Equality and justice for all’ – an ideal well visualized in
modernist functional architecture. While modernism operates
in a top-down way and thinks on the large scale, the cities
and regions of the Western Balkans today celebrate, and are
the product of, bottom-up initiatives. Informality reigns here,
as do fragmentation, adaptability, and an emphasis on the local. The state of constant transition is accepted as a working
model and a core gain. I would point out, too, that the informal consolidation of profits took off, once the formal regulations became outmoded and no longer reflected the reality.
150
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Today, informality is itself transitional: What is now informal is
becoming restructured and integrated in the society. In this
respect, the informal structures show how much the citizens
of the Western Balkans have contributed to complex dynamic
systems such as government in building a new society. Today,
informality, to some degree at least, foretells the values and
organisational principles of the society of tomorrow – one that
is currently still in the making but may eventually become a
mainstream phenomenon.
On a very basic level, the restructuring of modernism is something EU cities share with their Western Balkan counterparts.
Cities like Belgrade, Prishtina and Tirana illustrate not only the
dissolution of the social state and the failure of modernist architecture and its now-degraded utopian public spaces, but
they also, in the most blatant ways, showcase strategies that
EU cities approach only timidly – strategies that include a new
emphasis on privacy, security and locally based solutions, as
well as a preference for small-scale growth. In all cities, one of
the gains of economic and political restructuring has been the
flourishing of small-scale organisations.
While no one in the Western Balkans is looking back at modernism, the EU is only now digesting the decline of modernism and the modernist social state. Consider, for example, the
rejection last year of the EU Constitution by French and Dutch
voters; this signaled a very clear desire to live in a more localised EU. In fact, the EU does operate along a paradigm in
which the region serves to counterbalance the nation-state. Local emphasis means that more decisions are taken at the local
level, bottom-up initiatives increase, and state and local institutions become more adaptable. Fragmentation and parallelism
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– what I call ‘informal’ strategies – are, indeed, not only firmly
‘Balkan’; they are also already well-established EU strategies.
In contrast to the United States, which is today a more or less
well-integrated territory with a strong centralised government,
Europe is dynamic, consisting of a number of parallel governing
bodies, each of which defines a different overlapping territory;
There is a Schengen Europe, a tax Europe, an EU-membership
Europe, a NATO Europe, etc. As a geopolitical entity, Europe is
constantly expanding, adding new states to the EU and creating expectations in other prospective new members. Inside its
boundaries, the consequences of the slow dissolution of the
social state and the ideology of multiculturalism can be seen
in the development of smaller territories consolidated around
ethnic or other kinds of communities. ‘Transition’ is accepted
as a working model, with the result that a civil society quite
different from the one envisioned by modernism is now emerging. The country I live in, Slovenia, is now part of the EU, but it
seems clear that it will never have the same rights and obligations as the EU’s founding states. Slovenes may be equal, but
in a different way.
An interesting parallel to the current situation can be seen in
the Netherlands, where the social state is in slow but steady
decline. What was once ‘multicultural Holland’ is now moving
away from multiculturalism toward a society with ethnically and
economically defined consolidated territories. Current trends
include the migration of the ethnic Dutch from urban to rural
areas. Cities, now labeled dangerous, are becoming negotiated
territories between the remaining native and immigrant populations. By 2100, the ethnic Dutch are expected to be a minority
within the present borders of the Netherlands. The concerns
of the larger society are mirrored on the personal level by mid152
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dle-class residents who, in pursuit of their own consolidated
territories, move from cities into gated communities with clearly
defined boundaries. Haverleij, a recent Vinex development in
a rural area 100 kilometers from Rotterdam, presents a good
example. On approximately 220 hectares of mostly untouched
countryside, a number of separate gated communities have
been built. These communities appropriate the aesthetic of a
medieval fortress town, complete with moats – which shows,
indeed, that if the ideology of modernism in architecture is today
on the way out, the aesthetics of archetypal architecture is very
much in. Fifty hectares of green landscape have been set aside
for golf courses, one of the measures taken to preserve the idyllic green landscape. The winning formula here is a high-tech
communications infrastructure combined with human-scale surroundings, privacy, safety and the control of natural resources.
Over the past year, while working on the project Europe Lost
and Found, my co-curator, Kyong Park, and I have travelled several times to the cities of the Western Balkans. Most impressive
in all the cities we visited was the booming construction industry. Take Tirana, for example: its skyline is that of an extremely
vibrant city. Numerous additions – many are small, but some
are bigger even than the original structures they are built on
– compete with high-rises, individual houses, gated communities, and small, big and bigger businesses. All these phenomena
co-exist with old socialist housing, which has been restructured
and repainted, so its new face fits in with a confident, forwardlooking society firmly grounded in the here and now.
A city reads like an open book. Architecture, after all, is the
most immediate, most expressive, and most enduring record of
the human condition. I believe that Tirana, Prishtina, Belgrade
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4EXT
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SOURCEô
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&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
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and Sarajevo, often referred to as ‘cities in crisis’, are in fact
just changing faster than the cities of the EU. Always more
fragmented than EU cities, their faces today assert fragmentation on a grand scale. As architect Srdjan Jovanovic´ Weiss
observes, whereas in the EU ‘fragmentation is a source of fear
and instability’, in the Balkans ‘fragmentation is normal’.
One example of fragmentation is the striking reduction in the
number of units considered ideal for a residential building. The
socialist model of the apartment block complex housing up to
10,000 residents is being replaced by the urban villa, which
houses approximately 15 families. Urban villas are home to
small communities with similar cultural values and standards of
living. Not unlike the urban villages of Haverleij, the emphasis
is placed on personal values and concerns, such as privacy
and security. A second example is the extreme personalisation
of architectural styles. Urban villas display extremely ornate,
richly diverse and highly accentuated façades. There is no single dominant style, but rather a multiplicity that expresses the
individual owners’ personal tastes, whether this is orientalism,
modernism or historicism. Style here is emphasised to such a
degree that it turns into kitsch; in the process, authenticity may
be lost but hybridity is gained. A highly personalised style on
a building’s façade displays the self-assertion of the individual
in a society that has experienced the dissolution of the social
state. Here, aesthetics have become a battlefield: ‘What is
beautiful is what I personally consider to be good.’

Balkanisation used to be considered a negative, a byword for
the breakup of unity and the undermining of the state. But the
term has undergone some rethinking of late. Today, balkanisation can be seen as a counteraction to globalisation. By giving
power to particles and group identities, by asserting bottomup initiatives and self-rule, balkanszation becomes a potential
force for democracy. More than anything, balkanisation is a
source of difference. Fragmentary and decentralising tendencies lead to the pixelisation of society, greater local adaptability,
and parallel states of existence.

The dramatic reduction in the number of units in a residential
building and the extreme personalization of architectural styles
testify to the ‘centrifugal’ forces of fragmentation. These, in
short, illustrate the very meaning of the term ‘balkanisation’.

If the façades of urban villas celebrate individual existence,
they also reassert confidence in a society in the making, i.e., in
transition. Over the last 15 years, more than half the cities in
the Western Balkans have been self-built. In Prishtina and in
Tirana, the informal economy – of which the greatest contribution comes from the construction industry – is larger than the
formal economy. Whereas city authorities turned a blind eye
to self-initiated construction during the large-scale migrations
to cities in the 1990s, today the policy is to accept the facts
on the ground and integrate informal constructions to make
the city and the economy sustainable. Two examples come
to mind: The top floors of some of most prominent high-rises
in the Tirana city center, which were added without any legal
permits, are in the process of being legalised (the construction can remain, provided that the owners pay for it after the
fact). The municipality is negotiating not only with developers,
but also with individuals whose houses make up the informal
city on the outskirts of Tirana. The mayor went on public television with representatives of these settlements to discuss the
infrastructural problems they faced, such as difficulties with the
water and power supply and the sewage system.
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Negotiations between formal and informal structures work
well in Tirana. It appears that informal structures are being
accepted as equal partners with the formal city. After all, the
informal economy was a key factor in rebuilding a functional
society after the formal economy and political structures collapsed in the 1990s. Tirana’s example, however, is hardly universal. In the vast majority of cases, the sheer mass of informal
structures does not guarantee any change in attitude on the
part of the formal system, which continues to hold the reins
of power in its own hands, keeping the informal structures
on the margins while those who take part in such structures
remain second-class citizens. To change policies vis-à-vis the
informal means to acknowledge social change. For many people, informality remains a scary word. Though every economy
includes a certain percentage of informal structures, the usual
fear is that if these structures were to grow out of proportion,
they could potentially overwhelm the ‘regulated’ society and
bring about its downfall.
We tend to forget that regulation is itself a natural process.
Take land laws, for example. One of the principal objectives
behind the development of land laws is the equitable distribution of land. In South America, where the legacy of colonial
history creates resistance to change, informal settlements may
be understood as natural processes in the redistribution of
land ownership. It is telling that one of the first policies of the
current ‘leftist’ Chavista government in Venezuela was to start
legalizing the informal city in Caracas. In Tirana, where informal
constructions claim public land that had been nationalized during the socialist period, the strategy of after-the-fact legalizing
of the illegal city happened ‘naturally.’
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Most people in Kosovo work outside the formal economy, in
casual or unregistered employment. The construction industry
accounts for a large part of the informal economy. The UN
administration and local political institutions face the growing disenchantment of the citizens, who see the governing
bodies as unresponsive to their concerns. There is a lack of
clear perspective on resolving Kosovo’s status and no clear
policy on domestic issues. The economy is now trying to adapt
to a future without reconstruction assistance. EU institutions
have been and continue to be the largest donors, though the
amount of aid has recently decreased. The postwar boom in
Kosovo has gradually turned into a postwar crisis. The massive
international support coming to the region after the war had
an effect that was not unlike the striking of oil. But the initial
economic boom did not generate a sustainable economy in
Prishtina – which was something that Tirana managed to do
through the help of the informal economy and without the
large amount of foreign aid that Prishtina received. Other vital
topics in Kosovo are security and the push for decentralisation. The desire to increase the number of municipalities on
the same amount of territory presents more anxieties. Will
Kosovo become a segregated society? Can a focus on the
local be harmful?
In the case of Kosovo, the main problem is the lack of internationally recognised sovereignty. This makes it impossible for
local government to tackle such fundamental challenges as
privatisation and property laws. It also makes it impossible for
Kosovo to be a partner on equal footing with the international
community. Can we say that Kosovo is being treated as an
‘informal nation’ in the community of European nations?
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Today, Kosovo’s population is the youngest in Europe, while
that of the EU is shrinking. These two facts alone create a
crisis mentality. Is it possible to switch from a crisis mentality
to thinking in terms of a state of constant transition? Without
a doubt, in this regard the Western Balkans are way ahead
of the EU. The region has not experienced true political and
economic stability since the decline and collapse of the Ottoman and Habsburg empires; the cities of the Western Balkans
have been in continuous transition since the late 19th century.
They have adapted to the strategies of parallelism and fragmentation. Indeed, these strategies have created the dynamic
territory we identify as the Western Balkans. Can the cities
in EU member states, as well as in those countries currently
planning to join the EU, learn from such ‘Balkan’ strategies?
Can such informal strategies lead to a civil society different
from the one envisioned by the modernist societies of the 20th
century? I believe they can. We embrace and explore the state
of transition because we are curious about what it looks like
and how it works. But at heart, the state of transition fascinates
us because we live it.
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Indymedia – Sasha Constanza-Chock

Indymedia

Free Speech Radio News – Adrienne Lauby

Sasha Constanza-Chock

Electronic Intifada – Nigel Parry
Other Cinema (and A.T.A. Gallery) – Craig Baldwin
Temporary Services – Brett Bloom

To compile this section of the book, we
invited a number of independent or community-based media and cultural organisations based in the US to respond to a
short questionnaire about their activities.
We were interested both in the day-today practicalities of creating and maintaining this kind of self-organised practice and in the underlying motivations
and inspirations. The six questions we
asked were:
> What are the aims of the project you are involved in?
> How is the project organised?
> How do you support the work financially and what impact
does this have on your project?
> What do you feel you have achieved, and what are the problems you face?
> Are there any past projects/models which have inspired
you?
> What are your hopes for the future?
We’re grateful to all the contributors for providing a wealth of
information, insight and inspiration. Their responses are presented here with minimal editing.

> What are the aims of the project you are involved in?
I’ll respond to these based on my involvement with the Indy
media network. Over the past few years I’ve worked to help organized temporary IMC’s to cover mass mobilizations (Cancun,
Miami FTAA), on collaborative documentary projects including
the Miami Model (ftaaimc.org/miamimodel) and on various other autonomist media gatherings and projects. I also work with
video.indymedia.org and occasionally on features for global
IMC (www.indymedia.org), as well as publish to local IMC’s
(currently I find myself living in LA, so to LA Indymedia).
‘Indymedia is a collective of independent media organizations
and hundreds of journalists offering grassroots, non-corporate
coverage. Indymedia is a democratic media outlet for the creation of radical, accurate, and passionate tellings of truth.’
The Indymedia video distribution network (video.indymedia.
org) is an attempt to better coordinate sharing of video material throughout the Indymedia network and beyond. See the
next question.
> How is the project organised?
The Indymedia network is organized in a kind of globally federated network of local collectives. Each local collective has a
great deal of autonomy from the network, although all have to
adhere to the basic Points of Unity.
Decision-making at both local and international levels happens
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,ADYFEST
$ESCRIPTION
,ADYFESTôISôFORôEVERYONE
4EXT
7HATôISô,ADYFEST
,ADYFESTSôAREôNON PROkTôEVENTSôORGANISEDôMAINLYôBYôWOMENôTHEYôAIMôTOôSHOWCASEô
THEôTALENTSôOFôFEMALEôARTISTSôANDôPERFORMERSô4HEôEVENTSôAREôFOCUSEDôMAINLYôONôEN
COURAGINGôTHEôTALENTôOFôWOMENôANDôGIRLS ôBUTôAREôOPENôTOôEVERYONEô)TSôROOTSôAREôINô
THEôUNDERGROUNDôSCENE
ô

4HEôkRSTôEVERô,ADYFESTôTOOKôPLACEôINô/LYMPIA ô7ASHINGTONôINôô4HEôFOLLOWINGô

YEARôSIMILARôEVENTSôTOOKôPLACEôACROSSôTHEô53ô,ADYFESTô-IDWESTôINô#HICAGOôANDô
,ADYFESTô%ASTôINô.EWô9ORK ôANDôALSOôINô'LASGOW ô3COTLANDô,ADYFESTô3COTLAND 
ô

&ORôTHEôFOLLOWINGôTHREEôYEARS ôGRRLSôFROMôTHEô53ôANDô%UROPEANôCOUNTRIESôALSOô

ORGANIZEDôTHEIRôOWN ôANDôITôLOOKSôLIKEôTHEôTRENDôISôNOTôOVERôYETô
ô

,ADYFESTôISôALSOôMEANTôTOôBEôAôPLACEôWHEREôVISITORSôCANôDISCUSSôANDôTAKEôACTIONô

ONôTHEIRôVIEWSôONôTOPICSôSUCHôASôMYSOGINISMôINôTHEôARTSôANDôBEAUTYôSTANDARDSôANDô
OTHERS ôATTENDôSHOWSôBYôFEMALEôPERFORMERS ôANDôCANôJUSTôHAVEôAôGOODôTIMEôINôAôSPACEô
WHEREôTHEYôFEELôCOMFORTABLEôTOôBEôTHEMSELVES
3OURCE
WWWLADYFESTEUROPEORGOLDGENERALINFOHTML
&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
WWWLADYFESTEUROPEORG
WWWLADYFESTORG
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through consensus. The consensus process is different in different parts of the world and sometimes is more formal, sometimes looser, occasionally leads to splits and conflicts, but for
the most part functions well and is a part of the Indymedia
model and of prefigurative politics in general (build the new
world we want within the rotting shell of the old …)
When decisions have to happen that affect the whole network,
they happen via delegates from all the locals. This is incredibly
complicated by language since everything has to be translated
into as many of the network’s working languages as possible,
which is a large number that keeps growing every few months
…
There is a (valid) critique of IMC process that is also a critique
of the network in general, which is that it’s internet-centric and
therefore those with the most Internet access (personal computers, broadband connections, etc) have the most say. I would say
that the truth of the critique for local IMC’s varies wildly across
the network nodes – some use the net mostly as a resource
and kind of like a news wire to pull content down for local distro
via papers, radio stations, leaflet, whatever works. Others have
reverse priorities and almost do everything on the website, only
occasionally doing offline projects. It depends on the IMC.
> How do you support the work financially and what impact
does this have on your project?
This is a huge question ... Again, local IMC’s have autonomy
over finances. In practice, none of the IMC websites runs ads;
none of the radio stations linked to Indymedia run ads (that I
know of); many of the print projects do choose to run ads from
radical or progressive businesses (worker-owned coops for
170
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example) in order to cover print costs. One-time mobilization
costs (setting up a temporary IMC, transportation and equipments costs) are sometimes funded by funneling money from
foundations or NGO’s through IMC-connected individuals or
spin-off radical media projects, but almost never through ‘Indymedia’. Urbana Champaign IMC has 501(c)(3) [tax-exempt
charitable] status and has served as fiscal sponsor for many
projects, but that status itself has generated intense heated
debate within the network based on some locals’ belief that no
IMC should be a legal entity with recognition from any State,
let alone the US Government. Locally, UCIMC has been very
successful at raising money, and last year they raised enough
to purchase the US Post Office building (!)
There is a long-running debate in IMC over “valid” sources of
funding. Some think everything must be voluntary or in-kind
contributions, others point out that this privileges those with
access to other income. Very few people have ever received
wages for Indymedia work, but it has happened on occasion
within particular local contexts.
There was a huge debate a couple years ago when the Ford
Foundation offered a large grant to Indymedia, but Latin American IMC’s insisted the money be rejected both on grounds of
principled independence from private foundations, and specifically because of the history of the Ford company in Latin
American politics.
> What do you feel you have achieved, and what are the problems you face?
Let me just say that there are lots of important critiques of
Indymedia. White male, tech-centricity, questions of access,
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the tyranny of structurelessness, etc. However, at the same
time I, like many, continue to participate in the network because
at its best moments it becomes a powerful example of “actually existing” radically-decentralized, autonomous from state
and market, deeply globally interconnected, bottom-up communication network that walks the walk and produces intense,
vibrant, passionate tellings of truth and circulation of struggles
throughout the world.
More information:
www.indymedia.org

Free Speech Radio News
Adrienne Lauby

> What are the aims of the project you are involved in?
Free Speech Radio News (FSRN) has as its primary goal to
produce a 30-minute Monday–Friday independent radio newscast. With a network of over 200 freelance reporters around
the world, FSRN serves over 100 radio stations and a growing
cadre of Internet outlets. FSRN aims to bring the world to the
U.S. in first-hand reportage of every continent by independent reporters: coverage that CNN can only dream of. With a
diversity of voices, in ethnicity, age and class, which outstrips
every other news organization. FSRN aims to be the vanguard
U.S. news source for the majority – those questioning wars on
innocent people at home and abroad. Our over one million listeners include many without Internet access and we are proud
to join National Native News as the only progressive daily news
outlets for those forgotten by high-tech hype.
> How is the project organised?
FSRN is a multi-generational, multi-class, multi-race organization with many strong women of color in leadership. Reporters who achieve a minimum level of produced stories and all
staff automatically become voting members of FSRN. Daily
newscast decisions are made by editorial and production staff
team members who work in constant communication throughout the day. Organizational decisions and priorities, including
personnel, finance and hiring committee work, are set by a
member-elected Steering Committee. Final responsibility and
governance power rests with the elected board of directors as
mandated by our by-laws and California non-profit law.
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Our internal structure is flexible, porous and peer-driven. We
attempt the fluidity and inclusiveness of volunteer-staffed nonprofits, utilize the tools of corporate executives and demonstrate the cohesion of a winning basketball team. Our goal is
an ongoing demonstration that individuals who work for a more
equitable distribution of wealth and power do not have to make
each other miserable along the way.
> How do you support the work financially and what impact
does this have on your project?
Our work is supported by our affiliate stations (those who air
our broadcast), occasional grants and by listeners who make
regular donations. Individual stations not only include us in their
budgets but also share working space and other organizational
resources. This is particularly true of the Pacifica Foundation,
which shares our history and whose five stations are among
our largest affiliates.
There are many advantages in working so closely with affiliate
stations, including the ability to share reporters and local understanding of important stories. Without them, especially the
Pacifica Foundation, we could not maintain the basic quality
and credibility of the newscast.
Our staff members currently work without health and other
benefits, and the fee we offer reporters is not consistent with a
living wage. We ask for difficult, nuanced work from our reporters and offer them peanuts in exchange. Because our finances
severely limit our work, we have occasionally spent too much
time chasing large amounts of money. Lately, we have pursued
bulk mail and other methods to diversify and deepen our base
of support.
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> What do you feel you have achieved, and what are the problems you face?
The FSRN Newcast has raised the bar for radio news in the
US in reporting from the news site and in the number of interviewees quoted. Other, more commercial, news programs
have closed international bureaus and laid off foreign reporters. We have expanded and sought stories around the world
from people who had first hand knowledge and experience.
We are one of the few radio outlets to offer training and accept reports from individuals who are new to reporting. As a
paid outlet for reporters in our affiliate station news departments, we’ve played a part in keeping local news alive in community radio.
Primarily, we have brought news that is censored and ignored
in the US mainstream media to our listeners. We’ve covered
movements such as the anti-death penalty, reparations, lesbian
rights, prison activism, Native American sovereignty and environmental movements. We’ve covered issues like voter rights,
anti-sterilization, immigration, attacks on the Americans with
Disabilities Act, day laborers, sweatshops and union building, Zapatista demands for indigenous rights, Congress, the
Supreme Court, Bush & Co, prostitute rights, forest activists,
election reform, repression of Middle-East immigrant communities, Haiti, homeless people, GLBTI concerns, high stakes testing in schools, civil rights, torture and privacy encroachment,
labor reform and much, much more. Each day, as we bend our
hands and hearts to gathering and producing this news, we
make the activists more visible, set alternative frame stories
and give our listeners hard information they need to make daily
democratic decisions.
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It’s a big challenge to operate a daily newscast – where many
decisions must be made quickly – as a collective, which traditionally takes more time to discuss issues and bring everyone
into decision-making. Finding sufficient funding is always a
problem, since we serve a worldwide community that does not
have deep pockets – or sometimes any pockets. Our desire to
cover events around the world too often short circuits on our
ability to reach out to more new reporters, offer more training
and help with the necessary equipment.

to add production of a live broadcast, an early morning audio
news package, and news headlines throughout the day. In the
short term we hope to expand our coverage into new areas,
including our current priorities in Asia, Africa and the US.
More information:
www.fsrn.org

> Are there any past projects/models which have inspired
you?
We draw on 50 years of listener-sponsored radio, as exemplified by the US community radio network and the Pacifica Network. We have often been inspired at the annual Grassroots
Radio Conferences by those who operate community radio
stations with even fewer resources than our own and whose
participants are committed to a healthy collective process.
Individuals among us are inspired by many current and past
movements, including worker collectives, utopian projects, indigenous communities and personal contact with anyone who
ever translated a dream of a better world into concrete and
useful activities.
> What are your hopes for the future?
We hope for long-term financial viability so we can pay a living
wage and benefits to staff, and offer competitive compensation to reporters. We hope to continue and even increase our
fighting role to take back media in the U.S. from corporate
sponsors and journalists who become cozy with their powerful sources. We hope for a consistently outstanding newscast
in terms of content, technical quality and timeliness. We’d like
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,%43YSTEMS
$ESCRIPTION
!LTERNATIVEôCURRENCIESôANDôTRADINGôNETWORKS
4EXT
7HATôISôAô,%43YSTEM
!ô,%43YSTEMôISôAôTRADINGôNETWORKôSUPPORTEDôBYôITSôOWNôINTERNALôCURRENCYô)TôISôSELF
REGULATINGôANDôALLOWSôITSôUSERSôTOôMANAGEôANDôISSUEôTHEIRôOWNô@MONEYôSUPPLYôWITHINô
THEôBOUNDARIESôOFôTHEôNETWORK
4HEôKEYôPOINTSôINCLUDE
môCO OPERATIONôNO ONEôOWNSôTHEôNETWORK
môSELF REGULATIONôTHEôNETWORKôISôCONTROLLEDôBYôITSôUSERS
môEMPOWERMENTôALLôNETWORKôUSERSôMAYô@ISSUEôTHEô@INTERNALôCURRENCY
môMONEYôMONEY ôASôAôMEANSôOFôEXCHANGE ôISôANôINTEGRALôFEATURE
,%43YSTEMôRECORDINGôSERVICESôKEEPôTRACKôOFôTRANSACTIONSôANDôISSUEôSTATEMENTSôOFô
,%43YSTEMôTRADING
)SôAô,%43YSTEMôAôTYPEôOFôBARTERôSYSTEM
,%43YSTEMSôUSEôTHEIRôOWNôTYPEôOFô@MONEYômôTHEYôAREôMONEYôSYSTEMS
"ARTERôISôAôTYPEôOFôEXCHANGEôWHEREôWEôSWAPôGOODSôANDôSERVICESôWITHOUTôUSINGôMONEYô
mô)ôGIVEôYOUôAôLOAFôOFôBREADôANDôYOUôGIVEôMEôTWOôCABBAGESô9OUôkXôMYôCARôANDô)LLô
COOKôYOUôDINNERô"UTôYOUôMAYôNOTôLIKEôMYôCOOKING
ô

-ONEYôOVERCOMESôTHEôLIMITATIONSôOFôBARTERô)ôGIVEôYOUôMONEYôFORôYOURôGOODSôANDô

SERVICESôANDôYOUôCANôSPENDôITôELSEWHEREô)NôAô,%43YSTEMôYOUôCANôUSEôYOURôACCOUNTô
TOôBUYôWHATôYOUôWANTôFROMôONEôPERSONôANDôTHENôSELLôWHATôYOUôCANôTOôANOTHER
7HATôDOESô,%43ôSTANDôFOR
4HEôWORDôg,%43uôWASôCHOSENôTOôHIGHLIGHTôANôINVITATIONôLETS ôANDôAôCULTUREôOFôCONSENTô
,%43ôEMBODIESôTHEô@,AWôOFô4WOô&EETômôg)FôYOUôLIKEôIT ôYOUôWALKôINô)FôYOUôDONT ôTHENô
YOUôWALKôAWAYu
ô

%RICô&RANKô2USSELL ôTHEôSTORYôWRITER ôEXPRESSEDôTHISôASôg&REEDOMô)ôWILL ô&REEDOMô)ô

WONTuômôEVERYBODYôHASôCHOICESô
ô

,%43ôSUPPORTSôTRADINGôWHICHôRESULTSôINôWIN WINôOUTCOMESô4HISôISôTOôBEôCONTRASTEDô

TOôTHEôMOREôCOERCIVEôTYPESôOFôBEHAVIOURôOFTENôSEENôINôCOMMUNITIESôWHICHôAREôSHORTô
OFôMONEYômôg)VEôGOTôTHEôMONEY ôSOôYOUôHAVEôTOôWORKôFORôMEuô)Nô,%43 ôTHEREôISôNEVERô
ANYôOBLIGATIONôTOôTRADE
ô

4HEôUSEôOFô,%43ôASôANôACRONYMôWASôANôAFTERTHOUGHTô4HEôMOSTôCOMMONôRENDERINGô

ISô@,OCALô%XCHANGEô4RADINGô3YSTEMô(OWEVER ôWEôPREFERôTOôAVOIDôTHEôUSEôOFôTHEôWORDô
@LOCAL ôASôITôSUGGESTSôAôGEOGRAPHICALôEMPHASIS ôWHICHôCANôBEôMISLEADING
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7HATôISôTHEôBASISôOFô,%43
,%43ôISôBASEDôONôTHEôVALUEôOFôTHEôINDIVIDUALôWITHINôTHEôCOMMUNITYô4HISôINVOLVESôBOTHô
FREEDOMSôANDôRESPONSIBILITIESô7EôCANôOUTLINEôTHEôMAINôCRITERIA

Electronic Intifada
Nigel Parry

mô CONSENT ôNOTHINGôHAPPENSôWITHOUTôIT
mô NOôINTERESTôTOôBEôCHARGEDôONôACCOUNTôBALANCES
mô COMMONôOWNERSHIP ôRESULTINGôINôCOST OF SERVICEôPROVISIONôOFôSUPPORTôSERVICES
mô DISCLOSUREôOFôINFORMATIONômôTOôENSUREôTHEôINFORMEDôACTIONôOFôUSER
3OURCEô
WWWGMLETSU NETCOM
#OPYRIGHTôHELDôBYô2OBERTô3OUTARô,TDôôONôBEHALFôOFôTHEô,%43YSTEMôCOMMON
WEALTH
&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
WWWGMLETSU NETCOM
)MAGEôSOURCEô
WWWLETSWINNIPEGCOMHQCFM

> What are the aims of the project you are involved in?
The Electronic Intifada (EI) is a not-for-profit, independent online publication committed to comprehensive public education
on the question of Palestine, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
and the economic, political, legal, and human dimensions of
Israel’s 38-year occupation of Palestinian territories. EI is not
alternative media; rather, EI is supplementary media. While
“alternative news” websites have become increasingly popular since the mid-1990s, the fact is that to be true alternative
media, one’s content by definition needs to make other media
redundant. Clearly, organisations such as EI, with limited resources and a small, primarily volunteer team of writers and
researchers, are not in the position to replace or act as substitutes for large media organisations such as the BBC or the
New York Times. We are, however, in a position to supplement
existing media by offering differing analyses and by highlighting key sources of information from on the ground that do
not usually get full reprints in the commercial media. The time
and resources we do have are not therefore best employed
in reporting on events that are already widely covered in the
commercial media.
Launched on 23 February 2001 at electronicIntifada.net as a
pioneering online resource for media analysis, criticism, and
activism, EI has progressively expanded its scope into new arenas: reference materials, live reporting, editorials, arts coverage,
and satire, with the aim of presenting an accessible, credible,
and responsible Palestinian narrative of developments on the
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ground to the American public and international community.
Although EI addresses the prevailing pro-Israeli slant in US
media coverage by offering information from a Palestinian perspective, our views on the conflict are based firmly on universal
principles of international law and human rights conventions,
and our reporting is built on a solid foundation of documented
evidence and careful fact-checking.
> How is the project organised?
Four activists, Scotsman Nigel Parry, Diaspora Palestinians
Ali Abunimah and Arjan El Fassed and American Laurie King
collaborated over the Internet on the Electronic Intifada’s development for five months before introducing the site.
On any day, most of the editing, illustrating, publishing, and
promotional burden is carried by 2–3 people on a largely voluntary basis. EI undertakes research, and compiles and publishes reference material, commentary and analysis, personal
journals from the frontlines of the conflict, media news and
analysis. EI aims aspects of its information service at journalists
and editors, activists – occasionally encouraging letters of concern – at students of the media, and researchers looking for
reference material, and offers automatically updating streaming
content via our “wire service for websites”, EI Wire.
The Electronic Intifada also welcomes unsolicited text and
visual contributions from writers, photographers, multimedia
content creators, and filmmakers to any of its content feeds. EI
puts a high priority on well-written original analysis and reportage, contributions from people on the ground in Palestine.

does this have on your project?
EI is powered primarily by voluntary work from its four founders and a loose network of correspondents, technical people,
and photographers around the world, including in Palestine,
the US, Canada, and Europe. In addition, EI is funded by individual donors, mostly in the United States, 50% of whom are
giving small amounts of $25-$100 to keep our project going,
with a small scattering of occasional larger donors. Our annual
budget in 2002 was just US $39,000. In both 2003 and 2004,
we spent $50,000.
While our needs continue to grow, our entire budget could not
pay the salary of a single foreign correspondent from a major
news organisation! We are able to function on such a small
budget because so much of the labour that goes in to EI is
donated. We’ve made do at different times with the resources
we have, beginning from a balance of zero in February 2001.
Since then we’ve expanded as voluntary help and resources
have allowed, but in truth, we could obviously be doing much
more, with a higher quality, more consistently, if we had access
to greater resources, which has periodically become frustrating. None of EI’s founders or writers is able to work full time
on EI as they have other jobs, and as the project has grown,
there is an increased workload.

> How do you support the work financially and what impact

> What do you feel you have achieved, and what are the problems you face?
EI is recognised as a major web resource on Palestine, and
has been able to make some contribution to the debate. We
recognise the growing power of a global democratic society
of informed, concerned, and activist individuals and groups. As
the New York Times noted in a 16 February 2003 editorial the
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day after the largest global anti-war demonstrations in human
history: “There are two superpowers in the world again: the US
and global public opinion.”
It is EI’s aim – and duty – to be part of this emerging democratic superpower by disseminating information blocked or
ignored by the mainstream media, by analysing dimensions
and corners of policy that mainstream media are hesitant to
touch. EI will continue to inform people about the situation
on the ground so that they have access to understanding the
actual cost of the conflict for normal people, and have the tools
to get past the demonisation that forms much of the media’s
Palestinian repertoire.
We have to make it a mainstream concern and the only way
we can do that is by effectively communicating the realities
at ground zero for Joe and Jane Palestinian to the American
public. Nobody would sign off on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
if they knew what happened at ground zero, nobody. Only the
most ardent and entrenched supporters of Israel.

> What are your hopes for the future?
In relation to the site, EI would like to expand the scope of our
coverage of on-the-ground events to a far greater degree, developing deeper links with organisations and skilled individuals
on the ground. We would also like to offer wider coverage of
the Palestinian community outside the country and our relationship with related organisations, as well as increasing the profile
of the project. Our hope is that future funders and contributors
will enable us to meet these goals. Specific goals include an
increase of photographic, video and other multimedia on the
site, and more regular and in-depth additions to all of the content sections on our site.
In the wider sense, there are things that are band-aids that
cover the bleeding but what we also really need to do is stop
the conflict so there is no bleeding, and the way to do that is
we need to inform people what is happening. Total Information
Awareness is something that EI – Electronic Intifada and its
newer sister site Electronic Iraq – is very in favour of.
More information:

If we could take people through the Star Trek transporter to
Rafah during “Operation Rainbow” and give them five minutes
to experience what that was like they would not sign on to the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

electronicintifada.net

So everything is a challenge of finding new ways to explore
that. Many of the projects that EI wants to work on – we just
can’t do it. We’re juggling too many plates at the moment and
the only way we will ever break through that barrier is with more
money. That’s what it boils down to.
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)NITIATEDôINô ôTHEôLANDôMOREôDIRECTôTRANSLATIONôFROMô4HAIôTOô%NGLISHôWOULDôBE ôTHEô
RICEôkELD ôWASôTHEôMERGINGôOFôIDEASôBYôDIFFERENTôARTISTSôTOôCULTIVATEôAôPLACEôOFôANDôFORô
SOCIALôENGAGEMENT
4EXT
4HEôLANDôISôLOCATEDôINôPROXIMITYôTOôTHEôVILLAGEôOFô3ANPATONG ôAôTWENTYôMINUTESôDRIVEô
FROMôTHEôCENTERôOFôTHEôPROVINCIALôCAPITALô#HIANGô-AIô!SôSOMEôRICEôFARMERSôAREôHAV
INGôDIFkCULTôTIMESôINôTHEôAREA ôDUEôTOôTHEôLEVELSôOFôlOODSôANDôHIGHôWATERôLEVEL ôRICEô
FARMINGôHASôNOTôBEENôVERYôPRODUCTIVEô"ECAUSEôOFôTHIS ôSOMEôRICEôkELDSôINôTHEôAREAô
HAVEôBEENôOFFEREDôFORôDEVELOPMENT ôASôTHEôRICEôFARMERSôAREôLOOKINGôTOôkNDôBETTERô
AREASôFORôTHEôkELDS
ô

4HOUGHôINITIALLYôTHEôACTIONôTOôAQUIREôTHEôRICEôkELDSôWEREôINITIATEDôBYôTWOôARTISTSôFROMô

4HAILAND ôTHEôLANDôWASôINITIATEDôWITHôANONYMITYôANDôWITHôOUTôTHEôCONCEPTôOFôOWNER
SHIPô4HEôLANDôWASôTOôBEôCULTIVATEDôASôANôOPENôSPACE ôTHOUGHôWITHôCERTAINôINTENTIONSô
TOWARDSôCOMMUNITY ôTOWARDSôDISCUSSIONSôANDôTOWARDSôEXPERIMENTATIONôINôOTHERôkELDSô
OFôTHOUGHTS
ô

4HEôLANDôANDôITSôTOPOGRAPHICALôENVIRONMENTôLANDSCAPE ôASôITôNOWôSTANDS ôWASô

CULTIVATEDôTHROUGHôTHEôPHILOSOPHYôANDôARGICULTURALôTECHNIQUEôOFôAô4HAIôFARMERôBYôTHEô
NAMEôOFô#HALOUIô+AEWKONGô4HEôIDEASôAROUNDôTHEôCULTIVATIONôOFôTHEôTOPOGRAPHYôWHICHô
ISôôEARTHôMASS ôANDôôWATERôLIQUID ôISôBASEDôONôTHEôCOMPOSITIONôOFôTHEôHUMANô
BODYô!SôTHEREôISôWATERôAROUND ôANôARGICULTUREôIRRIGATIONôSTREAMôONôTHEôONEôSIDEôANDô
AôNATURALôSTREAMôONôTHEôOTHER ôAôSERIESôOFôPONDSôANDôPOOLSôWEREôLAYEDôOUTôINôRELATIONô
TOôTHEôUSAGEôOFôWATER
ô

)NôTHEôMIDDLEôOFôTHEôLANDôLIESôTWOôWORKINGôRICEôkELDS ôWHICHôISôANôONôGOINGôREALTION

SHIPôTOôTHEôINITIALôRICEôkELDôITSELFôANDôAôLOSEôGROUPôOFôSTUDENTSôFROMôTHEô5NIVERSITYôOFô
#HIANGô-AIôANDôTHEôLOCALôVILLAGEô2ICEôHASôBEENôGROWNôANDôHARVESTEDôYEARLY ôTHOUGHô
INITIATEDôASôANôEXPERIMENTALôPROJECTôTOôGROWôANDôHARVESTôRICEôYEARôROUNDôRATHERôTHANô
SEASONALY ôANDôTHEôHARVESTôWHICHôYIELDSôINôAPPROXIMATIONôôTOôôKILOGRAMSôAREô
SHAREDôBYôALLôPARTICIPANTSôINVOLVEDôANDôTOôSOMEôFAMILIESôINôTHEôLOCALôVILLAGEôTHATôHASô
FALLENôILLôFROMôTHEô!)$3ôEPIDEMICô0RESENTLYôTHESEôTWOôkELDSôHAVEôBEENôTHEôMOSTôAC
TIVEôPARTôOFôTHEôUSAGEôOFôTHEôLANDô!SôWELL ôFRUITSôTREESôANDôEDIBLEôPLANTSôAREôDISPERSEDô
INôTOôTHEôLANDSCAPE ôTHOUGHôAWAITING ôTHEôFRUITSôTOôBEôBAREDô6EGETABLESôANDôDIFFRENTô
ASSORTMENTSôOFôSALADSôANDôHERBSôWILLôBEôPLANTEDôASôWELLô
ô

4HEREôISôNOôELECTRICTYôORôWATER ôASôITôWOULDôBEôPROBLEMATIC ôINôTERMSôOFôLANDôDEVEL

OPMENTôINôTHEôAREAô!SôITôISôNOTôTHEôINTENTIONôTOôDEVELOPôTHEôLANDôFORôANYôVALUEôINTRENSICô
TOôLANDôDEVELOPMENT ôTHEôLACKôOFôSUCHôAMMENITIES ôWASôAôSIMPLEôSOLUTIONôFROMôSUCHô
DEVELOPMENTô4HEREôWILLôBEôDEVELOPMENTôANDôEXPERIMENTATIONSôTOôUSEôNATURALôRENEW
ABLEôRESOURCESôASôSOURCESôFORôELECTRICôANDôGASô4HEôARTISôGROUPô3UPERlEXôFROMô#OPEN
HAGENôHAVEôBEENôDEVELOPINGôTHEIRôIDEAôOFôTHEô3UPERGASôôAôSYSTEMôUTITISINGôBIOMASS ô
SUCHôASôSHIT ôTOôPRODUCEôGAS ôANDôTHEYôHAVEôBEENôENGAGINGôINôUSINGôTHEôLANDôASôAôLABô
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FORôTHEôDEVELOPMENTôOFôTHEIRôBIOGASôSYSTEMô4HEôGASôPRODUCEDôWILLôINITIALLYôBEôUSEDô

BEINGôTHEôCOMMUNALôSPACEôWITHôAôkREôPLACEôMADEôWITHôTHEôIDEAôOFôACCOMODATINGôAô

FORôTHEôSTOVESôINôTHEôKITCHEN ôASôWELLôASôLAMPSôFORôLIGHTô!RTHURô-EYERôANôAMERICANô

GATHERINGôANDôEXCHANGES ôTHEôSECONDôlOORôFORôREADINGôANDôMEDITATIONôANDôRElECTIONô

ARTISTôFROMô#HICAGO ôHASôALSOôBEENôINTERESTEDôTOôDEVELOPôAôSYSTEMôFORôUTILISINGôSOLARô

OFôEXCHANGE ôANDôTHEôTOPôlOORôFORôSLEEPô3TRUCTURESôINôPROCESSôAREôAôSTRUCTUREôBYô

POWER ôASôANOTHERôSOURCEôOFôENERGYôTOôBEôSTOREDôANDôUSEô4HESEôPROJECTSôWILLôASôWELLô

!LICIAô&ARMIS ôTHEô"ILLBOARDôHOUSE ôANDôAôYOUNGô4HAIôARTISTô!NGKRITô!LLôSTRUCTURESôAREô

ENGAGEôINTERESTEDôPARTICIPATIONôOFôTHEôLOCALôVILLAGEôASôWELLôASôSTUDENTSôFROMôTHEôLOCALô

OPENôTOôBEôUSED

SCHOOLSôANDô5NIVERSITIESô7ATERôISôNOTôAôPROBLEM ôHOWEVER ôCHEMICALôPESTICIDESôANDô

ô

OTHERôSUCHôPRODUCTSôHAVEôBEENôINTORDUCEDôINTOôTHEôRICEôkELDS ôWHICHôINôTURNôFEEDSô

ANDôCANôBEôUSED

4HEREôISôNOTôAôTIMEôLIMITATIONôTOôTHEôCULTIVATIONôOFôTHEôLAND ôITôISôTHEREôTOôBEôUSEDô

INTOôTHEôWATERôSTREAMSôANDôSYSTEMô)NôTHEôCENTERôOFôTHEôLANDôISôANôISOLATEDôPOOLôOFô
GROUNDôWATER ôMADEôFROMôNATURALôkLTERINGôOFôTHEôGROUNDôCONTENT ôHOWEVER ôTESTSôWILLô

3OURCE

HAVEôTOôBEôMADEôTHROUGHôOUTôTHEôYEARôFORôANYôCONTAMINATIONSô!SôWELLôVARIOUSôPOOLSô

WWWTHELANDFOUNDATIONORG!BOUT?THE?LAND

ANDôPONDSôWILLôBEôUSEDôFORôTHEôFARMINGôOFôkSHES ôAôPROJECTôTOôBEôINITIATEDôBYôAôYOUNGô
4HAIôARTISTô0RACHYAô0HINTONGô

&ORôMOREôINFORMATION

ô

WWWTHELANDFOUNDATIONORG

0ARALLELôTOôTHEôLANDôASôLABôFORôSELFôSUSTAINABLEôENVIRONMENT ôARCHITECTURALôIDEASôFORô

LIVINGôWILLôBEôCARRIEDôOUTôALONGôSIDEôTHEôDULTIVATIONôOFôTHEôLANDô!ôGARDENERSôHOUSEô
WASôBUILDôBYôTHEô4HAIôARTISTô+AMINô,ERDCHAIPRASERT ôTHOUGHTôBUILTôOUTôOFôPRACTICAL
ITY ôITôWOULLDôBEôCONSIDEREDôASôHISôCONTRIBUTIONôTOôTHEôIDEAô4HEôGARDENERSôHOUSESô
HOUSES ôTHEôGARDENERôANDôHISôWIFE ôASôTHEYôTENDôTOôTHEôLANDôANDôMANAGEDôTHEôDAILYô
NECESSASITIESô4HEôKITCHEN ôDEVELOPEDôFROMôAôCOLLABORATIVEôDISCUSSIONSôBETWEENôTHEô
ARTISTSô+AMINô,ERDCHAPRASERT ô3UPERlEX ô4OBIASô2EHBERGERôANDô2IRKRITô4IRAVENIJAô4HEô
KITCHENôWASôDEVELOPEDôINôTWOôPARTSô0ARTôONEôWASôTHEôINVITATIONôOFôTHEôARTISTSô3UPER
lEX ô2EHBERGERôANDô4IRAVANIJAôTOôPARTICIPATEôINôANôEXHIBITONôINô,ISBONôUNDERôTHEôTITLE ô
-OREôWORKSôABOUTôBUILDINGSôANDôFOOD ôCURATEDôBYô0EDROô,APAS4HEôARTISTSôDECIDEDô
THATôTHEYôWOULDôINITIATEôAôPROJECTôWHICHôCOULDôINTERGRADEôANDôLINKôTHEIRôINTERESTSôINôTHEô
IDEASôAROUNDôTHEôEXHIBITIONô3UPERlEXôDEVELOPEDôTHEôSYSTEMôFORôPRODUCTIONôOFôBIOGASô
ANDôTHEôSTORAGEôOFôBIOGAS ôWHEREô2EHBERGERôDESIGNEDôTHEôPLATFORMôWHICHôACTIVATESô
THEôBIOGASôWHICHôISôCONNECTEDôTOôAôGASôLAMP ôDESIGNEDôASôWELLôBYô2EHBURGER ôANDôTHEô
KITCHENôDESIGNEDôANDôTOôBEôUSEDôBYô4IRAVANIJAô&OLLOWINGôTHEôEXHIBITONôINô,ISBON ôTHEô
SYSTEMôDEVELOPEDôFORôTHEôEXHIBIITONôISôTHENôTRANSFEREDôTOôTHEôLANDôANDôTOôBEôINSTALLEDô
INôAôSTRUCTUREôDESIGNEDôANDôBUILTôBYô+AMINô,ERDCHAIPRASERTô!TILIERô6ANô,EISHOUPôHASô
ALSOôBEENôENGAGEDôINôTOôTHEôIDEAôOFôDEVELOPINGôTHEôTOILETôSYSTEM ôWHICHôWOULDôBEô
LNKEDôTOôTHEôPRODUCTIONôOFôBIOGASô4HEôARTISTô0HILIPPEô0ERRENOôANDôARCHITECTô&RANCIOSô
2OCH ôAREôPRESENTLYôDEVELOPINGôANôIDEAôFORôWHICHôWOULDôBEôDEVELOPEDôINôTOôTHEôCENTRALô
ACTIVITYôHALL ôAôCENTRALôLOCATIONôTOôBEôUSEDôASôAôWORKSHOPôFORôVARIOUSôACTIVITIESô
ô

3URROUNDINGôTHEôGENERALôSPACESôOFôTHEôRICEôkELDS ôKITCHEN ôTOILETS ôBATHROOMSôANDô

CENTRALôHALL ôWILLôBEôDIFFRENTôSTRUCTURESôFORôLIVINGô"ASEDôONôTHEôCOMMONLYôFOUNDôMEDI
TATIONôHUTSôINôBUDDISTôMONASTARIES ôTHESEôSTRUCTURESôFORôLIVINGôWOULDôBEôACCOMODA
TIONSôFORôMEDITATIONô)NITIATEDôNOTôPURELYôASôSTRUCTURESôTOôBEôDESIGNEDôANDôMADEôBYô
ARTISTS ôMOSTôOFôTHEôPROJECTSôTOôDATEôAREôBEINGôDEVELOPEDôBYôARTISTSô3TARTINGôWITHôTHEô
4HAIôARTISTô-ITô*AIô)N ôPLANTINGôAôCIRCLEôOFôNURSERYôTEAKôPLANTS ôINôTIMEô*AIô)N ôINTENDSôTOô
WEAVEôTOGEATHERôTHEôPLANTôASôITôGROWSôINôTOôAôBASKETôWHICHôWOULDôBEôTHEôPLATFORMôFORô
WHICHôHEôWOULDôLIVEôINô4OBIASô2EHBERGER ôHASôDESIGNôANDôBUILDôALMOSTôTOôCOMPLETION ô
AôSTRUCTUREôINSPIREDôBYôAôPLATEôOFôFOODôFROMôHISôNATIVEô3CHWABIAô4IRAVANIJAôALSOôALMOSTô
COMPLETEôSTRUCTUREôISôBASEDôONôTHREEôSPHEARôOFôNEEDSôTHEôLOWERôlOORôORôBASEôlOORô
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Other Cinema
(and A.T.A. Gallery), San Francisco
Craig Baldwin

> What are the aims of the project you are involved in?
In the case of Other Cinema, our aims are to preserve and
archive ‘orphan films’ (except in the case where we provide
footage from those films for re-use in contemporary media artworks); to make our own series of ‘experimental/collage-essay’
documentaries; to produce screenings on a weekly basis of
mostly experimental/personal non-fiction, but also agitational
and journalistic documentaries, and experimental and underground (and occasionally animation and narrative) films, videos,
and digital works, often in conjunction with installations and
performances; and, finally, to curate and distribute on DVD
(generally compilations of) personal/experimental documentaries/essays, and fine-art and media-archaeological pieces to
an international audience.
In the case of Artists’ Television Access Gallery, our aims are
to encourage, educate, and enable the production and exhibition of local and regional media artwork, and serve as an artresource for many and various community projects. ‘ATA have
also produced and cablecast a weekly Cable Access television
program for over 20 years, continuously!’

our weekly screenings. Being so small, it is more benevolent
despotism than consensus, but everyone works as a volunteer
out of personal engagement with the project (no salaries) and
anyone can drop out for long or short periods of time, if the
project goes in a direction that ceases to be interesting. The
distribution arm of OC – which is called Other Cinema Digital
– is actually a for-profit corporation, though it is three years
old and has never turned a profit! There is one paid employee,
and decisions are made through a lot of argument – I guess
one could call it consensus – and sometimes actual committee voting.
ATA operates by consensus, though from time to time they
have probably voted. There is a board, but it is the staff that
runs the day-to-day business on a volunteer basis, and there
are certain tasks for certain staff members (and these tasks rotate). The staff has always been a pretty loose group – somewhere between 8 and 20 – and meetings are held every month,
though there is a lot of internal decision-making going on as
part of the day to day activity, and also though an email system
accessible via website.

> How is the project organised?
There are different levels. Other Cinema is a small group of
4-8 individuals, with me as the de facto central organizer, who
meet a few times a week to do film research. We meet with
the schools and present educational initiatives, and produce

> How do you support the work financially and what impact
does this have on your project?
In the case of Other Cinema, it is what is called in the US
“earned revenues”, that is, money tendered at the door for
events (or the bar, or “found-footage” sales). It is more-orless a ‘break-even’ affair; no one really does it for the money,
but rather for a love of the art and politics of cinema. As to
the financial impacts … well, one might think that that kind of
financing model would drive our projects towards the market
place, but that hasn’t really happened. It is a small storefront
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and so only so many (80) people can fit in here anyway, so we
can “afford” to continue with a “niche” aesthetic. So the budget
is necessarily limited – that’s why it is called a microcinema
and why we, in terms of programming, concentrate on shorter
works, on smaller “formats”. ETL’s, publicity, and production
costs are covered by means of the monies from the paying
customers – $5 a head.
ATA, on the other hand, has received grants in its 22 years,
how many I couldn’t say exactly, but I would guess around
7–9. They also collect at the door from their occasional-event
patrons, and, more than any other income stream, actually
rent the gallery out to other event-producers in the region.
The programming and hardware have stayed largely the same
over two decades, though there has been a general shift towards the “mainstream” because the outside producers have
gained such a presence. And never enough of a grant to build,
say, a new theater, but always enough to stay the course. ATA
originally had public funding for the so-called visual arts, but
when that dried up they made up the lost income by moving to
time-based media-art screenings (where people pay for seats),
though the flat visual art display and installations have remained
at the margins of ATA’s offerings.

floor, and no one – there are generally 3-5 people living in this
larger “live-work” space – has been able to shower in three
days. This is very typical). Our DSL line went down yesterday,
and the 16mm and Super8 projectors have been broken for
months. Because our rental status is “commercial”, the landlord
is not responsible for fixing most of these problems. But the
good thing is, the landlord lets us do what we want with the
building, like building walls and lofts and having lots of people
in the space four days a week.
Of course, beyond all that there are always psychological problems that we suffer as a group – it can be very claustrophobic,
and there are a lot of contending ideas – there is a very diverse
mix of people involved, with people from all over the world. It
is also true (though many would not bring it up) that when you
open your doors to volunteers, sometimes people get involved
who are not so skilled, or psychologically stable for that matter.
When everyone is just working on a volunteer basis and personal conflicts arise there can be personnel shifts, which can
endanger continuity. Finally there is the “problem” of competition outside the venue – there are maybe a dozen other outfits
offering competing programming and so it is often an effort
to draw a sufficient audience to make the trouble worthwhile,
especially with no advertising budget.

> What do you feel you have achieved, and what are the problems you face?
Well, it would have to be a miracle for either organization to
have survived in a very competitive area, in one of the most
expensive cities in the world! The problems are certainly economic, that is with rent and bills, but also that the physical plant
is seriously deteriorated (for example, right this very moment,
April 4, 2006, our water heater is leaking all over our kitchen

As to what we have achieved, well it won’t be counted in
awards, though we have won maybe five, or grants or money.
It sounds like a cliché, but it happens to be true: the mark of
our success is our continual and ongoing outreach and engagement, to what has been all in all a very large audience
indeed, arguably in the top ten in the western US for the type
of programming provided. And for what it is worth, both Other
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-ECCAô#OLA
$ESCRIPTION
#OLAôWARSôFORôTHEôSTôCENTURY
4EXT
4HEôSPIRITôWHICHôGOVERNEDôTHEôCREATIONôOFô-ECCA #OLAôWASôTOôCREATEôAôPROkT MAKINGô
BUSINESSôWHICHôWOULDôHELPôTOôRELIEVEôHUMANôSUFFERINGôWHEREôACTIONôISôSTILLôPOSSIBLEô4HEô
MOSTôINTOLERABLEôANDôTHEôMOSTôIMMEDIATEôSUFFERINGôISôTHATôOFôTHEô0ALESTINIANôPEOPLE
ô

4HEô0ALESTINIANôPEOPLEôAREôEXPERIENCINGôINDIFFERENCEôANDôGENERALôCOMPLICITY ôTHESEô

BEINGôTHEôMOSTôWRETCHEDôANDôTHEôMOSTôCONTEMPTIBLEôACTSôOFôAPARTHEIDôANDô:IONISTôFAS
CISMô"UT ôASôWEôAREôPROFOUNDLYô-OSLEMôINôSPIRITôANDôINôTRAINING ôWEôCANôONLYôADHEREôTOô
OURôPRECEPTS ôNAMELY ôGIVEôBACKôTHEôGOODôTHATôWEôHAVEôRECEIVEDôINôGREATERôMEASURE ô
BUTôALSOôSPREADôGOODôAROUNDôONESELFô)TôISôFORôTHISôREASONôTHATôWEôHAVEôOPTEDôFORô
THEôDISTRIBUTIONôOFôAôSHAREôOFôTHEôDIVIDENDSôINôCOUNTRIESôWHICHôHAVEôSOôGENEROUSLYô
WELCOMEDôUS ôANDôINôTHEôPOPULATIONSôAMONGSTôWHOMôWEôLIVE
ô

-ILITANTôPEOPLEôWHOôAREôEXPERIENCINGôkNANCIALôDIFkCULTIESôOFTENôHAVEôNOôOTHERô

ALTERNATIVEôTHANôTOôCREATEôPROkT MAKINGôACTIVITIESôTOôENABLEôTHEMôTOôACHIEVEôTHEIRô
OBJECTIVES ôEVENôTHOUGHôTHEYôDIDôNOTôSTARTôOUTôASôEITHERôTRADERSôORôCAPITALISTSô/NEôOFô
THEôPERVERSIONSôOFôCAPITALISMôLIESôINôTHEôGENERATIONôWITHINôONESELFôOFôTHEôMOSTôBRUTALô
ANDôTHEôMOSTôINHUMANEôPARTôOFôONESELF
môôOFôNETôPROkTSôGOôTOô0ALESTINIANôCHILDRENSôCHARITIES
môôTOôLOCALôCHARITYômô.'/
3LOGANô
PASôBUVEZôSTUPIDE ôBUVEZôENGAG¯ôNOôMOREôDRINKINGôSTUPID ôDRINKôWITHôCOMMITMENT 
3OURCEô
WWWMECCA COLACOM
&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
WWWMECCA COLACOM
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Cinema and ATA are well loved, and those kinds of communitarian feelings could really be considered an achievement. We
have trained many, many people. We have certainly served as
a catalyst for local political determinations.

Temporary Services
and Mess Hall, Chicago

> Are there any past projects/models which have inspired
you?
Well, there are many; the things our sister galleries and alternative spaces and youth cultural centers were doing constituted a
natural ground for our own operations. Some of those older ones
have died off, but there are some newer – not as many have
started up, maybe because it is just too prohibitively expensive
here. Intersection for the Arts, Project One, Project Two, Project
Artaud, cellSpace, the Luggage Store, RX gallery, the Lab, 80
Langton, New Langton Arts, Camerawork, Capp St Project,
People’’s Cultural Center, La Pena, Epicenter, Klub Kommotion, the Offensive, Club Generic, SF Center for the Book, Club
Foot, A.R.E., Jet Wave, Valencia Tool and Die and there are
dozens more! Please understand that it was not a particular
“organizational model” that served as a template, it was just
more the presence and energy and strength of all those kindred
groups, cultivating critical media audiences that we ourselves
were all a part of, and then the opportunity arose for us to get
an autonomous site.

> What are the aims of the project you are involved in?
I am involved in several initiatives – Temporary Services, Mess
Hall, In the Field, Learning Group, The Library of Radiant Optimism for Lets‚ We-Make the World, and The Journal for Northeast Issues (Hamburg) – but will only focus on two in order
to keep the replies as brief as I can. Each has its own set of
concerns, some of which overlap.

> What are your hopes for the future?
It’s hard to answer that question with a straight face; everybody
here knows that there is no future …
More information:
OTHER CINEMA
992 Valencia Street, San Francisco, CA 94110

Brett Bloom

Temporary Services offers art and our activities as a service
to others. This means that we aren’t focused on the production of objects or traditional forms of art expression, but rather
that we are more concerned with the social contexts within
which art is and can be embedded, and additionally how art
can be used to open up all kinds of situations to new thinking
and possibilities. We are also interested in compelling human
creativity wherever we find it.
Mess Hall is an experimental cultural center. Nine of us established it in order to have a place where art and visual culture
could be put into a broader dialog with other practices that
both informed our work, but also represented other communities that we are active in. Mess Hall seeks to foster dialog
among groups of thinkers, makers, doers that rarely intersect
with the hope that more interesting practices, ideas and form
of resistance (to the dominant culture) can emerge. We seek to
establish alternate forms of exchange and are actively building
a culture or generosity.

www.othercinema.com
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> How is the project organised?
Temporary Services is a group of three persons. We work in
several different ways simultaneously: as artists, producers,
organizers, curators, activists, designers and so on. We always
develop consensus for the things we choose to work on. If we
don’t reach consensus, then something isn’t done under the
name of Temporary Services.

are also the contact persons for those outside the group who
want to use MH as a resource. We call MH an experimental
cultural center. It is a place informed by visual culture, but is
not a gallery. We have multiple constituencies interested in
a wide range of topics and issues from food democracy and
experimental urban planning, to radical cartography and sustainable design and ecology.

Mess Hall (MH) is in part an extension of Temporary Services, but is also a lot more in that it involves four other active
members, and two at-large members. We call ourselves “keyholders”. This started as a joke, but quickly took on a lot of
meaning vis-à-vis how MH is organized. We are all involved in
many things and the last thing we wanted was another group
with another group process. We wanted to streamline MH’s
functions and make it as easy as possible for us to coordinate.
To this end, we set up some basic rules that both encouraged
group cohesion, but also provided for individual expression
and dissent. The rules were: 1) If you have a key (are a keyholder) then the ultimate responsibility for things to happen
at MH fell upon you. If no one wanted to organize anything,
then nothing would happen. There would be no group pressure exerted on individuals to perform some productive role;
2) Everything at MH is free. No one should be asked to pay
or make a donation for anything that happens at MH. MH is
to be a place as free as possible from market-based forms
of exchange and thinking – a safe place for other ways of
being and doing; 3) Formal and informal rules can be broken
by an individual if they are in the way of that individual having
complete freedom to explore his/her ideas. The keyholders are
the core group and organize most of the events, exhibitions,
screenings, talks, and other things that happen at MH. They

> How do you support the work financially and what impact
does this have on your project?
Temporary Services gets small amounts of funding and commissions to produce our work, but we can’t live off of this money. Each of us has to have income from other sources usually in
the form of part or full time jobs. We refuse to take part in the
commercial art market as it is anathema to our concerns and
how we want our work to function in the world.
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Mess Hall. The space MH inhabits was given to us for free. We
provide everything at MH for free. We tap into the surpluses
everyone has whether that is time, money, resources, skills
and so on. When people start sharing these things on a larger
scale, money is needed less and less. We do pay for the basic
operation of MH out of our own pockets – and sometimes
from money that comes in the form of donations, payments
for lectures, small grants and so on. There is such a low-level
economy that it is extremely easy for us to maintain the place
and its community.
> What do you feel you have achieved, and what are the problems you face?
Temporary Services has been able to do so much more work
than we ever thought we would and to insert a voice of dissent
199
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and complication into the discourse around contemporary art
practice in the US and elsewhere. We want to continue to
build up our practice and its impact on others and our own
lives. It is hard to maintain this kind of non-commercial, antiauthoritarian practice in the United States. You get worn out
easily doing it. Having the strength to continue is often the
most important thing.
Mess Hall has built up a unique, supportive culture and is a
model for others on how to do the same thing. Things are
going well now, but what we have built is so frail. We have
made no plans for MH to continue should our free rent situation
cease. I am not sure that MH should continue beyond its life in
its current locale. The larger challenge is to ensure space for
places like MH. This is a much bigger task and I don’t know if
the current MH crew will address it.

way to sustain our work economically, but while maintaining our
principles and the basic concerns that inform our work.
Mess Hall was started as a short-term experiment. None of us
expected it to last or develop in the ways it has. It has completely surpassed our expectations and we hope it continues
to develop and last for as long as it needs to. It has already
encouraged many others to build their own places like MH.
We would love to see a place like MH in every neighborhood
of Chicago.
More information:
www.temporaryservices.org
www.messhall.org
www.inthefield.info
www.groupsandspaces.net
www.learningsite.info

> Are there any past projects which have inspired you?
The Ex, HaHa, Group Material, General Idea, The Weathermen,
MOVE, The Experimental Station, N55, WHW, Wochenklausur,
The Jane Network, Axe Street Arena, PAD/D, Up against the
wall motherfucker, Solvognen, The Situationists, Can Masdeu,
The Steelyard, Fort Thunder, Sonic Youth, Funkadelic/Parliament, The Diggers, The Resource Center (Chicago), The Mad
Housers, The Landless Movement of Brazil (MST), Free Radio
Berkeley, The Empty Vessel Project, Women on Waves, The
Farm, The Whole Earth Catalog, Zapatistas, Boing Boing, and
many more I am not remembering at the moment.
> What are your hopes for the future?
I hope that Temporary Services will continue to work together
until we are all in our 80’s. I also hope that we find a better
200
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4HEôNOôBORDERôNETWORK
$ESCRIPTION
4HEô.OBORDERôNETWORKôNOôLONGERôEXISTSômôANDôISôMOREôACTIVEôTHANôEVERô
@.O ONEôISôILLEGAL
4EXT
4HEôNOôBORDERôNETWORKôISôAôTOOLôFORôALLôGROUPSôANDôGRASSROOTSôORGANIZATIONSôWHOôWORKô
ONôTHEôQUESTIONSôOFôMIGRANTSôANDôASYLUMôSEEKERSôINôORDERôTOôSTRUGGLEôALONGSIDEôWITHô
THEMôFORôFREEDOMôOFôMOVEMENT ôFORôTHEôFREEDOMôFORôALLôTOôSTAYôINôTHEôPLACEôWHICHôTHEYô
HAVEôCHOSEN ôAGAINSTôREPRESSIONôANDôANDôTHEôMANYôCONTROLSôWHICHôMULTIPLYôTHEôBOR
DERSôEVERYWHEREôINôALLôCOUNTRIESô4HISôNETWORKôISôDIFFERENTôFROMôLOBBYINGôGROUPSôANDô
.'/SôBECAUSEôITôISôBASEDôONôGROUPSôOFôGRASSROOTSôACTIVISTSôANDôINTENDSôTOôSTAYôSO
4HEôCOORDINATIONôBETWEENôTHEôGROUPSôISôDONEôTHROUGHôTWOôMEETINGSôEVERYôYEARôANDô
AôWORKINGôLISTôONôE MAIL
ô

4HEôNOôBORDERôNETWORKôISôBORNôOFôTHEôCONVERGENCEôOFôCAMPAIGNSôINôVARIOUSô%U
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Quite a long while ago a man called Aristotle claimed that
human beings are social animals. Basically, what he meant
was that our identities and realities are shaped and formed
within a society, in transactions with other people and structures in the particular context – that is, where you happen
to be right here right now, where you are from and how you
relate to your background. It is an ongoing process that ultimately takes place simultaneously in connection with the past,
present and future.

What kind of a deal are we talking about between individuals
and a society? In order to make the most effective point possible, I will present each side in its extreme version. Keeping
this deliberate exaggeration in mind, we confront a version of
individualism where there is no common ground among any of
the persons involved. There is no society, there are no rules,
there is no solidarity whatsoever. All that is left is a potential
non-stop war of all against all.

Quite some time later a man called Alasdair MacIntyre chose
to interpret Aristotle’s idea in a brand new way. In 1985, in
his book, After Virtue: A Study in Moral Theory, MacIntyre extended the original idea with a remarkable invention, by stating
that we humans are story-telling animals: who we are, how we
are, where we happen to be, and whom we are with depend
on what kind of coherent narrative of our search for a good life
we seek to tell and maintain.

Following this path illuminated in stark light and dramatic shadow, we get a second version of a society as a totality. This
version is all about centrally defined and implemented views
and visions in which a single individual has a minor and diminishing role to play. It is a vision of a society that has achieved
total control of its parts and peoples. It is thoroughly planned,
executing a purely rational agenda in a dynamic and technologically advanced fashion. It has become one, and at the same
time, much more than just the sum of its parts.

If we are able to accept the presuppositions outlined above,
what kind of story is there to tell about the concept of self-organisation? Without doubt, it is a complex case with numerous
plots and sub-plots, but its basic structure is rather clear. It is a
narrative that includes and strongly entwines two evident and
valid opposing sides and protagonists. In short, it is a story
about what happens in a particular place among the people
inhabiting it, and how these people have decided to organise and structure their society. The protagonists are therefore
both the individuals and the society as an entity of activities.
Remember that both sides are characteristically pluralistic in
their content, and they define themselves in interaction and
sometimes in juxtaposition with their counterparts.

Anything we can say about self-organisation takes place between these two extremes. Self-organisation as an abstract
phenomenon is a meeting of different, often collaborative
forces, but also conflicting desires, wishes and fears. It is a
transaction, a kind of platform, or an intersection of flows of
information, capital, attitudes, amusements, and yes, not to
forget amazements. The directions of these flows depend on
whether they stem from an individualist background (from the
singular towards the general, or from the everyday grassroots
level to the level of social structures) or from the society side
(top-to-down model of interaction and influence). In what follows, I will mainly focus on the individualist aspects of selforganisation.
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4EXT
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ICEôCREAMSôMILKFAT ôMILKôSOLIDS NOT FAT ôSUGAR ôSTABILIZERS ôEMULSIkERSôANDôlAVOURSô
THENôLOOKEDôATôTHEôOBJECTSôINôEACHôCLASSôANDôTHEIRôPROPERTIESô7EôFOUNDôTHATôSOMEô
CLASSESôWEREôUSEFULôONLYôINôMASS PRODUCEDôICESôTHERESôAôSURPRISEô3INCEôWEREô
MAKINGôSMALLôBATCHESôOFôTHEôSTUFF ôWEôkGUREDôONôCUTTINGôTHEMôOUTô7EREôLEFTôWITHô
INGREDIENTSôTHATôCANôBEôCOMBINEDôINôDIFFERENTôWAYSô4HEôMOREôSUGAR ôTHEôMOREô@BITEô
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Before trying to analyse what self-organisation is, might be,
and even ought to be, I need to clarify the possible motivations behind it. As in any action that tries to achieve something different than what came before it, or different to the
current situation, it is based on a need to change something
– whatever that something is. What we have is a need to
participate, to articulate a new version of that very same
something.

)TSôNOTôTHATôYOUôDONTôHAVEôTOôPAYôFORôIT ôBECAUSEôWEô$/ôACCEPTôDONATIONS ôBUTôTHISô

TYPEôOFôICEôCREAMôISô9/523ô4HISôISô)CEô#REAMôFORô%VERYONEô!ôSOCIALôFOOD ôRATHERô
THANôAôINSULAR ôEXPENSIVEôSELF INDULGENCEô3TOPôWATCHINGô!LLYô-C"EALô'ETôOUTôTHEREô
ANDôMAKEôICEôCREAM
3OURCEô
WWWBAKSPCORGICENETTIME?INTERVIEWHTML
&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
4HEôPROJECTôRANôFROMôôUNTILôGOINGôINTOôHIBERNATIONôINôôITôCOULD

I have referred to ‘something’ so often because we have to
pay close attention to this something which is not yet there;
or, in fact, it is there but just as a promise, a potential site
or situation. In other words, that something is the content of
self-organisation. However, that something is not neutral, it is
not natural, it is not given and it is not absolute. It is always
and constantly contested, constructed and questioned. It is a
self-correcting and self-reflective process during which each
participant and the whole in its heterogeneous self are shaped
in an ongoing interaction, an unceasing give and take, push
and pull.
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As an abstract phenomenon, self-organisation is a so-called
third space (Vadén & Hannula). It is a peculiar concentration
of time and energy in a particular place where the interests
of the participants in that context are debated, constituted,
defined, clarified and defended. It does not belong to either A
or B, but is constructed spontaneously through the interaction
between A and B. It is a meeting point at which both sides
have found the capacity to listen to each other on the other’s
terms. It is based on acknowledging interaction that seeks
to negotiate a sustainable compromise for existing alongside
one another, not as a unity, but in a plurality. It is an attitude
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that philosophers describe as an anti-essentialist sentiment
with the understanding of co-existence of plural worlds. There
cannot be full translation between plural worlds. There is certainly a weak incommensurability between different versions,
but, at the same time, these versions share similar enough
perceptions. They share enough to be comprehensible and
recognizable, allowing and even cherishing cross-dwelling
between various worlds and positions (Spinosa & Dreyfus).
When these different worlds manage to co-exist they form
an unstable but significant site called the third space. It is a
transitory and always evolving place that presupposes something that is not always easy to fulfill or sustain: a principle of
non-violence. It also requires an attitude that might be even
harder to fulfill: mutual respect and recognition of each other’s
credible views and positions.

police, parliament), the two main questions to ask regarding
civil society are:
1.

How do we activate and empower individuals and collectives?

2.

In our post-industrial Western democracies, why is the domain of civil
society so passive and, in the end, so incredibly under-used?

We can obviously debate whether these two questions, in fact,
are the most important ones or not, but let us continue with
them for the sake of argument. I will first tackle the latter one
and then return later on to the question of activating potential
participants in a civil society.

In terms of Western democracies based on free and fair voting,
the structural principles of checks and balances, and rights
and guarantees between different parts of government (law,

Why is civil society so under-used? Why so gray and sad?
Why so utterly phlegmatic? The answer has two sides, which
not so surprisingly are tightly interwoven. One clear reason is
a general passivity and apathy of the public that comprises
the possible participants in the civil society. It is very difficult
to observe a great deal of activity or percolating pressure
to find a vehicle by which to break into the public domain.
Granted, there is increasing activity within the large scale
of public media, but it is predominantly focussed on various kinds of entertainment, not critical perspectives and articulation of alternatives. Then again, we can quite correctly
wonder about the reason behind this overwhelming passivity.
The classic claim is that people have become alienated. That
might be so, but it certainly begs the question: alienated
from what?
One way to answer this is to point to the second part of the
main framing question: Civil society’s public sphere is so
under-used primarily because of the decreasing possibilities
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There is another word we can use that most of us have learned
to recognise when discussing the relations between individuals
and a society. ‘Civil society’ is what we label self-organisation as a sum of many self-organising activities within a larger
frame of a society and its histories. In a civil society, we have
players and participants that have already self-organised into
more or less stable structures. There are organisations such
as Amnesty International, various kinds of labour unions and
NGO’s, or many types of specific interest collectives for issues
like faith, sexuality or outdoor activities, which materialise in
wildly different forms, from sport clubs via Gay Pride parades
to Reclaim the Streets protests.
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and openings it seems to offer. The current situation in most
of Western publicly- and privately-owned media is not a very
encouraging or pretty sight. Instead of lively and challenging
public discourse, we have a litany of complaints that unfortunately are more often true than not. We face a media reality
that a) instrumentalises issues for its own ends, b) intentionally
flattens the themes it covers, c) tends to present themes that
can be dealt with ease and speed, d) looks for scandals, e)
denies room for content and produces pre-locked up views,
and f) lacks the will and ability for constructive criticism. The
overall result is a public sphere that is no longer a place for
debate, but a huge space for consumption.
Thus, the alienation is not from any kind of a true self, a true
set of real values, or the ‘truthful past’, but it is connected to
the horizon of open and potential chances to affect your daily
life and the degree and relevance with which you are able to
participate in discussions within the public sphere. The diminishing chances are due mainly to the one-sidedness of mass
media output and, self-evidently, input. The well-known driving
forces are higher profits and higher levels of viewers, which
support the consequence of more of the same kind of mainstream production. The strange – and, in the end – perverse
part of the development relates to how and why public broadcasting companies have chosen to follow the examples and
aims of the private sector.

hended public sphere: the acknowledged fragmentation of contemporary societies and publics into specific segments. This in
itself does not deny the possibility of a common denominator,
but it makes it much harder to achieve and conceptualise it.
So far, so good, I guess – relatively speaking. We have a
somewhat plausible though obviously abstract idea of civil
society that aims high. It strives for a democratic egalitarian
society that searches for adequate forms of self-empowerment
and self-management, inter-public coordination of aims and
values, and open and transparent political accountability. We
have also arrived at a definition of a public sphere that stands
for a network of communication that creates a particular social
space. It is a space in the widest sense of the word. It creates
a space, as in a discourse, that has both spatial and mental
aspects. Civil society is shaped in these interactions within the
public sphere. And yes, self-organisation is one of the means
to activate these processes.
Examples of meaningful and constructive self-organisation are
readily available. Deliberately picking up examples from different fields, we can briefly focus on three:
1.

Israeli pilots refusing to bomb Palestine versus Israeli soldiers refusing to participate in the withdrawal from the Gaza Strip

However, it would be childish to blame market forces for the
sad sound of ongoing boogie within the public sphere. While
witnessing the accelerating conglomeration of media production, distribution and ownership, we have another phenomenon
that undermines the prospects of a larger, commonly compre-

This is a highly controversial and politicised matter that deserves careful attention. We have a situation within the Israeli
military structure, which in itself is far from transparent and
clear, regarding officers with reservist status who refuse to
take part in campaigns directed at preventive strikes aimed at
militants in Palestinian areas and camps (Süddeutsche Zeitung
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/PEN3TREET-AP
$ESCRIPTION
/PEN3TREET-APôISôORôISôALMOST ôAôFREEôEDITABLEôMAPôOFôTHEôWHOLEôWORLDô)TôISôSTILLô
BEINGôCREATEDô
4EXT
4HEôPROJECTôWASôSTARTEDôBECAUSEôMOSTôMAPSôYOUôTHINKôOFôASôFREEôACTUALLYôHAVEôLEGALô
ORôTECHNICALôRESTRICTIONSôONôTHEIRôUSE ôHOLDINGôBACKôPEOPLEôFROMôUSINGôTHEMôINôCREATIVE ô
PRODUCTIVEôORôUNEXPECTEDôWAYSô
ô

/PEN3TREET-APôHASôCREATEDôANôONLINEôEDITINGôINTERFACEôTOôALLOWôANYONEôTOôCONTRIB

UTEôTOôTHEôMAPô4HEôEDITORôALLOWSôYOUôTOôUPLOAD ôSHAREôANDôTRACEôYOURô'03ôTRACKSôONô
TOPôOFôFREEôAERIALôANDôSATELLITEôIMAGERYô4HEôDATAôCREATEDôCANôTHENôBEôUSEDôFORôFREEôINô
LOTSôOFôDIFFERENTôWAYSôTHATôOFTENôARENTôPOSSIBLEôWITHôCOMMERCIALôMAPPINGô
7HYôMAKEô/PEN3TREET-APôômôô'EOGRAPHICALôDATAôGEODATA ôISôNOTôFREEôINôMANYô
PARTSôOFôTHEôWORLD ôINCLUDINGôTHEô5NITEDô+INGDOMôANDôMUCHôOFô%UROPEô'ENERALLYô
THESEôPLACESôHAVEôGIVENôTHEôTASKôOFôMAPPINGôTOôVARIOUSôGOVERNMENTôAGENCIESôWHOô
INôRETURNôGETôTOôMAKEôMONEYôBYôSELLINGôTHEôDATAôBACKôTOôYOUôANDôMEô4HEô53!ôISôTHEô
ONLYôMAJORôCOUNTER EXAMPLEôWHEREôDUEôTOôCOPYRIGHTôRESTRICTIONSôONôTHEôGOVERNMENT ô
THEYôHAVEôTOôGIVEôITôAWAYôFREEô
ô

)FôYOUôLIVEôINôONEôOFôTHESEôCOUNTRIES ôTHENôYOURôTAXESôPAYôFORôTHEôMAPPINGôANDôTHENô

YOUôHAVEôTOôPAYôAGAINôTOôGETôAôCOPYôOFôITô
4HEôDATAôYOUôGETôDOESNTôCHANGEôMUCHôOVERôTIME ôINôGENERALô2OADSôDONTôTENDôTOôGETô
BOREDôANDôMOVEôAROUNDô9OUôCANôUSUALLYôNAVIGATEôINôMANYôAREASôWITHôANYôPOST WARô
ORôMOREôRECENTôMAPSô
ô

4HEôDATAôYOUôGETôCONTAINSôLIES ôORôEASTERôEGGS ôTOôCATCHôOUTôANYONEôCOPYINGôITô

4HESEô%ASTERôEGGSôTAKEôTHEôFORMôOFôFAKEôORôMISSINGôSTREETS ôORôFEATURESôLIKEôCHURCHESô
ANDôSCHOOLSôTHATôDONTôINôFACTôEXISTô)FôYOUôMAKEôAôMAPôUSINGôTHEIRôDATA ôTHEYôCANôSAYô
gAH HAô'OTCHAuôFROMôLOOKINGôIFôYOUôALSOôCOPIEDôTHESEôFAKEôPIECESôOFôMAPô4HEôMAPô
MAYôALSOôJUSTôBEôINCORRECTôBECAUSEôFORôEXAMPLEôYOUôBOUGHTôITôAôYEARôAGOôANDôAôPATHô
HASôBEENôDUGôUPôINôYOURôLOCALôPARKôSINCE ôORôSOMEONEôJUSTôMADEôAôMISTAKEô
ô

)FôYOUôACCEPTôALLôOFôTHISôTHENôYOUôSTILLôCANTôDOôANYTHINGôWITHôTHEôDATAôBUTôPHOTOCOPYô

ITô)NôLOTSôOFôPLACESôTHATSôILLEGALôTOOôIFôYOUôGOôBEYONDôYOURôFAIRôUSEôORôFAIRôDEALING ô
RIGHTSô9OUôCANTôCORRECTôAôSTREETôNAME ôORôADDôTHEôPUBBARôOVERôTHEôROAD ôORôUSEôTHEô
DATAôINôAôCOMPUTERôPROGRAMôWITHOUTôPAYINGôAôLOTôOFôMONEYô-OREôMONEYôTHANôYOUô
PROBABLYôHAVEô7HATôABOUTôSENDINGôITôTOôAôFRIEND ôENCLOSINGôITôINôANôINVITATIONôORôPOSTINGô
ITôONôAôNOTICEôBOARDô!ôLOTôOFôTHESEôAREôLESSôLEGALôTHANôYOUôMIGHTôTHINKô
ô

!DVANCESôINôTECHNOLOGYôLIKEôCHEAPô'03ôUNITSôMEANôYOUôCANôNOWôCREATEôYOURôOWNô

MAPS ôINôCOLLABORATIONôWITHôOTHERSôANDôHAVEôNONEôOFôTHEôRESTRICTIONSôOUTLINEDôABOVEô
4HEôABILITYôTOôDOôSOôALLOWSôYOUôTOôREGAINôAôLITTLEôBITôOFôTHEôCOMMUNITYôYOUôLIVEôINômôIFô
YOUôCANTôMAPôITôYOUôCANTôDESCRIBEôITô
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7HYôDONTôYOUôJUSTôUSEô'OOGLEô-APSWHOEVERôFORôYOURôDATAôômôô3HORTôANSWERô
"ECAUSEôTHATôDATAôISôCOPYRIGHTEDôANDôOWNEDôBYôPEOPLEôLIKEôTHEô/RDNANCEô3URVEYô
'OOGLEWHOEVERôJUSTôLICENSEôITô)FôWEôUSEDôIT ôWEDôHAVEôTOôPAYôFORôITô
mô,ONGôANSWERô-OSTôHACKERSôAROUNDôTHEôWORLDôAREôFAMILIARôWITHôTHEôDIFFERENCEôBE
TWEENôgFREEôASôINôBEERuôANDôgFREEôASôINôSPEECHuô'OOGLEô-APSôAREôFREEôASôINôBEER ô
NOTôASôINôSPEECHô
ô

)FôYOURôPROJECTSôMAPPINGôNEEDSôCANôBEôSERVEDôSIMPLYôBYôUSINGôTHEô'OOGLEô-APSô

26 September 2003). Then again, we witness almost the opposite wish within the same framework regarding reservist soldiers, often influenced by an Orthodox reading of Judaism, who
refuse to take part in the planned withdrawal from the occupied
areas of Gaza (Süddeutsche Zeitung 8-9 January 2005).

!0) ôALLôTOôTHEôGOODô"UTôTHATSôNOTôTRUEôOFôEVERYôPROJECTô7EôNEEDôAôFREEôDATASETôWHICHô
WILLôENABLEôPROGRAMMERS ôSOCIALôACTIVISTS ôCARTOGRAPHERSôANDôTHEôLIKEôTOôFULkLôTHEIRô
PLANSôWITHOUTôBEINGôLIMITEDôEITHERôBYô'OOGLESô!0)ôORôBYôTHEIRô4ERMSôOFô3ERVICE
(OWôCANô)ôGETôINVOLVEDôômôô4HEREôAREôLOTSôOFôWAYSôTOôCONTRIBUTEôTOôTHEô/PENSTREETMAPô
PROJECTô)FôYOUôHAVEôAô'03ôUNITôYOUôCANôUSEôITôTOôCOLLECTôDATAôANDôUSEôOURôONLINEôTOOLSô
TOôADDôTHEôDATAôTOôOURôCOLLECTIONô)FôYOUôDONTôHAVEôAô'03ôUNITôYOUôCANôSTILLôHELP
3OURCEô
WWWOPENSTREETMAPORG
&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
WWWOPENSTREETMAPORG

2.

Car-free Helsinki Action Day Spring 2004

This is a rather common example that bears a resemblance to
many other similar activities in many other places. It is an action
motivated by an evidently credible need to lower the number
of private cars going in and out of the city centre. The reasons
are not only of an aesthetic nature, but based on air quality
and the level of harmful particles in the air. Thus, we have a
problem, and a strong motivation and vast sympathy for the
event. However, the result was a funny mix of suave ignorance
and impotent protest. Cars went in and out without even noticing the special theme of the day. In other words, it did not
materialise at all. It was a one-off event that was not very well
planned or communicated to all potential participants. Seen
from another angle, there was not enough credible motivation
– either out of goodwill or in response to the threat.
3.

Ideological tendencies in the Catholic Church

Here we find many cases that exemplify how an extremely influential and important part of the civil society – religion or religious
authority – is strongly shaping the public sphere. It is an extreme
case again, but definitely worth noting. We have preaching by a
known conservative Cardinal from Cologne, Joachim Meisner,
at the feast of Epiphany in 2005, in which he focusses on the
theme of mass killings. He makes a considerably long arch of
218
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comparison starting from the act of Herod murdering the children of Bethlehem, continuing to the execution of millions of
people by the machinery of both Stalin and Hitler, and ending
up with the contemporary case of the daily murders of millions
of unborn aborted babies (See, Süddeutsche Zeitung 8-9 January 2005). Needless to say, our dear Cardinal’s views are very
provocative, but at the same time, very powerful. He shapes
an agenda by appealing for action, and yes, self-organisation
– against something and for something else.
***
These examples highlight the open-ended outcome of participation within a public sphere that creates the state and situation of a civil society. It has to be acknowledged that while
the open site of civil society can indeed function as a place
for empowerment and enlightenment, it can just as well be
a framework for authoritative opinions and especially for the
production of the processes of normalisation.
The serious point is that the public sphere ought to be seen as
open, easily usable and as adaptable as possible. This openness deliberately and necessarily results in the lack of an a
priori guarantee of the quality of discourse or the values of the
participating voices. Open society is, and has to be, in itself
a typical myth like Pandora’s Box – it must be opened, but its
possible short-comings must also be recognised.
But hold on, what are these dangers? In one sense, it is a socalled pseudo-problem that only turns into an actual one if and
when there is a lack of open and transparent positioning and
situated opinions and knowledge – which unfortunately can
often be the case. I am referring to lazy and cynical relativism
220
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or even more cynical impotence resulting from the inability to
state your views and make clear what you support and stand
for, what you oppose and why. We need arguments, and recognition of our responsibility for the input of alternative content
to fill concepts of such central matters as love, hate, gardening
and marriage counseling.
That said, let us get back on the main track and return to the
question of how to activate and empower individuals and collectives. Once again, we are talking about how to participate
in the endlessly spinning carousel on which the content of
concepts and acts are shaped, maintained and renewed.
Another word for the carousel is a discourse – an entity that
functions like an umbrella under which we can and have to pay
attention to rules, habits, interpretations, values, aims, wishes,
and fears relating to a given site and situation. And when we
pay attention to these inter-linked aspects of the discourse, we
are continuously shaping an agenda within that given discourse
– an agenda about the inherent priorities of the set-up, and
thus, about the power to define, which again cannot and should
not ever be denied. Priorities are required, but they cannot be
solid or fully settled, but constantly debated and rearranged.
Thus, a civil society depends on the discourse that emerges
and goes on within its frame. It is a version of civil society
that has two core criteria: quality of discourse and quantity of
participation in the discourses (Habermas). These discourses
set up a platform, a kind of network of widely varying voices
and communities which each in their own way get together
to debate and define the ways in which things are organised
and achieved.
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Now I think we have reached a point where we can claim to
agree upon the definition of civil society described above, and
we can also agree that it is an entity and a process currently
very much both missing and needed in our daily reality. What
is left is to wonder how to achieve and construct it?
What follows is a strategic distinction between two possible
roads that can be followed when trying to articulate a version of
how. It must be stressed that here this how is not understood
in the sense of urging you to do this or that and not to do this
and that, but as a how of what exactly are the driving forces,
motivations, world views and attitudes behind and within your
active participation. In other words, what I am describing here
is the extent to which all of our presuppositions color and affect
the outcome of our acts.
The first model is the classical version of a liberal civil society,
and the second model can be seen as a critical development
of it. This means that both versions still definitely require each
other’s help. They are in the same game, and even if they are
not coherently playing together, they are at least usually playing towards the same goal. Both strategies and sets of attitudes are looking for the means to move away from the culture
of consumption that is currently the dominant element in the
public sphere, towards an intelligent, content-driven self-critical, tolerant and warmly ironic version of a truly discursive and
pluralistic public sphere.
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Classical version of civil society
This idea is based on the following aims:
1.

It is accessible enough to all who want to participate in it

2.

It is conducted in a non-violent and rational manner

3.

It is based on peer-to-peer dialogue

4.

It is based on the suspension of status during the argument

What this all adds up to is a version of civil society that is
strongly shaped through the wish to achieve, at the end of the
process, a consensus that serves as the legitimate ‘truth’ of that
given discourse. This scheme presupposes the desire, willingness and ability of the participants to take part in equal enough
ways in the processes of intersubjective argumentation. It refers
to the famous ideal speech situation constructed by Jürgen
Habermas in his Philosophical Discourse of Modernity, in which
rationality means that the best argument wins on the merits of
its argumentative powers, and that the argument cannot be
based on position, background, religion, money, power etc.
To make the point clear, this stance is very close to the values of the Enlightenment: truth, progress, universal justice,
perpetual peace, shared human interests and mutual understanding – aims that hardly anyone can be against as abstract
notions, but aims that materialised through history in brutal
ways that have seriously tainted – smelling of realpolitik, blood
and money – their credibility.
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g3HARINGôISô#ARINGu

ô
4EXT
0IRATGRUPPENôWASôFOUNDEDôINô3EPTEMBERôôINôSUPPORTôOFôTHOSEôWHOôCONTINUEôTOô
FREELYôCOPYôANDôDISTRIBUTEôCULTUREôINôTHEôFACEôOFôTHEôPREVAILINGôCOPYRIGHTôLEGISLATIONô
4HEôPURPOSEôOFô0IRATGRUPPENôASôAôGROUPôISôTHEREFOREôNOTôTOôPROVIDEôORôENGAGEôINôTHEô
FREEôSHARINGôOFôCULTURE ôASôTHEREôALREADYôEXISTSôAôMASS MOVEMENTôOFôMILLIONSôOFôPEOPLEô
WHOôAREôACTIVELYôDOINGôTHISô/URôPURPOSEôISôTOôREPRESENTôTHEôVIEWôANDôINTERESTSôOFô
kLE SHARERSôINôTHEôPUBLICôDEBATE ôDOMINATEDôBYôTHEôINTERESTSôOFôTHEôCULTURALôINDUSTRY ô
ANDôWHEREôWEôAREôOFTENôPORTRAYEDôASôPARASITESôANDôCRIMINALôPIRATESô
ô

&ORôAôLONGôTIMEôTHEô!NTIô0IRACYô'ROUP ôWHOôCONSISTôOF ôANDôREPRESENTôTHEôINTERESTSô

OFôTHEôINDUSTRY ôWEREôTHEôONLYôONESôHEARDôINôTHEôPUBLICôDEBATEô'UARDINGôTHEIRôPROkTô
INTERESTS ôTHEYôAREôATTEMPTINGôTOôCRIMINALIZEôSHARING ôANDôPROHIBITôTHEôNEWôPOSSIBILI
TIESôOFôDISTRIBUTINGôCULTUREôANDôKNOWLEDGEôTHATôTHEôDIGITALôREVOLUTIONôHASôGIVENôRISEô
TOô4HEREôISôAôCONlICTôOVERôTHEôOWNERSHIPôANDôDISTRIBUTIONôOFôCULTUREôANDôKNOWLEDGEô
ANDôWEôWANTôTOôMAKEôTHISôCONlICTôVISIBLE
ô

(OWEVER ôOURôCONTRIBUTIONôTOôTHEôkLE SHARINGôMOVEMENTôISôNOTôJUSTôINôTHEôPOLITICALô

DEBATEô/NEôOFôOURôAIMSôISôTOôCONTINUOUSLYôDEVELOPôANDôSPREADôTHEôPRACTICEôOFôkLE
SHARINGôTHROUGHôTECHNICALôSUPPORTôFORUMSôONôOURôWEBSITEôANDôBYôMAKINGôUSER GUIDESô
TOôkLE SHARINGôPROGRAMSô!SôOURôMAINôAMBITIONôISôAôDEMOCRATIZATIONôOFôACCESSôTOô
CULTUREôANDôKNOWLEDGE ôTECHNICALôSUPPORTôISôIMPORTANTôTOôENSUREôTHATôEVERYONEôCANô
ACCESS ôANDôKEEPôUPôWITHôTHEôTECHNOLOGICALôDEVELOPMENT
ô

4HEôCURRENTô#OPYRIGHTôLEGISLATIONôISôTHEôGREATESTôTHREATôTOôkLE SHARING ôASôTHEô!NTIô

0IRATEô'ROUPôHASôSENTôOUTôHUNDREDSôOFôLEGALôCLAIMSôTOôkLESHARERS ô4HEô$IGITALô,EGALô
!IDôWASôFOUNDEDôINôORDERôTOôHELPôTHOSEôWHOôAREôSTUCKôINôTHEôLEGALôGREY ZONESôOFôTHEô
INTELLECTUALôPROPERTYôSYSTEM$ENMARKôISôONEôOFôTHEôCOUNTRIESôTHATôHASôBEENôHITôTHEô
HARDESTôBYôTHEôLEGALôCRUSADEôOFôTHEôCULTURALôINDUSTRY ôWITHôLEGALôCLAIMSôRUNNINGôUPôTOô
ôEUROô3OôFARôTHEô$IGITALô,EGALô!IDô&OUNDATIONôHASôPAIDô ôEUROôTOôHELPô
kLE SHARERSôWITHôCOURTôCASES
ô

6IDENSDELINGNUô+NOWLEDGESHARINGôNOW ôISôANOTHERôPROJECTôTHATôWEôHAVEôINITIATEDô

INôWHICHôSTUDENTSôAREôENCOURAGEDôTOôDIGITIZEôANDôSHAREôTHEôEXPENSIVEôBOOKSôONôTHEIRô
READINGôLISTSô)NôTHISôWAYôkLE SHARINGôBECOMESôAôWAYôFORôSTUDENTSôTOôCREATEôAôDIGITALô
LIBRARYôRESOURCE ôCIRCUMVENTINGôTHEôCOSTSôANDôCONTROLôOFôLARGEôPUBLISHERSô3OôFAR ôTHEô
CAMPAIGNôHASôRESULTEDôINôBOOKSôBEINGôSHAREDôONô4HEô0IRATEô"AYô4HEôPUBLISHINGô
COMPANIESôHAVEôRESPONDEDôBYôJOININGôTHEôENTERTAINMENTôINDUSTRYôINôTHEIRôDESPERATEô
HUNTôDOWNôOFôkLE SHARERS
&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
WWWPIRATGRUPPENORGôômôôWWWPIRATBYRANORGôômôôWWWBITTORRENTORG
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Alternative version based on
pluralistic realities
This is based on the following aims:
1.

Knowledge is power, and no kind of power is neutral.

2.

All knowledge is produced and constructed.

3.

All knowledge is meaningful only as situated knowledge though
the transparent articulation of its background, history, hidden agenda
and possible unwanted consequences.

4.

Civil society aims in non-violent ways to shape a common ground for
an ethically sound and respectful encounter. This encounter is based
on tolerance, compassion, mutual respect, reciprocal recognition, and
sympathetic insight.

5.

that need to be negotiated.
The aim is NOT an over-arching consensus, but a negotiated and
agreed compromise that can be characterized as reasonable disagreement (John Rawls) and/or as a loving conflict (Karl Jaspers).
7.

Pluralism and acceptance of inherent misunderstanding does not
lead to a politics of antagonism, but towards the politics of agonism
(Chantal Mouffe).

8.

However, it is very important to draw a line between a cynical
postmodernism that falls down the stairs of self-negating relativism and a kind of postmodernism that is based on plurality
and tolerance, that is only possible and accountable if and
when it is transparently grounded to a position – the necessity
of the situated self. Thus, the choice of this writer is the pluralistic version, but only if and when it is contextually grounded
(Vadén & Hannula).

One presupposition for all kinds of encounters has to be a plurality of
views and values that leads by necessity to certain misunderstandings

6.

Here the characteristic values are close to a particular critical hermeneutic version of postmodernism: incommensurable
language games, narrative differends, conflicting ideologies,
rival concepts of truth, justice and progress, alterity, otherness
and heterogeneity.

Instead of avoiding the use of difficult and complex symbols, concepts
and logos, we need to steal them back and provide alternative definitions of words such as democracy, self-organisation, fun and failure.
Thus, it is not about the act of getting rid of the logo, but about the
attitude of making and shaping those symbols so they are based on

To sum up this preliminary and unfortunately brief description of
the short story of the family tree of a concept of self-organisation, it has to be underlined that the choice presented above
is not between left wing or right wing positions and policies, it
is not about an either-or scheme, but about nuances, scales
and interpretations. It is about self-reflexivity – the ability to
constantly question the litany of what, who, why etc., while
participating in shaping the content of the discourses within a
civil society. This implies an attitude that allows the benefit of
the doubt without succumbing to its pressure. What we need
is the willingness and ability to accept a reasonable level of
uncertainty in the process in order to keep the story alive and
kicking.

your views, wants and values. Thus, instead of no logo, we need more
particular and well articulated logos.
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However, at the end of the day, things are not looking that
gloomy. We tend to forget that we already do have something specific that helps us along the road: We have, indeed,
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a direction for the story. We want to shape a critical, active and
pluralist version of a civil society, a site and situation of loving
conflict where we can feel for and feel with. We know what we
want, but we are not so sure how to get there. We are uncertain
that what we think in theory would in fact function in practice.
We cannot know for sure before we try it. It is a never-ending
process of small, tentative and wobbling steps, a story of trials
and errors during which we just have to find – following the late
soul singer Curtis Mayfield, who definitely knew what he was
talking about – enough hope and courage to keep on keeping
on. And to do so day in, day out.
Closing in, and returning to Aristotle, it is a process during
which we try to aim at a moving target called the concept of a
good life – a good life that is spent looking for the good life. A
life as a story and a journey that has to get its kicks and pleasures, its desires and delusions, not via arriving somewhere,
but while enjoying the long and hard ride towards something
somewhere out there.
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A brief afterword
This essay draws on and comments on a wide range of sources and areas of knowledge production. My main influences, for
good or worse, have been writers such as Alasdair MacIntyre,
Michel Foucault, Jürgen Habermas and Michael Hardt. This text
deals with a huge theme and a debate that has both amazingly
deep roots and long corridors full of books written about it.
My aim was not to say something significantly new. Instead,
this essay serves as a focussed and deliberately condensed
articulation of self-organisation as an invitation to think with.
It is, if anything, a beginning of a beginning. Nothing more,
nothing less.
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Communities
of the
Question
or Who Wants
to Know?


Susan Kelly
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John Mowitt, July 12th, 2003, 13.45. This was one of the final questions posed as part of
The Open Interview of the City of Leeds… and Lunch conducted by Janna Graham and
Susan Kelly in conjunction with the University of Leeds warp:woof conference on aurality
and the voice.
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A community of the
question, of initiative,
of absolute initiality,
but also a threatened
community, in which
the decision has not yet
found the language it
has decided to speak, is
not yet sure of its own
possibility within the
community. A community
of the question about
the possibility of the
question.
(Derrida 80)
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The concept of self-organisation sets into motion several crucial
and inseparable questions. What is the ‘self’ that constitutes
and seemingly generates self-organisation? What is the nature
of the collective or community produced in this way and how
might a mode of self-organisation encounter other forms of organisation? Does it take any specific form? This essay will necessarily proceed from the level of the micro by working through
two recent and ongoing projects that I have been involved with:
What is to be Done? (The Lenin Museum, Tampere Finland;
The Krasnoyarsk Museum Centre and other venues, 2003–04)
and The Open Interview (Toronto, New York, Dubrovnik, and
Leeds, 2003). Both projects used specific tools to gather, assemble and circulate questions and questioners, responses
and respondents. Organising this essay around these projects
will set up a framework of concrete practices through which to
trace what I believe are the central issues at stake in the concept of self-organisation – that is, the question of community
and potential forms of political organisation.
The responses to What is to be Done? ostensibly work on a
macro-level, speaking to and questioning the current global
political situation. Many of the responses grapple with how one
might go about even addressing the question, where one might
begin to resist and ask how useful current organisational forms
and political structures are anymore. Although these are large
and grand questions, the actual process of thinking about what
is to be done and constructing a response to a particular and
situated call, undoes a certain distinction between thinking and
doing often ascribed to the very question ‘what is to be done?’
Tracing the processes of responding in this project, in parallel
with the responses themselves, points to the necessity of addressing the question of political organisation not only through
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the ‘content’ of the responses, but also through an examination
of the activity brought about by the structure of the project
itself. Structures of questioning and responding and how they
might de-stabilise, open out and re-organise subjectivity itself
is explored in much more detail through the relay of The Open
Interview. Through a conversation between these two projects,
this essay contends that larger questions of political organisation and concepts of self-organisation cannot be addressed
without an examination of the notion of subjectivity at work in
collectivity. This essay endeavours to rewind the discrete and
decisive subject who might know what is to be done alone, in
order to disassemble and potentially re-organise ‘a community
of the question’.

What is to be Done?
Questions for the 21st Century
What is to be done is the question that is not being asked today. We remember Lenin because his revolution succeeded. How many failed? The
potential cost of not asking ‘what is to be done?’ is a period of bloody and
ineffective rebellions, some of them deeply reactionary. Neither is invoking
Seattle much help. The protests against our current mode of globalization
are a sign and a slogan, but not an organizing principle. And waiting for a
Messiah will only waste time. What we face instead is the hard work, the
collective work of theorizing possibilities that are inherent in our current
conjuncture and possible ways to proceed. The only thing worse than
picking the wrong moment would be missing the right one, and it may

Proceeding from a notion of self-organisation demands a certain shift in logic. In order to maintain the question throughout
this enquiry it is first necessary to flip the ‘question of community’ to a more immanent tracing of ‘the community of the
question’. For if the community of the question is predicated
on unsettling the subject and reconfiguring the ‘I-you-we’ of
the interview, is it possible to separate a situation in which
the question is not always already answered from the mode
and structures through which the question is maintained? In
other words, by proposing a community of the question, the
maintenance of the potentiality inherent in the question cannot
be separated from a re-thinking of organisational modes and
structures through which the question is supported. Drawing
on the work of Jean-Luc Nancy, the following pages will structurally and theoretically document and trace the community of
the question and related issues of thought, action, organisation
and potentiality.

come sooner than we think.
Nicholas Brown and Imre Szeman
USA and Canada, October 30th, 2002
Vote always the coalition, Swedish national party or at least the Green
Party. Do not let Jäätteenmäki be the prime minister.
An unknown greatness
Tampere, Finland, March 2003
I must say that the question has me totally flummoxed. I mean, what IS
to be done? Who knows? I sure don’t, and I have enough life experience
to not be so presumptuous as to think that I do. Really, I feel completely
humbled. I can’t think of an answer that doesn’t sound reductionist, arrogant, inept, glib, self-righteous or otherwise grossly inadequate.
Pat Maniscalco
New York, Tue, December 3rd, 2002, 2:24pm
The anti-imperialist people’s front must be activated. As an organization it
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already exists in Finland under the title ‘Muutosvoimat Suomi rp’ (Forces for
Change in Finland). The Communists participate in this organization. By all
forces we must strive for uniting the communist movement of Finland.
Heikki Sipilä
Helsinki, 1 Feb 2003
To me, Lenin has always been the example for making revolution, vast,
cataclysmic change through force rather than by incremental legal reforms. His views will always echo in the young, the desperate and in the
most deprived peoples because they have the least to lose and the most
to gain. I think more people are willing to choose violent revolution these
days because events of the last few decades have proven the rich are
getting richer without any effective restraint on their accumulation. The
collapse of Enron and WorldCom in the United States, especially after
they raped the people of California and India with one-sided contracts,
purchased with political bribes, shows more clearly than ever, Capitalism
is Organized Crime. Lenin and Marxists are being vindicated as correct,
despite the anti-democratic (to say the least) practices of Stalin. Personally, I am a fan of the non-violent, democratic revolution that brought
about a non-racial republic in South Africa.
Ann Schneider Sat
September 7th, 2002, 8:18pm, Brooklyn, New York, USA
The lowest limit of taxable income is to be lifted to 850 euros per month.
A minimum wage law would guarantee at least 1000 euros per month.

What kind of question is ‘what is to be done’? So often it is
seen to mark the moment when thought is over and action must
proceed – a question that punctuates and firmly separates the
realm of thought from the realm of action. It is a question that is
so huge, so impossible to even contemplate. It is a question on
everyone’s lips, a question posed to philosophers and theorists
who seemingly ‘think’ too much and do little. This question becomes one that embodies so many of these knots of theory and
practice, of thought and action and the way to organise their relationship. Theories of self-organisation and singularity, however,
maintain a different logic of thought-action. This logic deems
inseparable the reasons why one might organise (thought) and
how one might go about organising (action). Embedded in many
notions of self-organisation is a critique of the idea that the way
one knows what it is right to think and therefore do, is separate
from the structures that produce questions and ‘knowing’ subjects. Consequently, a notion of self-organisation pushes against
rational political programmes that separate political goals and
issues from the more immanent practices of communities. This
archive of responses to the grand question of what is to be
done, then, becomes an unlikely locus for a sometimes implicit
discussion of the subject and community, how such subjects
would even be able to ask the question ‘what is to be done?’
in a meaningful way, and where in their lives such thoughts and
actions could be articulated.

Move to a working day of 6 hours without lowering the income level. Everybody must have the right to proper and fairly priced living. Speculation

First the question should move from the passive to the positive - to ‘What

is to be prevented by returning to rationing rents and the arava-system.

do we do?’ even to ‘What are we doing?’ Lenin could use the passive form,

These are some quick thoughts on a Thursday afternoon, February 6

th

he could assume an army of followers moving along the reasonably well

2003, a defender of the small man, Herkku Hermesniemi form Nokia and

mapped-out road of socialism. Having neither armies nor road nowadays,

a thought in his head.

the passive question indicates nothing more than armchair theorising.

Herkku Hermesniemi

From Where I Stand. I stand in a kitchen; in a 50 metre range there’s at

March 2003, Nokia, Finland
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least a hundred people - in their kitchens, saunas, living rooms. I know

Construct alliances, networks between different individuals and groups

next-to-none of them, they hardly know each other. From where I stand in

who, which are interested in actualizing other modes of life outside capi-

Finland my relationship to the global south is next-to-nonexistent. There’s

talist norms. At the same time encourage dissent, refusal when this is

next-to-no solidarity, community, even common interest. Really the main

strategically appropriate. Thirdly, look closely at your own subjectivity

connection I have with the rest of the world is mediated from above, and

– how is it being produced? How might you creatively remake it? What

is based on their exploitation. No-one’s expecting our ‘leaders’ to change

constitutes a revolutionary subject?

this - our elites that profit from the divisions and exploitations we have.

Simon O’Sullivan

Any positive change will have to come from below, from us. We have

3 November 2002, 11:06, London

trouble even to answer the question - Who are ‘We’? At the most, we’re
only capable of reacting to the changes imposed from outside, above...
and rarely even that. So we can’t answer the question - ‘what do we do?’
- can’t even deal with it in any meaningful way until we build these axis
of community and of solidarity from ourselves, through our lives, concomitant with our work. A lot of folks understand this, it’s the motivation
behind a lot of this otherwise annoying political lifestylism - the need we
have to build a community. The reason for the mass international protests
and Indymedias and fair trade movements - connecting, outside the elites.
Building structures in which we can communicate and ask these questions - not just of myself or yourself, but to a society of others. For the
moment, what we do is to build these structures and structure ourselves
within them. Build these relationships within our lives so that we’ll be able
to ask this question in a meaningful way - What’s to be done?
David Landy
Tampere, Finland, 21 May 2002
… But before we can reconsider OUR dreams, shouldn’t WE also reconsider “we” and “universality” so that there is room for other dreams, other
visions? Can there be “we” without exclusion? If in fact there is a Left left,
there has to be debate about the shared grounds, the grounds for alliances and differences. What can an alliance be or look like today? What
is the place of alliance within a political platform, which invites difference
and diversity? How can it be managed, orchestrated, or realized?

In May 2002, one hundred years after the publication of the
original book, Stephen Morton and I dispatched Lenin’s question, ‘What is to be done?’ from Tampere, Finland. The question
was framed through a series of short statements that referred
to the current state of global politics, the possible relevance
of Lenin’s thought to questions of anti-imperialism and organisational strategies today and to the site of the Lenin Museum
and Lenin’s history in Finland. Through emails, letters, conversations and meetings we gathered over a hundred responses
to the question, which were transferred to yellow time cards
and displayed in old factory time-card holders at the Lenin
Museum in Tampere. The exhibition lasted three months and
during this time an area was set up where more responses
could be written and added to the archive. In addition, a series
of four documentaries put together by Florian Schneider in
2002 and collectively entitled What is to be Done? A World to
Invent,was played continuously. An evening screening of Oliver
Ressler’s Disobedientti (2001) was also held as the basis for
a workshop and discussion of the responses and the issues
addressed within both videos. At the end of the exhibition in
Tampere there were over two hundred responses, mainly from
Europe, Russia and the Americas, including museum visitors,
artists, activists, politicians, union representatives, political

Rene Gabri
New York, January 2003
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s cientists, philosophers, friends and all kinds of people unknown to us who often used the exhibition as a forum to articulate their concerns about the current ‘war on terror’, the
war in Iraq and what might be done to intervene. At the time of
writing this piece, the archive is already three times the size it
was at the Lenin Museum, as it continues in public institutions
in Germany, Lithuania and Krasnoyarsk, Siberia. The responses
have also been the subject of a recent ‘International LunchTime
Summit’ organised by 16Beaver Group in twenty-four cities
around the world.
In what is to be done, Lenin puts forward a definition, a new concept of
politics. He wants as a point of departure not the State of Power, but a
revolutionary consciousness. The party has to be the result of the or-

Gilles Deleuze reminds us that rather than first criticise a concept we must look at the question for which it might be trying
to provide an answer or a use. As a project concerned with
questions and answers, questioning and maintaining the question, we must then ask to what question or field of questions
might the concept of self-organisation be the answer? Given
that many responses in the archive dealt with forms of political
organisation, one could easily conclude that the concept of selforganisation might indeed be one of the answers to the question
‘what is to be done?’ but this too might short-circuit the enquiry.
While keeping in mind these large questions of forms of political
organisation, I propose to linger on the question of ‘what are we
doing?’ a little longer, retain a fidelity to the exchanges gathered
and continue to trace this community of the question.

ganisation of that consciousness. We have to look at Lenin’s path. The
party form is now impracticable. But the necessity of organising a political

It is useless and counterproductive today, in my view, to force political

subjectivity outside any submission to the rules of the state remains. We

struggles into the traditional two part conceptual framework, as either

especially must completely criticise electoral democracy. We need to in-

distributed and spontaneous, on the one hand, or centralized and organ-

vent a politics without parties, which would be submissive to the discipline

ized, on the other. This view assumes that the only way to organize politi-

of concrete political processes.

cal struggles is under hierarchical leadership. On the contrary, the most

Alain Badiou

interesting political struggles emerging today, from the Zapatistas to the

Paris, March 2003

movements of Seattle and Genova, are organized in new ways, ways that
constantly refuse hierarchy and leadership. The network form is often

So, the 21st century Left need have no identity, no head office, leadership,

used to try to name this new organizational structure as is the slogan the

or fixed territory. Participants need agree only on a manner of collec-

movement of movements. In order to follow Lenin, we must then move

tive decision-making, which values breadth of participation and is biased

beyond Lenin and apply his organizational genius to our own reality. We

toward operating by consent, minimising coercion. Such a mode of col-

must specifically realize the powerful forms of political organization that

lective decision-making encourages self-defence, and tends to block the

are emerging today and work to further their struggles.

formation of conventional armies and policing. It disabuses the group of

Michael Hardt

any aspiration to exercise power, whether over a territory, a people, or an

USA, February 17th, 2003

epoch. Zones of this kind are a way forward.
Kathy Kang

One should have patience to read more Lenin and try to understand how

Sydney, Wed, 20 Nov 2002
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he can be adapted to the situation today. When global capitalism/ impe-

inability to address this issue. The fact is that Seattle and Genoa did

rialism has monopolized the situation today, opponents should find new

not demonstrate that capitalism can be resisted, only that it can be pro-

forms for co-operation.

tested. Resisting capitals global drive to subject all social relations to

Aimo Minkinnen

the logic of the market, requires that we never loose sight of this central

Tampere, Finland, 21st, 2003

of Lenin’s observations: without attention to the question of strategy, no
political project can succeed. Without an understanding of the need to

Proclamations from above will provide no answers. Revolutionaries work-

build popular coalitions which will challenge and modify the identities of

ing inside the new movement alongside thousands of other activists, how-

all their participants, radicalism can only be, in Lenin’s famous phrase,

ever can play a key role. The effective organisation of the revolutionary

‘an infantile disorder’.

minority inside and among the movement of the majority is the very es-

Jeremy Gilbert

sence of Leninism. This is why Lenin insisted on a clandestine profes-

London, February 2003

sional organisation in 1902 and on the opening up of the Bolshevik party

The great weakness of contemporary anti-capitalism is its constitutive

‘Perhaps, though, we know one thing at least: “What is to be
done?” means for us: how to make a world for which all is not
already done (played out, finished, enshrined in a destiny), nor
still entirely to do (in the future for always future tomorrow)’
(Nancy 157). For Nancy, what is important about asking ‘what
is to be done?’ is this sense of the now, the sense in which the
subject’s present-tense and continuous invention of a world is
precisely not a ‘measuring out of equal amounts of submission
and revolt’ (Nancy 157). Inventions never have prior models and
so their horizons can never be contained within what already
exists. An inherent sense of potentiality is therefore contained
within the question, and the experience of trying to answer that
question for many becomes a sometimes frustrating and anxiety-making wrestling match with that very horizon. Covering the
walls of the Lenin Museum and the temporary study within the
Krasnoyarsk Museum is evidence of those wrestling matches,
musings and inscriptions of a particular potentiality. Here is a
partial archive of futurity, of thought about a future in which
the question is not always already answered. If, as Agamben
says, the potential character of thought renders its experience
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only 3 years later. The revolution of 1905 changed the conditions radically and socialist organisation had to change accordingly. Only through
the conscious organisation of revolutionaries, agitating and arguing and
fighting within the class and the wider social movements can we hope to
avoid further defeat and realise what Marx himself termed, the beginning
of real human history.
Tim Robinson
Oslo, 2 February 2003
Remember that Lenin said: Authority poisons everybody, who takes authority on himself. Democracy is but one form of state, and we Marxists
are opposed to all and every kind of state. So long as the state exists
there is no freedom. When there is freedom, there will be no state.
Richard G. Bunker, Jr.
USA Wed, Oct 23rd, 2002, 7:45pm
The right way to interpret this question of Lenin is to see it as posing
the question which is in fact the constitutive question of politics itself:
the question of strategy. How do we go about getting what we want?
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always an experience of a common power, then what might the
nature of that commonality be? (Agamben 8) Both Brown and
Szeman, and Nancy warn of the futility of always referring to
a tomorrow or of only waiting for a Messiah. The sense of potentiality cannot then, be solely temporal, but must also be an
immanent inscription of an open and unfinished community.

it has created. Infallible. Therefore we must create the basis for a new
world order. Most of all we must break the western way of thinking ‘I
have rights’.
Elina Keskitalo
Oulu, Finland, Tuesday, 4 February 2003, 19:37
There is no inevitability as long as there is a willingness to contemplate

Global capitalism is made possible by union-busters of many stripes. Our

what is happening.

labor unions are busted, certainly, but so are our civic unions, our social

Don McGregor

unions, even our familial unions are burst asunder, eroded by the cold,

Montreal Canada, January 31st, 2003

rushing currents of capital. We are not workers, members of communities,

realities of capitalism. Capitalism is in the position of God in the world

If, as speculated earlier, notions of self-organisation imply that
how one might know what it is right to think, cannot be separated from the structures from which the questions, issues and
actions emanate, a singular unfinished notion of the subject
emerges in place of the fully pre-constituted individual. Singularity in this sense refers to a concept of being that is always
many, yet incomplete and can communicate, share, link together and organise through a different set of constellations. Thinking about ‘what is to be done?’ or understanding the world is
therefore not a rationalised, separate activity carried out by
a discrete individual, but more of an embedded process of
thought and communication. In line with the shift from thinking
‘what is to be done?’ to a tracing of ‘what do we do?’ Nancy
considers how we might ‘act in such a way that this world is
a world able to open itself up to its own uncertainty as such?’
(Nancy 158). The ‘self’ that acts, that generates self-organisation and is itself organised, must be a singular subject – one
capable of maintaining a question without horizon, capable of
communication, of community along different lines of both fracture and alliance. Is this an opening into Badiou or O’Sullivan’s
(political) subjectivity?
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friends or family-we are but so many venture capitalists deprived of funds.
It is impossible to build unity with the tools of capital. It is impossible to
build a community, a friendship, a family within its confines. It is impossible to see work except in terms of profit. Yet this is precisely what is to
be done. Our community has been taken from us because it is our most
dangerous weapon. The overwhelming beauty of Seattle or Genoa is the
recognition of the strength of these bonds, even after so many years of
assault. When Lenin asked, ‘What is to be done?’, his answer was predictable: ‘everything’. Now we must ask, ‘where do communities form?’. The
answer is ‘everywhere’. Capitalism has given us the tools to form more
intimate and active communities, but we must take up those tools, and
use them as weapons. Each one of us must hold on to her neighbor with
one hand and capital’s throat with the other. ‘Not in my town’ will become
‘not in my region’, ‘not in my country’, ‘not in my world’. It is impossible,
yes-but only when we use capitalism’s definition of ‘possible’.
Samuel Butler
Northampton, Massachusetts, USA. Age 22,
“White American intellectual with agrarian roots”
Capitalism is holy to the capitalists so it cannot be dismissed by the
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Resist and never submit. Keep faith and argue for the superior morality

On a global level its hard to imagine changing things, on a local level

and humanity of communism. It is not the end of history Mr. Fukuyama.

its hard to change things, what can be done is based on what can I do?

Tiocfaidh ár Lá.

What can we do? Expose hypocracy, question moral inadequacies, allow

Dáithi M.

truth to be visible. Keep your own council, build as best as you can, keep

Ireland, 28 February 2003, 9:10

feminist and ecological, technological, developed, alive and progressive.
It lies in the details of our expressions and love for ourselves in relation

How do we resist the possibility that groups not central to global and na-

to the world.

tional power will be ignored unless they become the same? These people

Sally Chapman

may not be heard at all, or they may only be heard if they speak in a way

Glasgow, Mon, 23 Dec 2002, 12:23

the powerful speak and lose their situatedness, lose what they want to
say embedded in how they speak. How do we recognise that difference
is something we make not something that exists immutably without our
presence and activity? What is to be done? How can we develop different public spaces where people from or in diverse groups can speak and
be heard by themselves and by others? Finding out questions is part of
the answer, so
– go have a cup of tea with a friend
– go have a cup of tea with someone you don’t understand
– go have a cup of tea with an enemy

Hunter and Landy speak of building public spaces and structures in which to structure oneself and within which different kinds of subjectivities and communities can be developed
through listening and communication. Here, I will continue to
call this a community of the question, a spacing of singularities that maintain the possibility of asking not only the question
‘what is to be done?’ but of maintaining the immanent potentiality of the question itself.

Lynette Hunter
Leeds, UK, 2003
Destroy the silence. Be ready to stand up for yourself and other people despite the overwhelming resistance you will face. Allow yourself to
change Try.
Ninni Sandelius
Tampere, Finland, 26 March 2003, 14:45
Truly it seems that there is only one thing, no matter how thoroughly
Christian this sounds. People should become less selfish.
Annina
Tampere, Finland, 2 April, 19:30
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The Open Interview… and Lunch
Question from Susan
Question to Laura
Why do you think you talk too much, why is that a bad thing?
Answer from Laura
Because, I think you can learn more from listening. Most
times I think my story is more interesting than theirs and I
can’t wait for them to shut up. It’s a bad thing, I’m trying to
get away from it. I’m living with this guy called Paul who’s
quite philosophical. He’s doing a Masters in Landscape Architecture and been to all these self-development groups.
And he’s learned so much. He sits and listens contently
and he’s such a problem solver, he’ll sit and listen to your
problem and he’ll have an answer for it. He’ll look at it from
a different perspective, so I want to get better at listening,
definitely.
Question from Susan
Question to Laura
But do you think sometimes that maybe you just have a lot
to say?
Answer from Laura
Yeah, I do, yeah. But is it relevant? I mean you’ve got to siphon out the good shit from the bad shit. It’s self-discipline.
I have a lot of self-discipline in some areas of my life, but in
others I’m absolutely shit. Like really, really crap. Like I have
to learn to hold back. No, you don’t have to give 110% to
people when you first meet them and let them get to know
you instead of going, this is me, this is me, I want you to
like me, love me, love me. Most people want people to like
them and they’re frightened to do certain things because

they want people to like them, and I’ve got to get past that.
Once you get past that you’re in a different league.
Question from Susan
Question to Laura
But what’s relevant?
Answer from Laura
Well, it depends on the situation and who you’re talking to.
I sometimes know that I’ve just got to shut the fuck up. I’m
doing sociology at university so I’m quite deep like that.
Question from Susan
Question to Laura
What are you interested in doing with the degree?
Answer from Laura
Well I know I just can’t sit in an office. I’ve just done some
office work at Leeds University, helping with the student
recruitment when open day was on, and although it was
alright, I just can’t do that and I just don’t know what I’m going to do with my life. I’m quite sporty, I do bobsleigh. I just
have no idea. I haven’t had a job this year, been bumming
around Uni. I’ve just lost my drive from what I had two years
ago. I feel a bit lethargic in general in life and I’ve just got to
get myself kicked up the arse and I have no idea what I’m
going to do after my degree.
Question from Laura
Question to Open
And so, that’s my question. What am I going to do with my
life? I’m doing a sociology degree, I talk a lot and fast, I’m
pretty clever if you ask me and I’m sporty. And I don’t want
an office job, but have you seen The Silence of the Lambs?
Have you seen Clarice Starling? I want to be something like
that, man. Do some kind of criminology stuff, I don’t know,
but I’ve been so lazy I’ve just gone out and got pissed and
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I’ve got to stop doing that, it’s doing my head in. There’s
so much more. I want to be more cultural as well. Now do
I piss off?
Answer from Mr. K. Benjamin
Well Laura, what I think you should do, you should do
something involving sports, preferably with the handicapped people cos she’d get more benefit out of that and
something with sports cos she says she likes sports and
then she could talk to them, if they’ve got any problems in
their lives, cos she talks a lot, so she could be a counsellor,
to advise people on what to do with their lives. She might
be able to sort them out cos she thinks she’s quite brainy.
She says she’s lethargic, so she should do sports and be
around people who are doing lots of sports activities. That
will help her to get more enthusiastic to do other things.
Basically that’s about it really.
Question from Mr. K. Benjamin
Question to People of Leeds
I would like to know if anyone would give me a job. I’m a hard
worker, enthusiastic, reliable, I’d like a job what’s interesting.
Not just stuck in an office or stuck in a rut, something that
gets you round and about meeting different people. I like
meeting people. And I’d just like to know if you could give
us a job or help me to find a job, a good job? That’s it.
Answer from Nick (in response to Laura)
I think that she should join the circus. There’s plenty to do,
she won’t get bored. She won’t get a chance to go out
drinking and I think it would bring her much happiness.

(and elsewhere). The Open Interview is an experiment with
the interview and the structures it employs: call and response,
question and answer, speaker and listener. Initiated originally
via a three-day e-mail, and eventually manifesting itself as a
set of cards published with the ‘Democracies’ issue of Fuse
magazine, a simple game structure replaced the conventional
‘I-You-interviewer-interviewee’ relationship. The rules state:
–
–
–
–

Someone asks a question.
Someone answers, and asks another question.
Questions and Answers circulate.
We have lunch.

In February 2003, Peter Lasch and Janna Graham launched
the first The Open Interview … and Lunch between Fuse
magazine in Toronto and the 16Beaver Collective in New York

The Open Interview continued for three days in audio format
outside the Town Hall in Leeds, UK in July 2003. This time
an interview booth was set up between a conference taking
place in the Town Hall (warp:woof on aurality, textuality and the
voice), and the street and square outside. Janna Graham and I
opened the interview by recording and filing questions directed
sometimes to people we knew at the conference, people who
worked in the Town Hall that might pass by, or open questions directed to anyone who cared to answer. Questions were
picked up intermittently by passers-by and conference delegates and answers were recorded back onto the same tapes.
Further questions were generated by the answerers. Through
answering the question and posing another one, questions and
answers circulated among passers-by and conference participants and a taped audio archive began to amass. Improvised
categories were established (Hot Air, What is to be Done,
Voice-Accent-Opera: On Loving Barbara Engh, No Further
Questions, Questions to the Dead etc) and archived on the
metal racks. The booth became a space of relay where the
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roles of the interviewer and interviewee were passed around
the conference and the street over three days.
Question from Nick
Question to Open
Will I find happiness as a travelling marketing man?
Answer from Lee Crosby
My answer would be No to that. Why? Well, happiness
is not to be found, not to be come upon really. To ask is
not to have. So to me the guy is trapped by his own life
and his responsibility and that’s what’s keeping him busy. I
don’t know what else to say. You can’t acquire happiness;
it’s spontaneous. Through my eyes, what I’ve seen of the
world, someone who has got this that the other, it looks like
they are doing well in life, but well in what? That’s what I’d
like to ask. They can run a life, have a home and a shelter,
but that ain’t life. In my eyes, communication with people,
even in sales in anything, is a kind of manipulation in order
to sell things to people, because they need to earn a living.
People are so cold. You can sit on a bus and everybody’s
off in their own little world, there’s not much compassion
for people – it’s not about joining this religion or that, cos
its creating wars. Being able to sit down with people, get
on a level. I believe we’re all intelligent individual people and
have all got gifts. And to me, fear’s been a big element in
my life, I’ve acted on that. Fear to me is, is like say, a snake
is going to come and pound on me, I act instantly, so that’s
a natural impulse and I act. But fears I mean like, oh, I must
get a job, I’m told to get a job, if I don’t then I’ve got no
money, I’ve got no roof over my head. I’ve got to have this
that the other, and that all breeds fears. Oh, I must be successful at this, I must be successful at that. And to me it’s
258
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the wrong education, we’ve not sat down and discussed
it. Everyone’s too busy. Through education they try to say
read a book and concentrate on one thing. To me that’s just
another form of an escape. At the end of the day I’m looking
for where I’m not governed by anything. Cos even though
I’m here I’m governed by something – my conditioning, how
society is. From the age of 15, you get a national insurance
number through your door and you have to pay taxes. Our
conditioning – it’s like desire is a big one. Life is about
pleasure and pain, but these little desires. Like I might go
off and see that car over there and think, oh, I want that.
And my little desire goes and my desire says, yeah, let’s
have that car, how can I get that car. I want to sit in it and
ride it cos I’ve got a feeling there. I believe that the brain,
you’ve got a natural energy that’s in there, and you’ve got
all those conditions that break that energy down so that you
don’t walk in this world with no thoughts at all. They’re still
mine, that’s what the key of life is.
Question from Lee
Question to Open
The question I’d like to ask: What is love? What is love?
Undevoured love, as in love, not this domination and possession, but what is love?
The Open Interview booth in Leeds started off in a three-metre
square of wood-effect tables covered by a white garden gazebo. The gazebo twisted and blew away up Calverley Street
by day two. Inside the Town Hall a conference called warp:
woof proceeded to investigate sound, the voice and textuality.
At the tables (The Open Interview Booth), there were comings and goings, lots of wind and an almost constant sound of
sirens from the nearby hospital. Lining the tables were old flat
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3EASTEAD
$ESCRIPTION
4HEô3EASTEADINGô0ROJECTôAIMSôTOôBUILDôSOVEREIGN ôSELF SUFkCIENTôlOATINGôPLATFORMS ô
THUSôCREATINGôNEWôTERRITORYôONôTHEôOCEANS
4EXT
g3EASTEADINGuôMEANSôTOôCREATEôPERMANENTôDWELLINGSôONôTHEôOCEANômôHOMESTEADINGô
THEôHIGHôSEASô,IKEôTHEôPIONEERSôOFôOLD ôSEASTEADERSôWILLôBEôDRIVENôTOWARDSôTHEôNEXTô
FRONTIERôBYôTHEIRôADVENTUROUSôSPIRITSôANDôDESIREôFORôFREEDOMô"UILDINGôSOVEREIGNôREALô
ESTATEôWILLôLETôTHEMôEXPERIMENTôWITHôAôVARIETYôOFôDIFFERENTôSOCIAL ôPOLITICAL ôLEGAL ôANDô
ECONOMICôSYSTEMS ôWHICHôISôCURRENTLYôVERYôDIFkCULTô4HISôRESEARCHôINTOôTHEôBASICôELE
MENTSôOFôHOWôSOCIETIESôCANôBEôORGANIZEDôWILLôINCREASEôOURôCOLLECTIVEôWISDOMôANDô
BENEkTôEVERYONEô
ô

3TARTINGôYOURôOWNôCOUNTRYôONôTHEôOCEANôMAYôSOUNDôLIKEôAôSTRANGEôIDEA ôBUTôTHEREô

HAVEôBEENôHUNDREDSôOFôNATION FOUNDINGôGROUPSôANDôVENTURESôOVERôTHEôPASTôHALF CEN
TURY ôMANYôOFôWHICHôWEREôMARINE BASEDô5NFORTUNATELY ôTHEôPEOPLEôINVOLVEDôTENDôTOôBEô
ATôBESTôIDEALISTIC ôANDôATôWORSTôCRANKSôANDôSCAMôARTISTSô&EWôOFôTHESEôVENTURESôEVENô
GOTôOFFôTHEôGROUNDô/FôTHOSEôTHATôDID ôALMOSTôALLôWEREôIMPRACTICALôANDôFAILEDôDISMALLYô
WITHôAôTINYôNUMBERôOFôNOTABLEôEXCEPTIONS ô
ô

)NôCONTRAST ôOURôPHILOSOPHYôISôTOôBEôPRAGMATIC ôFOCUSINGôONôREALISTICôMETHODSôIN

STEADôOFôVISIONSôTHATôAREôINSPIRINGôBUTôIMPOSSIBLEô7EôCOMBINEôPROVENôTECHNOLOGIESô
RATHERôTHANôTRYINGôTOôINVENTôNEWôONESô7EDôRATHERôSTARTôWITHôSOMETHINGôSMALLôANDôREALô
THANôGRANDôANDôIMAGINARYô7EôEXPECTôMOSTôRESIDENTSôTOôBEôPART TIMEôATôTHEôBEGINNING ô
RATHERôTHANôDROPPINGôTHEIRôENTIREôLIFEôTOôJUMPôONBOARDôSUCHôAôSPECULATIVEôVENTUREô
7HILEôTHISôCOMMON SENSEôAPPROACHôMAYôSEEMôPRETTYôOBVIOUS ôITôISôUNFORTUNATELYô
QUITEôRARE ôWHICHôISôWHYôWEôTHINKôTHATôOURôPROJECTôHASôAôDECENTôCHANCEôOFôSUCCEEDINGô
WHEREôSOôMANYôOTHERSôHAVEôFAILEDô
ô

3ETTLINGôTHISôNEWôFRONTIERôREQUIRESôSTRUCTURESôDESIGNEDôSPECIkCALLYôFORôTHEôMARINEô

ENVIRONMENTô7EôTHINKôTHEôBESTôDESIGNôISôTHEôgBIRDSôANDôkSHuôAPPROACHô.OTHINGôLIVESô
ONôTHEôSURFACEôOFôTHEôWATERôBECAUSEôITSôTOOôUNSTABLEô3EAôCREATURESôEITHERôLIVEôBELOWô
THEôWAVESôkSH ôORôlYôABOVEôTHEMôBIRDS ô/URôSEASTEADôDESIGNôISôBASEDôONôTHESEôTWOô
SAFEôAREASô7ELLôBELOWôTHEôWATERSôSURFACEôISôAôlOTATIONôHULL ôCONTAININGôAIRôTOôMAKEô
THEôSTRUCTUREôlOATôANDôBALLASTôTOôKEEPôITôSTABLEô7ELLôABOVEôTHEôCRESTSôOFôTHEôLARGESTô
ANTICIPATEDôWAVESôISôAôMULTI LEVELôPLATFORMôWHEREôTHEôRESIDENTSôLIVEô)TSôLOWESTôDECKôISô
AôSAFETYôHULLôWHICHôCANôSUPPORTôTHEôENTIREôSTRUCTUREôINôANôEMERGENCY ôORôDURINGôCERTAINô
MANEUVERS ô#ONNECTINGôTHEôTWOôISôAôHOLLOWôVERTICALôTUBE ôCALLEDôAôSPARô5NLIKEôAôBOAT ô
THISôSTRUCTUREôISôMASSIVEôANDôHASôLITTLEôCONNECTIONôTOôTHEôWAVES ôSOôITôWONTôBOBôORô
SWAY ôEVENôINôMAJORôSTORMSô
ô

%LECTRICITYôCOMESôFROMôAôCOMBINATIONôOFôSOLAR ôWIND ôWAVE ôANDôDIESELôGENERATORSô

7ATERôISôPROVIDEDôBYôCAPTUREDôRAINWATER ôSOLARôDISTILLATION ôANDôREVERSEôOSMOSISô&OODô
CONSISTSôOFôHYDROPONICALLYôGROWNôFRUITSôANDôVEGETABLES ôAQUAPONICôkSHôANDôALGAE ôANDô
HIGHôDENSITYôGARDENSô3ELF SUFkCIENCYôWILLôBEôCLOSELYôRELATEDôTOôHOWôFARôTHEôSEASTEADô
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EXPECTSôTOôBEôFROMôLAND ôPROGRESSINGôFROMôINITIALô"AYSTEADSôANDô#OASTSTEADSôTOô
EVENTUALô$EEPSEASTEADSô
ô

#URRENTLY ôWEôAREôCOMPLETINGôOURôBASICôBACKGROUNDôRESEARCHô4HENôWEôWILLôkNISHô

DESIGNINGôTHEôkRSTôHABITABLEôVERSION ôCALLEDô"AYSTEAD ôWITHôABOUTôTENôTHOUSANDôSQUAREô
FEETôOFôAREAôPRELIMINARYôWORKôHASôBEENôDONE ô5SINGôTHISôDESIGN ôWELLôBUILDôAôTUB
SIZEDôMODEL ôTHENôAôPOOL SIZEDôMODEL ôANDôkNALLYôTHEôFULL SIZEDôSTRUCTURE ôWHICHôWEô
PLANôTOôLOCATEôINôTHEôSHELTEREDôWATERSôOFôTHEô3ANô&RANCISCOô"AYô4HISôWILLôLETôUSôTESTô
THEôTECHNOLOGYôANDôBECOMEôFAMILIARôWITHôIT ôASôWELLôASôSERVINGôASôAôDEMONSTRATIONô
ANDôPUBLICITYôPIECEô)NTERESTEDôPEOPLEôCANôTAKEôTOURSôTOôLEARNôMOREôABOUTôOURôPROJECTô
ANDôTECHNOLOGIESô
ô

/NCEô"AYSTEADôISôBUILTôANDôOCCUPIED ôWELLôBEGINôPLANNINGôANDôDESIGNINGôTHEôkRSTô

SOVEREIGNôSEASTEADô)TLLôBEôBIGôENOUGHôFORôAROUNDôAôHUNDREDôRESIDENTSô7HILEôAôFEWô
ENTHUSIASTSôWILLôSIGNôUPôTOôLIVEôTHEREôFULLôTIME ôWEôEXPECTôMOSTôPARTICIPANTSôTOôBUYô
TIMESHARESôENABLINGôTHEMôTOôSPENDôAôFEWôWEEKSôAôYEARôONôBOARDô4HISôWILLôGIVEôUSôAô
MUCHôBROADERôBASEôOFôPEOPLEôTOôDRAWôFROMô
ô

7HENôENOUGHôDEPOSITSôHAVEôBEENôMADEôANDôCONTRACTSôSIGNEDôWITHôRESIDENTS ô

CONSTRUCTIONôONô3EASTEADô)ôWILLôBEGINô/NCEôTHEôkRSTôSOVEREIGNôSEASTEADôHASôBEENô
BUILT ôTHEôHARDESTôPARTôOFôTHEôWORKôHASôBEENôDONE ôANDôTHEôMOVEMENTôCANôTAKEôOFFô
ONôITSôOWNôSTEAMô7ITHôANôOPERATINGô3EASTEADôDEMONSTRATINGôTHATôSEASTEADINGôISô
TECHNOLOGICALLY ôkNANCIALLY ôANDôPOLITICALLYôFEASIBLE ôINTERESTôWILLôCONTINUEôTOôGROWô-OREô
PLATFORMSôWILLôBEôBUILTôANDôCONNECTEDôINTOôLARGERôGROUPSô
ô

!SôSEACITIESôDEVELOP ôTHEôSEACONOMYôWILLôGROW ôANDôSEASTEADINGôCANôBECOMEôAô

FULL TIMEôWAYôOFôLIFEôFORôANôINCREASINGôNUMBERôOFôPEOPLEô4HEYLLôEXPERIMENTôWITHôAô
VARIETYôOFôGOVERNINGôSYSTEMS ôANDôTHEôMOSTôSUCCESSFULôWILLôBEôEMULATEDô7EôDONTô
EXPECTôTOôCREATEôTHEôPERFECTôSOCIETY ôBUTôWEôDOôTHINKôWEôCANôACHIEVEôAôSIGNIkCANTô
IMPROVEMENT ôAôFREERôANDôMOREôADAPTABLEôFORMôOFôLIFE
3OURCE
WWWSEASTEADORG
&ORôMOREôINFORMATION
g"UYôLANDômôTHEYREôNOTôMAKINGôITôANYôMOREuôATTRIBUTEDôTOô-ARKô4WAIN
WWWSEASTEADORG
WWWSEALANDGOVCOM
WWWHAVENCOCOM
WWWENWIKIPEDIAORGWIKIMICRONATIONS

tape recorders that could play and record, and flat metal racks
to stack tapes in. Lists of ‘question from: question to: answer
from;’ were made on the tape covers. The tapes were archived
on the racks and pulled out again when passers-by wanted to
listen, answer and ask another question, or people who had
questions directed specifically towards them wanted to continue a thread. In this process orchestrated by Janna Graham
and I, tapes occasionally took their own direction for a while,
while we came up with improvised, temporary archival categories. People came to record answers and questions in two
ways: Curiosity brought many people by, seeking explanations
for what was going on and often listening to the tapes that had
been recorded so far. They would then sometimes add their
own answers and a further question. There were also small
cards the size of business cards that said ’Dear _____, There is
a question waiting for you at the Open Interview Booth’, which
could be surreptitiously or otherwise handed to someone you
had left a direct question for. Upon direct interpellation, the
addressee could rarely resist coming to find out what had been
asked and who had asked it. The rule stated that upon answering, another question must be generated, and so the tapes
went on. The booth became a space of relay, a place to come
and pick up and drop off, or a space to hang around chatting and listening with headphones. There were always several
questions left hanging on different tapes, and so as well as
being spectators of sorts listening to what other people said,
listeners always had an entry point where they could answer
or start a new thread with a new question.
Answer from Laura
(in response to her responses and to the question ‘what is love?’)

I must say I found your answer really interesting. We are all
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trapped in our own fears and at the minute I’m jobless and
have hardly any money. I’m trapped in the fear that nothing
will kick off for me. Another year at Uni, I still haven’t got
any money and I’m trying to get away for the summer and I
feel that I won’t be able to get away…
What is love? Well, its never having to say you’re sorry, cos
you love and accept the other person so much that you just
accept them, that’s what I believe. Anyway, thank you.
Answer from Steph
You know how people forget, like in relationships, people act
as two consumers in a unit. A lot of people pick a partner
a bit like a complement to themselves, like a co-consumer.
They aren’t willing to relate to each other, they stand as an
enhanced consumer unit and the love that’s directed is not
outwards, it’s self-love, it’s really not very effective. Love
comes from the relation with another, of difference. It was
Schlegel who said that, when you love someone you stop
wanting to know them, it’s the quality of misunderstanding
is what being in love is, what sustains it, the acceptance
of a misunderstanding. So, that’s what we’re aiming for,
not a politics of efficiency, a togetherness among people
who don’t quite fit together. I think a lot of multiculturalism
is based on the fact that we might melt together, form a
one, a more perfect union. Union isn’t about the perfection
of union, but about different value of perfection. About the
affection expressed towards imperfection perhaps. Those
questions about the politics, that isn’t about a solution, but
about an accommodation, towards traditions that exist now.
The process becomes the object not the solution…
Question from Steph
Question to Janna
Do you think of yourself as a conduit, like a public switch-

board for people in a sense?
Answer from Janna
It’s something I’ve been thinking about today a lot, cos I
don’t necessarily see my voice as a switchboard, but I asked
Susan today, ‘what is the agent of contingency?’ If all agents
are contingent what are the agents of those contingencies?
That’s where I care about situating myself where the bonds
in relationships are very difficult, they are not easy bonds.
Like when you try and bring an academic community into a
community of people who are walking the streets for whatever reason, going to work, unemployed, homeless whatever. Those are very dissonant voices, they don’t meet each
other on any kind of common ground, I mean they might but
they don’t, in the context of this kind of conference. But what
are you when you’re that agent, a transmitter or whatever,
and what is it to feel the tension of that dissonance, how
do you articulate it, talk about it, what is it to be that? That’s
something I’m very interested in. I wouldn’t be so bold as to
say, oh we’re the transmitters, we transmit one knowledge
to another, because I don’t think they are separate, but they
are articulated … [tape runs out]
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An exchange of sorts takes place and the questions move
around. Something gets passed around and relayed, but it
is messy and unsystematic, with plenty of breaks and deadends. Sometimes the answerers struggle or cannot ask another
question, they must be persuaded, cajoled and charmed; our
voices creep in again. Yet generating another question is key.
X hears that someone has left him a question. He feels flattered, addressed, like maybe someone actually listened to his
paper if he is a conference speaker, or at least as if someone
cares. This makes him think carefully about the answer, to try
265
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and answer it in the spirit of genuine interest with which the
question has been asked. He reflects carefully on the question and comes up with an answer. Having been addressed so
directly and spent some concentrated time with a microphone
reflecting on his own personal and particular take on the issue
at hand, he must suddenly open it out again. This obligation
to generate another question (X said he would play) – in the
spirit of genuine interest, wondering to whom, if anyone, about
what, if anything – often immediately opens out and sometimes
de-centres that reflective voice. He (questioner) asked me (addressee) a question and now I (questioner) must ask someone,
anyone (new addressee) a question, who may potentially ask
me (potential addressee x 2) a question again (which would be
nice), or at least have to generate a related question. I wonder
what that would be, what question my addressee would ask.
This is often the process, within the structure of the booth and
the many listening and recording devices, through which the
question is carried on. This structuring of relations is important
because, as Derrida states, questioning itself doesn’t make
for an ethics of thought. Nancy adds that ‘the obligation is
more simply, more modestly, one of maintaining [garder] the
question, as a question’ (Nancy 38). If the structure set up by
The Open Interview lays some kind of preliminary ground or
mechanism for exchange and connection, how important is this
shifting of the ‘I-you-we’ to maintaining the question?
Question from Patricia
Question to Open
An open question, because I haven’t heard anybody speak
yet and so I don’t know who to direct it to … but um... To
people delivering papers here, or maybe to the people in
Leeds. I guess the question is … em. One question I had is

… where in your body do you feel your voice? And another
way, do you recognize … I’ve met people who have made
an effort not to sound like they’re from Brooklyn. And I even
notice now that I’m getting older that I’m sounding more
Brooklyn, because I’m not controlling it as much anymore,
I know people who have chosen a different voice, a more
controlled voice … so I have this unformulated question
that … em … the idea that, is there a voice that you know
is your real voice, and a voice that you know is your sort of,
em … controlled voice, and when did you start to create a
controlled voice?
Answer from Cherie
Em … My name is Cherie and I have no idea where my
voice comes from. I don’t know about that question. Can’t
answer that one. The other one is … where voice comes
from or something? In terms of accents … hmm … I don’t
know what to say, I guess. I wouldn’t have thought that my
accent would change at all, but I have noticed that every
time I say ‘Canada’ it sounds strange to me, and I don’t
know that if it’s cos I’m not used to saying I’m from Canada,
because I haven’t travelled very much, or because I’m saying ‘Canada’ differently. I don’t know. I don’t know if that
answers that question, but it’s one thing I’ve been aware of
accents, anyway … and also, it’s interesting that you should
mention New York, cos there was a guy on the platform at
Thornton Heath who gave me directions, he works for the
transit commission here, and I had a whole conversation
with him, and I didn’t even notice that his accent was not
English and I think that’s because a North American accent
sounds natural to me, and even though I’m in England, I
didn’t even question the fact that his accent was not English and when I finally, I was getting on the train he asked,
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3EEDYô3UNDAY
$ESCRIPTION
3OCIABLEôAGRICULTURE
4EXT
!NôUNTOLDôNUMBERôOFôCROPôVARIETIESôHAVEôBECOMEôEXTINCTôSINCEôTHEôONSETôOFôINDUSTRIALô
AGRICULTUREôINôTHEôLASTôôORôSOôYEARSôANDôTHEôONLYôWAYôTOôREVERSEôTHISôTRENDôISôFORôTHEô
EXISTINGôHERITAGEôVARIETIESôTOôBEôSPREADôANDôGROWNôASôWIDELYôASôPOSSIBLEô!SôWELLôASô
BEINGôIMPORTANTôINôORDERôTOôPRESERVEôTHEôDIVERSITYôOFôNATURE ôSWAPPINGôSEEDSôALSOô
PLAYSôAôCRUCIALôROLEôINôRECLAIMINGôCONTROLôOVERôTHEôFOODôCHAINôFROMôLARGEôSEEDôCOM
PANIESô0ROkTôINôTHEôSEEDôBUSINESSôRELIESôONôCUSTOMERSôCOMINGôBACKôYEARôAFTERôYEAR ô
WHICHôHASôLEDôTOôTHEôDEVELOPMENTôOFôVARIOUSôHYBRIDôSEEDSôSPECIkCALLYôDESIGNEDôTOôBE
COMEôSTERILEôAFTERôONEôSEASONôTOôSERVEôTHEôBUSINESSôINTERESTSôOFôSEEDôCOMPANIESô
ô

4HISôCOMMERCIALôATTITUDEôTOWARDSôSEEDôHASôSHOWNôITSELFôTOôBEôFUNDAMENTALLYôUN

SUSTAINABLEôANDôISôTOTALLYôCONTRADICTORYôTOôTHEôSPIRITôOFôSEED SWAPPINGôWHICHôREGARDSô
THEôCYCLEôOFôLIFEôFROMôSEEDôTOôPLANTôTOôSEEDôASôAôPRECIOUSôGIFTôOFôNATURE ôTOôBEôSHAREDô
WITHôEVERYONEô3EEDYô3UNDAYôALSOôHOPESôTOôPROMOTEôSOCIALôDIVERSITYôSOôTHATôPEOPLEô
OFôALLôAGESôANDôBACKGROUNDSôCANôCOMEôTOGETHERôTOôDISCUSSôTHEIRôCROPSôANDôMUCHô
MORE ôEN ABLINGôCONNECTIONSôTOôBEôMADEôBETWEENôGROWERSôINôTHEôLOCALôCOMMUNITYô
SOôTHATôPEOPLEôCANôWORKôTOGETHERôONôENSURINGôTHEIRôOWNôFOODôSECURITY
/RGANISEôYOURôOWNôSEEDYôSUNDAY
9OUôPROBABLYôALREADYôSWAPôSEEDSôWITHôYOURôNEIGHBOUR ôBUTôHOWôABOUTôSWAPPINGôWITHô
YOURôWHOLEôCOMMUNITYô3EEDôSWAPPINGôCONNECTSôANDôSUSTAINSôTHEôLOCALôGARDENINGô
NETWORKô)TôOFFERSôGARDENERSôOLDôANDôNEWôAôCHANCEôTOôGROWôTHEIRôOWNôFOODôANDôTOôTRYô
DIFFERENTôVARIETIESôTHUSôKEEPINGôOUTôHERITAGEôVEGETABLESôFROMôEXTINCTIONô)TôGIVESôGAR
DENERSôAôCHANCEôTOôSHAREôKNOWLEDGEôANDôSEEDôTHATôHASôADAPTEDôTOôLOCALôCONDTIONSô
ô

)TSôNOTôTHATôDIFkCULTôTOôORGANISEôYOURôOWNôSEEDôSWAPô
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‘Where are you from?’ and he said he was from New York
– and I thought he was asking me if I was from New York,
and I said, ‘I’m from Canada’ and he was actually telling me
he was from New York and I hadn’t even noticed that his
accent sounded strange. It didn’t sound strange to me, an
English accent sounds strange to me. [Sirens]
Question from Cherie
Question to Open
Do you think about the sound of your own voice?
Answer from Johnny
Johnny Maguire. I was just asking her if she was French
… cos there’s a lot of French in Canada … an awful lot of
French there … like in New Orleans … that’s where the
Cajuns come from, you know what I mean? My mother and
father … I was born in Kent in the south of England. Because I’m a travelling man … we travelled around England,
Scotland, Wales, not Ireland, because my wife … I’ve been
to Ireland, yeah, but what I’m trying to say is … my wife’s
English, my children are English so that’s why I’m here …
I class myself as an Irish travelling man … because that’s
what I am … all belonging to me was that, even my children, you ask them what they are, they’ll say the same,
cos they speak the same as me. See now my language is
different in Irish, it’s what you call ‘cant’. You’re a country
person. If you’re not a traveller you’re classed as a country
person. Even though you could be raised in the city that’s
what you’d be. I speak mostly English, even over here we
speak mostly English, we only speak our language among
ourselves, if we don’t want someone to know what we’re
talking about. But mostly among ourselves we speak English, the Queen’s English as they call it, like in Ireland, most
of the language is English, isn’t it. Unless they come from

a small community, like the little Aran Islands. I never want
my children to lose my language.
Answer from Lynn Turner
My name is Lynn Turner and I am not Australian. Let me stay
that one more time: I am not Australian, callers. Ever since
I moved to the South, home of many more home counties
accents, so many people, especially employers, academics, I think it’s a code, something that’s not modulating a
home counties accent perfectly, there’s some kind of chink,
some kind of other rhythm. I think I once called it a peasant
twang. So the code is, instead of where do you come from
… it’s ‘Are you Australian?’ So soon, I will make it up and
say, ‘yes I am’, and give myself a whole other life, fictional
history. My parents have fairly country Sussex accents.
Typical of people of who have flattened out, into a more
quote-unquote ‘well-spoken’ accent, is when they speak
on the phone to their parents, you start speaking differently
and you’re the other person in the room. My friend Cheryl,
her voice is quite posh, but on the phone she went into the
very, very rounded Welsh … and you could have conversations with her while she was on the phone and she would
switch between the two without helping it.
Question from Lynn Turner
Question to Open
When you lose your accent, where does it go?
Answer from Paul Bowman
Right, an accent is a trace without a presence.
Question from Paul Bowman
Question to Open
Em, how can I get rid of my hangover? OK …
Answer from Janna Graham
I have some Advil.
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Question from Janna Graham
Question to Paul Bowman
Would you like some?
Answer from Paul Bowman
I’m going to stick with coffee and tuna sandwiches for the
time being.

Question from Janna
Question to Paul Bowman
So interviewing is a way of mapping that out, but also bringing them into conversation with each other?
What’s your investment in your interviewees and what’s
their investment in you and their own practices?
Answer from Paul
I think people like to talk about themselves (yourself included
– Janna). No, yeah … well in a way you’re always talking

about yourself if Derrida’s right, in a sense all you can do,
even if your talking about whatever, you’re always talking
about yourself. But what I’ve always wanted to do is get an
essay or a statement or a proposition, no matter how shit,
actually the shitter the better. Then send that statement to
someone else to get them to write an essay on it and then
send it to someone else. Or do an interview and then play it
to someone else and get it going that way. But I don’t think
people like to be put under that kind of pressure. Say right,
here is a discrete interview, not about you but about that
thing that you, instead of right X, Y said this. You’ve got all
sorts of different friendships and loyalties … Tricky.
[ASIDE: e-mail whilst writing this essay]
Question from Susan
Question to Janna Graham and Peter Lasch
How the hell should I go about citing authors in this piece?
Answer from Janna
The Open Interview is particularly perplexing on the question of authors, given the number of authors that were
involved in both iterations of the project … anyone who
asked, answered, and possibly even those who were asked
and didn’t answer were authors in some way. This kind of
authorship is generative and generous, it finds its roots in
both friendship (and the kind of handing over of one’s airtime to another) and ego (an interest in putting ones voice
or thought to record). I wonder if there would be a way
of replicating this in the diagram – a way of keeping the
interview moving, to acknowledge those who have been
involved and be hospitable to new authors?
Answer from Peter
Agree mostly with Janna and couldn’t phrase it better. As
usual, I like to think of what we’re doing in terms of games.
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16 Beaver collective was invited to somehow represent what
‘we/they’ do in an exhibition in Weimar, Germany entitled ‘Get
Rid of Yourself’. The exhibition was all about collective and collaborative practices and contained few proper names other than
those of the ‘collectives’ involved. ‘Getting rid of yourself’ for
the sake of a collective isn’t perhaps as straightforward as the
sacrificial syntax would make it appear. Landy’s proposition in
his response to ‘what is to be done?’ of ‘creating structures and
structuring yourself within them’ remains a central concern for
any project of self-organisation. Getting rid of yourself in The
Open Interview is an agreement to take up temporary positions,
to open out the question through de-centring the answer, a taking apart and constant re-configuration, guided by the question.
The voice organises, is organised, is passed around, and like
the accent, sometimes gets de-centred and dislocated.
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There is a tricky balance when you ask someone if they
want to play. Too much respect for authorial origins can
ruin any kind of game. As concerns me, you can cite me
or not cite me, I’m fine with both. When I work collaboratively, I start with the assumption that the gesture comes
with a certain willingness to give up control and this is the
strength of it. However, we all know that art is basically a
big vanity tournament, so I would assume the safest thing is
to let the list grow. To me, the growing list of authors is aesthetically pleasing, politically relevant, socially welcoming,
and it also has the added advantage of scaring away the
ridiculum vitae folk who are somewhat disappointed by not
finding their big bold name on the publication’s heading. A
phrase I find appealing and not too restrictive is the idea of
an individual or a group ‘initiating something’. ‘Conceived,
invented, designed’, runs the danger of closing things off
and adding the language of baby-making and capitalism
to a process which only works if its social. Have you read
Levinas’ ‘Proper Names’?

Question from X
Question to Open + Adrian Rifkin
How long can you hold your breath?

Answer from Susan, Lynn, Janna and Jen
OK, this is Susan, Lynn, Janna and Jen, holding or breaths
…1,2,3 … oh crap, start over.
OK, this is take two on holding our breath: Susan, Jen,
Lynn, Janna … 1,2,3 … (Laughs)
What’s that sound? (Laughs). There’s a lot of hot air on this
hot air tape. We’re going to try one more time. Have you
got the stopwatch Susan? OK …
Answer from Adrian Rifkin
Answer to your question is not long. A generic answer to a
generic question, about something that which in fact cannot be measured, about something that has no specific
length, although has relative length, although some people
can do it for longer than others. There’s a piece that Cornelius Cardory wrote for John Tilbury called ‘VoloSolo’, in
which the instruction is to play it as fast as possible and of
course as fast as possible has no length at all. So these are
related problems.
Question from Adrian Rifkin
Question to Julian Hammond
How much do you love Elvis? This in a sense is vengeance
for the questions just asked to me – how long can you hold
your breath. So how much do you love Elvis?
Answer from Julian
This is Julian answering Adrian’s question. How much do I
love Elvis? I think that I love Elvis more than it would take for
me to contain the breath to say how much I love Elvis and
that I also love him more than there are not enough words to
express. What or how my love is of Elvis. It’s not as simple as
saying, ‘there are not words enough’. It is that all the words
put together would not fully circumscribe how I love Elvis,
how much I love Elvis. So, the short answer is a lot.
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As with the invitation to 16Beaver to replicate ‘what we do’,
the process of writing about The Open Interview can never be
anything more than a staging, a tracing, perhaps a (re)-configuration of some of the voices, re-enacted with a certain fidelity
to the process itself. The ‘material’, the voices, questions and
responses are organised partly according to the logic of what
is said and partly in accordance with the structures and devices through which they speak.
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Question from Julian Hammond
Question to John Mowitt
Once music gets inside the head, having gone underneath
the skin or inside the ear, where does it travel to and does
it ever end up anywhere?
Answer from John Mowitt
Um … I mean the issue of the destination of a piece of
music of a piece of sound is as complicated as the theme
of destination in relation to the problem of the letter, of the
signifier, of the chain of signification. Whether understood
linguistically or not, as you know, part of the medium of
communication. Can I, and it seems to me many interesting
things, this neurobiological work being done of cognition
and sound retention and whatnot, that it has developed
a kind of model for thinking about destination that places
at its very centre a lack, an absence, a hole, that porous
figure we have discussed the other day. In any case I think
that what that belies is a sense in which the precision of
location, of the where sound goes that even in the most
precise description of the organ of reception has to include
there a certain kind of acknowledgement that any possibility
of construal of the location of the destination is flawed, is
limited in a decisive way. Now the issue is really that the
effect of the modelling of how to explain this or, are we
really trying to say that sound travels towards what Freud
called the navel of the dream – the point at which the body
and the mind are so knotted that you can’t figure out what
destination even means, at that point?
Question from John Mowitt
Question to Open
This is one for everyone. I promised I would ask it, so I
should and it is: Who wants to Know?

For Nancy, community is a space of singularities and I’s who
are always others. In Walter Benjamin’s essay ‘The Storyteller’,
the concern for communication and for communicability itself
is articulated through the scene of storytelling, a particular
situation in which knowledge is passed on in a complex and
embedded relay across time and space. Taking Johann Hebels’
stories as an example, Benjamin traces the role of ‘the righteous man’ as it occurs in various stories. In each case, no one
is up to this role, and so it gets passed around. This passing
around of the role opens a space that implicates the listener,
as the righteous man potentially encounters himself as someone
else. For Benjamin, as for Nancy, there would seem to be an
ethics associated with the shifting pronoun, where communication, communicability and ultimately community can only be
predicated on this particular shifting subject-in-relation. The ‘I
who is always another’ and the process of bumping into yourself
as someone else (or indeed, meeting yourself coming back), is
a de-centring, perhaps even a singularising process, that can
only happen when there is a different notion of the self at work
– and when there is more than one. Benjamin’s figure of the
storyteller becomes a mode through which he can address
what he considers to be crucial issues of the communicability
of experience and the passing on of history itself. In the scene
of storytelling, a form of knowledge is embedded through a
sense of duty, fidelity and ultimately, ethics.
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John Mowitt’s question in the title of this essay, ‘Who wants to
know?’ echoes Gayatri Spivak’s assertion that politics is never
a question of who will speak, but of who will listen. The limitations of this voluntary relation between listener and speaker are
clear in ‘The Storyteller’ and in Mowitt’s own paper delivered at
the warp:woof conference. Mowitt refers to Benjamin’s essay
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on Marcel Proust, where the ‘woof’ of forgetting and the ‘warp’
of remembering are related to the work of involuntary memory.
Mowitt contends that when considering the social production
of critical consciousness, experiences that may be politicisable, are only so through their structural character, not through
voluntary decisions to make them so: ‘Experience becomes
politicisable […] not as a result of a decision to bring it about’
(Mowitt, 2003). For Proust (and Mowitt) there is a collective
latent in all enduring experiences. Enduring experiences leave
traces in the present in the form of involuntary memories. So,
rather than the decisive production of a consciousness that
can be politically deployed, for Benjamin, this memory is the
locus of what is politicisable. These observations may then
speak to a notion of collectivity, where a shared structure of
thought and knowing is embedded in relations not between
discrete individuals, but between the singularities and I’s who
are always others.
The answer to the question, ‘Who wants to know?’ then, could
never be a simple list of ‘concerned listeners’ or a delineation
of why it would be right and proper for certain people to know
or be told certain things. The answer would have to practise
a response on the level of the structural, where the relationship between speakers and listeners is re-organised and where
an altered concept of knowledge is in operation to a degree
where Mowitt’s question would no longer make sense. The
Open Interview plays in a modest way with these structures
of knowledge, desire and the roles and subjectivities of the
‘who’ that addresses and is addressed. The concrete process
of generating another question from an answer produces open
structures of potential community where the response of the
respondent is inextricably linked to a broader responsibility and
278
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fidelity to a community of listeners and speakers interested in
maintaining the question. Altering the situations and structures
within which communication can take place, as well as working
with an altered notion of the ‘self’ must be central to an ethics
of community in which the question can be maintained, or at
least, is not always already answered. This is what is tentatively
proposed as a community of the question.
In a critique of Empire, Oliver Marchart’s essay ‘The Crossed
Place of the Political Party’ states that theories of self-organisation and transversality in no way address the central question of contemporary political movements: the problem of the
form of organisation. The grammar of Marchart’s argument,
‘the collective must be organised’ works to bolster his contention that the multitude cannot spontaneously become politically organised. Marchart argues that what is to be done, is to
‘search for new (organisational) forms of progressive de-individualisation.’ The community of the question would rarely use
such grammar or place such questions of organisation on the
outside. However, it would also be wary of overly organicised
models of organisation that elide the production of structures
and agents of contingency. Yet Marchart’s larger point about
the political relevance and efficacy of self-organisation as a
form of contemporary political organisation is crucial. It is clear
is that unless forms of political organisation take on board a
grammar of organisaton that doesn’t rely on a kind of voluntarism, and doesn’t separate grander political questions from the
micropolitics of collective selves, they are likely to remain weak
alternatives and weak opponents of dominant political forms.
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Abstract Different types of volunteer organisations working
in and through the Internet have been seen as new forms of
social self-organisation and self-management that result in
new political possibilities and agendas. Likewise, the nature
of digital information as a non-scarce resource has lent information societies a radically different nature from previous
social formations. However, given the current forms of economic production and corporate markets, the liberating and
democratic potential of digital information is counteracted by
the concentration of media ownership, as well as by policy,
legislation, and the development of proprietary forms of technology. The notion of “intellectual property” produces artificial
scarcity where digital technology could remove it. This tension
between the proprietary and non-proprietary aspects of the
information society can be analysed by looking at two types
of knowledge creations: organisational and disorgnisational.
While organisational knowledge work can benefit from a notion
of “intellectual property”, disorganisational knowledge work is
disrupted if not destroyed by proprietary barriers on information. This is unfortunate if and when the crucial innovations and
ethical potential of the information society are connected to
disorganisational communities, even though the organisational
type is more visible and better represented in the traditional
structures of society.
Keywords: disorganisations, free software, information society,
intellectual property, knowledge creation, utopia.
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The digital information society
and postmodern philosophy
The concept of the digital contains a plethora of hopes and
fears. A new way of “digital being” is thought to prompt the
need for new digital ontologies and epistemologies, while resulting in novel ethical dilemmas. Correspondingly, on the level
of social organisation, the digital is seen as a torchbearer of
new forms of organisation that have radical political implications. Volunteer hacker organisations, free and open source
software communities, varying applications of the open source
model in other areas (Wikipedia, open source democracy, open
source curricula, etc.), and the organisation of various civil activities through the Internet have been seen, on one hand, to
provide new blood for the Habermasian ideal of democratic
communication. On the other hand, they are also seen as completely new forms of civic self-organisation and self-management (for hacker communities and theories of them, see Castells 1996, Himanen 2000, DiBona et al. 1999). While looking
for examples of the new multitudes that they advocate as the
basic self-organising models of future politics, Michael Hardt
and Antonio Negri (2004, p. 301ff) turn to free and open source
communities and related activities. When the self-organisational
nature of hacker communities is combined with the observation
that digital code is not inherently a scarce resource but can be
readily copied and distributed with close to zero cost, we get
a cybercommunist utopia, in which volunteer organisations are
able to manage themselves in a post-scarcity economy (see, for
instance, the discussions in Zizek 2001, 2004).
The so-called information society necessitates a restructuring of modes of production, including the set of beliefs that
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a ccompany or sustain the necessary social and economic
structures. One of the cornerstones of this set of beliefs is the
“cybernetic” idea, which claims that some kind of information
or code is the basic ontological level that guarantees both
the explanation and control of all phenomena. This cybernetic
ideal includes, among others, the beliefs that the functions of a
computer are based on code, that human thinking is basically
some sort of information processing – maybe of a self-organizing kind – and that the structure of biological organisms is, in
the last instance, based on code, or DNA. Aspects of human
life are understood and operationalised as if they were ultimately information processing according to a codified system
of representations. Thus, thinking is seen as the processing of
representations according to the abstracted form of the representations. The form and function of a biological organism supposedly reside in the DNA code and the ways it is “read”. Even
social skills and coping in the world are thought to be included
in practises and agreements that can be formally represented.
“Cybernetics” in this sense is not only a scientific way of looking at the world and explaining phenomena as if they were
basically algorithmic, it is also an economic and social principle
of organisation.
If, and as, information and knowledge are quickly gaining importance as the means and ends of production in the information
society, it is becoming clear that the cybernetic ideal is closely
coupled with the ownership of information and concepts such
as “intellectual property”. These ideas are pertinent in a world
in which economic production is dependent on intangibles.
The concept of “intellectual property” has been employed as a
way of controlling and colonising the new production; it is essentially used to widen digital divides. Two things are needed
286
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to sustain this process: first, a belief in the existence of code
– a belief that “code” is the right description of the functions
of biological, technological, social or psychological systems.
Second, a belief that the code can and should be owned – that
it should be treated as property. This double-bind creates an
increasingly commodified society.
It is essential to note that these processes and the concepts
behind them – “code”, “digital”, “property” – are historically and
socially contingent. The kind of information society that is to
come depends in part on how these concepts are understood
and employed. One of the most prominent themes in 20th century philosophy viewed technology not as a neutral tool but as
inherently interest-laden. The interesting questions about technology, including information technology, can only be formed
when the structures of power are analysed, in combination
with the insight that technology is not one thing; it is not one
identifiable whole with a lasting essence or drive leading to
particular formations of society. “The same” kind of technology
with its forms and uses may benefit this group of people today,
and another group of people or “form of life” tomorrow. So the
questions become more concrete: what formations of power,
community, subjectivity, etc. do particular uses of technology
support, need, presuppose or undermine?
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Digital information as a resource
As a property of information processing, digitality is created
by different technological means (electrical, optical, magnetic,
etc.), but can facilitate the (almost) perfect copying and (almost) unlimited distribution of the information content. The
reproduction, copying and distribution of digital information,
or “code”, are substantially different from the reproduction,
copying and distribution of analogue information, such as the
printed page or a speech. The crucial point is not only that
copying and redistribution of digital information is much more
precise, it is also much less expensive compared to analogue
information. The quick development and distribution of digital
technology promises to deliver digital information to any place
at any time. This is at the root of the great democratic potential
of digital technology and the key to cybercommunist utopia.
However, the existing structures of production and corporate
logic are based on a market in which digital content is a scarce
commodity whose distribution can be controlled to guarantee
a continuous revenue stream.

1.

Philosophical, ideological

–

cybernetics

–

the ontological or epistemological codification of theories about
properties of nature (information, genetic code, thinking, etc.)

2.

Social, cultural

–

the notion of property

–

practices of “intellectual” property

–

forms of distribution

3.

Economic

–

concentration of media ownership

–

international trade agreements (WIPO, WTO, etc.)

4.

Legal

–

“intellectual property” law, copyrights, trademarks,
patents (DMCA, EUCD)

–

laws controlling information security

4.

Technological

–

copy-protection and other “digital rights management” schemes

–

preferred content

Consequently, many properties of new technology that are marketed as improvements, are, in effect, diminishing the inherent
potentials of digital technology. Digital information is often not
treated as an abundant, unlimited resource, but as a product
or limited asset. As digital technology itself does not produce
the necessary scarcity, it has to be maintained through other
means. Attempts to limit the potential of digital technology and
diminishing digital resources fall under the following groups:

–

non-standard architectures, interfaces, and formats

–

“trusted computing”
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Arguments for the degradation of technology are often based
on the nature of profit-creation mechanisms in a market economy. Recently, however, arguments based on information security have gained more prominence. Increasingly, cybercrime
and the threat of terrorism are used as grounds for the artificial
scarcity of digital resources and less effective technology. Political arguments for scarcity have also been found. The unlimited, scarcity-removing potential of digital technology was
hailed by Ronald Reagan in his speech at London’s Guildhall
(June 14, 1989): “Technology will make it increasingly difficult
for the state to control the information its people receive ... The
Goliath of totalitarianism will be brought down by the David of
the microchip” (cited in Kalathil & Boas 2001). However, such
optimism has been notably cooled by recent developments.
For instance, authoritarian regimes have found innovative and
effective technological and social ways of limiting digital resources (Kalathil & Boas 2001).
Here, as elsewhere, the very structure of technology – its architecture – is politically relevant. According to an old anecdote
recounted by Lessig (2004), there was a hidden plan in the
Napoleonic reconstruction of Paris. While the official argument
in favour of wide boulevards was presented in terms of health,
public safety and aesthetics, the boulevards also allowed for
the top military technology of the time – cannon fire – to effectively clear any roadblocks erected by revolutionary crowds
– the prominent street-fighting technology of the time. While
we are currently living through the gestation period of digital
boulevards, we should be very careful in thinking about the
political and social consequences presented by different architectural-technological models.
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Along with the ontological and epistemological questions, digital information processing raises ethical questions on a global
scale, not least because of the commodification of code (intellectual property rights, information patents, patents on DNA,
copyrights on immaterial assets etc.) (For a review of current
legal and social developments, see Drahos & Braithwaite
2002). The commodification of code and, consequently, of
knowledge, needs two preconditions: a sustained belief in
the existence of “code”, in which information content can be
expressed, transferred and identified, and a system of ownership for this code. In this sense, the first condition is not only
comprised of a scientific view of the world and explanations of
phenomena as if they were in the last instance algorithmic; it is
also an economic and social principle of organisation. “Code”
is a scientific entity (a theoretical term, if you wish) with an
epistemology and ontology of its own, but also a governmental and juridical concept invested with economic and political
interests. It is becoming clear that the first condition is closely
coupled to the second condition of social-legal settings for the
ownership of code. “Intellectual property” as a concept is a way
of controlling and organising – in the Taylorist sense – the new
type of production. Copyright legislation and laws concerning other so-called immaterial rights are being changed at a
rapid pace. This trend is most marked in the US, but the EU
is following close behind. According to Lessig, “Never before
have so few owned so much a part of intellectual property”
(Lessig 2002, see also Lessig 2001). These words, intentionally or not, have a familiar ring.
The hypothesis is, then, that what was called “commodification
of code” above is a combination of two information technological interests: 1) the belief in a functioning layer of code (to be
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separated from the physical setting) and 2) the set-up of a
system of ownership for the code. If this is the case, two ways
of counteracting the development of an increasingly asymmetrical information society present themselves. The straightforward
stance is to accept the existence of code – to believe in it,
and act accordingly, to defend it as a way of understanding
the world – but at the same time to insist that the ownership
of code leads to blatant contradictions, not to speak of social
injustice and economic imbalance. One of the ensuing contradictions is perhaps most evident in the case of scientific knowledge, which receives its special status and credibility from the
very fact that it is not owned; knowledge becomes scientific
only through the open and free critique of the scientific community. To quote Jacques Derrida: “[…] in a scientific text […]
the value of the utterance is separated, or cuts itself off, from
the name of the author without essential risk, and, indeed, must
be able to do so in order to lay claim to objectivity” (2002, p.
47). As a speech act, a scientific text has to be distinguished
from the person or persons who “sign” it, otherwise we are not
dealing with a text that can assume the special characteristics,
authority and allowances acceded to a scientific text. This has
been and still is largely the way in which scientific information
and knowledge are severed from a concept of private property
that is dependent on the link between a person and an entity.
The author – the one who “signs” science – is the scientific
community. A particular way of speaking or a particular type
of speech act – that of scientific texts – creates a community
and a way of appropriating knowledge that is different from the
case of private property.

The so-called free software is built by a community of shareand-share alike: the goal is to develop software that the user
is free to use, modify and redistribute provided that the same
freedoms are transferred. In this sense the ideal is close to
the ideal of science. For this purpose the movement needs a
legal and social tool, one that uses the copyright claim set on
a piece of software for community building rather than private
property building. This tool, developed by Richard M. Stallman and his co-workers, is often colloquially called “copyleft”.
The copyright statement in question gives the user the right to
modify and redistribute (the modified version of) the software
provided that the right is also transferred (Stallman 2002). This
viral nature of the “copyleft” copyright protects the information
and knowledge amassed in the software from becoming closed
by ownership. The knowledge is appropriated to the common
control of the community.
In the cases of both science and free software, the goal and
the prerequisite is a community of sharing based on a common
set of values and practices. Both can be seen as ways of acting, or power-structures, which are instrumental in creating an
information society that contradicts the trends of seeing everything as code and setting up a system of ownership for code.
As such, the practices of these communities also demonstrate
that digital information processing, or any other technology,
does not force us to accept the commodification of code.

A similar device for co-operating without the intrusion of private
property has been developed in the case of computer software.

The second way to resist the development of an increasingly
asymmetric information society is to direct our attention to the
first condition – the process of seeing the most salient features
of the world as code and, especially, to the peculiar kind of
existence of code (see Vadén 2004). With a certain rhetorical
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turn, it could be claimed that “the digital” – the belief in the
existence of something perfectly repeatable and media-independent that can be owned and operationalised – takes part
in producing the truth of the existence of a disembodied and
self-identical self (making things like AI, transhumanism and
genetic perfectibility facts of the present or the future). At the
same time, this set of beliefs, this Foucaultian episteme, shows
its own limits. Unique processes – those connected to particular causal chains such as human physical interactions, feelings
or trees – cannot even be digitalised in principle. They are not
“code”, at least not self-inclusive, formalisable and calculable
code. One has to ask at least the following questions: what if
the non-digitalisable processes include processes of knowledge that are vital to the information societies? What if the
appropriation of the digital into the scheme of private property
requires social formations that are repressive?

Two types of organisation in
the information society
One of the most interesting debates around the ownership
of information has been centred on computer software, not
least because software provides extreme examples of both the
proprietary and non-proprietary forms of relating to code. On
one hand, we have the ideas and corresponding practices according to which pieces of computer software are identifiable
works that are owned by their authors. Through this, we get the
proprietary system in which the owners of software, typically
software companies, give the user the right to use the software under certain conditions specified in the end user license
agreements. On the other hand are the ideas and practices
according to which computer software is algorithmic in the
sense that it cannot be owned – it is created in the interaction
of a body of individuals and organisations and signed in the
sense of “the author who discovered something” rather than
“the author who owns something”. These extremes are exemplified on the level of computer operating systems, in which the
dominant Microsoft Windows system is the purest example of
a proprietary system, while the GNU/Linux system may be the
most well known example of a non-proprietary system.
The main economic-cum-social argument for the ownership of
software or code is, of course, that only the economic incentive
of property and wealth can guarantee the prosperity of a society. Arguments for the freedom of software are similar to arguments for the freedom of science: the speed of development,
the trustworthiness of the software and the availability of code
are all improved by the non-proprietary nature of software, and,
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at the same time, the values of co-operation and sharing are
encouraged.
The question can be investigated from the point of view of
knowledge work and production. Both the development of
proprietary software in software companies and the development of free software in volunteer hacker organisations are
certainly instances of knowledge-intensive work, resulting in
goods that are digital information. But the contexts, including
the underlying ethical, social and political ideas, are divergent.
These sets of beliefs are not uniform, to be sure, but they do
result in different views of the information society.
Software development in a big software company is organised
and institutionalised, more or less like a Taylorist enterprise.
The knowledge production happens in an organisation with its
structure, aims and functions. Such knowledge production has
been studied extensively, e.g. in view of the types of implicit and
explicit knowledge circulating in the organisation (see Nonaka
& Takeuchi 1995). To use a definition by the sociologist Scott
Lash (2002), the functions of an organisation are structured
through norms and the power legitimised by those norms. An
organisation like this is hierarchical, with the ensuing channels
of command and division of labour.
In contrast, the development of free software of the GNU/
Linux type happens in a widely distributed and non-institutional manner in a global volunteer community co-operating
mainly through the Internet. This kind of knowledge creation
is not like that of the organisational type. Rather, using Lash’s
terminology, the free/open source software community is a
disorganisation based not on norms and rules but on shared
302
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values. Lash illustrates the difference between an organisation
and a disorganisation in relation to the difference between a
church and a sect. The function of a church is typically based
on a certain hierarchy – a set of norms and legitimised uses of
power – whereas a sect is formed around a set of shared beliefs, convictions or visions, often exemplified by a charismatic
leader. The difference is crystallised in the operative force: in
an organisation, people are controlled and commanded by the
use of legitimate power, whereas in a disorganisation people can only be controlled and persuaded through the use of
physical or non-physical violence. A disorganisation is formed
around a set of shared values, therefore the leader (the guru, in
the case of Linux, Linus Torvalds) can control it by saying what
is right and what is wrong, what works and what doesn’t, even
though he does not have any legal normative power. Even if
a disorganisation is non-institutional and informal, it is not by
any means chaotic. It can be much more tightly controlled and
“organised” than an organisation, because the appropriation
of resources does not obey the normativised compartments
of an organisation. A sect, a movement or a tribe can function
in a very controlled, effective and rational manner. This is one
of the elements of free and open source software development that has surprised and continues to surprise economic
theory: according to received economic wisdom there is no
real incentive for the volunteers to contribute to free software
development.
Against this background the question of ownership of intellectual property (in this case software) can be seen in detail. Software development in a company or organisation can benefit
from the fact that pieces of information, knowledge and code
are seen as property. The ownership of code not only creates
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an economic motivation, it provides a tool for the streamlining,
rationalising and economising of the organisational structure,
and measures for effectiveness and information flows, etc. The
proprietarisation and commodification of intangible, abstract
code is therefore a real asset to organisational knowledge creation. This also creates an ontological pull: it is good to believe
in the independent existence of code. Knowledge creation in
organisations gains when code is appropriated along the lines
of private property – when it is commodified and controlled
through digital rights management.
In contrast, knowledge creation in a disorganisation is at the
very least disturbed and at worst destroyed if code is the property of owners. In the GNU/Linux community, the developers
take part out of their own will – they “scratch their own itch”
– and the systematised and self-managed sharing of information guarantees that their work contributes to a growing, common body of knowledge. The participants can contribute only
in so far as the flow of information is not controlled by ownership. The underlying values forming the community include a
belief in the freedom of information and a passion for improved
information technology. A disorganisation is typically self-organising: the functions of the disorganisation are based on
informal and non-institutional co-operation and sharing, which
cannot be compartmentalised by decree or rationalised by use
of power. The shared values are embedded in the functions of
the disorganisation, and those functions are at the same time
the goal of the disorganisation. Disorganisations, like self-organised wholes in general, work as finalities; therefore they
do not, in general, benefit from the introduction of external
goals. The proprietarisation of information and knowledge is
harmful to knowledge creation in disorganisations. The harm
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to knowledge creation is done if we believe in the existence of
code and assign a proprietary system of ownership to code.
From the point of view of the information society, it is crucial
to recognise the existence of these two types of knowledge
work and their different preconditions. A bias is produced by
the fact that the visibility of these two processes is different.
Organisational knowledge creation is organised in the sense of
its own effective lobby and representative system, while disorganisational knowledge creation relies on more underhanded
methods of social and political influence. This bias is all the
more unfortunate if there is reason to believe that information societies are increasingly dependent on disorganisations.
This is the economic-political side of the issue, however, which
cannot be separated from the ethical one. A society in which
knowledge is asymmetrically divided and fragmented is less
effective, less innovative and less equal and democratic than
one in which knowledge is considered non-proprietary.
The fact remains that even hackers have to eat something nondigital and, consequently, the utopia of post-scarcity societies
is unattainable. While disorganisational self-organisation as
such might not be new, the resurrection of collective knowledge creation and effective self-management exemplified by
the hacker communities provide concrete examples of utopiain-action. They also point out that information society always
needs to be viewed in the plural, as information societies that
overlap and exist in the banal everyday acts that negotiate the
tensions between conflicting political agendas.
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Guaraná Power is a commercially manufactured and marketed soft drink produced by an organisation calling itself
the Power Foundation, but the Guaraná
Power project as a whole is the result of
a specific combination of groups, ideas,
strategies and economic and legal conditions, and its potential implications are
far wider and more complex than the
simple creation of yet another brand of
soda might suggest.
At the centre of the project is an alliance
between the COAIMA cooperative, a selforganised group of Amazonian farmers
looking for a way to secure their livelihood in the face of corporate manipulation of the market for their produce,
and Superflex, a group of Danish artists
interested in both the creation of conceptual and practical tools for community
empowerment, and practical strategies
for non-exploitative exchange in the
current global economy.
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Background
Guaraná is a vine – technically a woody liana – that can be persuaded to grow as a bush on open land. The plant is originally
native to the Maués region of Brazil, and the fruit, a red berry,
has long been harvested by the local indigenous people, the
Maué-Sataré, for its medicinal and energy-giving properties.
The word guaraná itself comes from the local language and
means ‘like eyes’, because the clusters of ripe fruit split open
on the vine to reveal dark brown stones surrounded by white
pith. The caffeine-packed berries form the basis of Brazil’s
most popular soft drinks – Brazil is one of the few countries
on the planet where Coca-Cola is not the market leader – and
guaraná is farmed commercially by small producers who sell
to the big soda manufacturers. Recently, however, the multinational corporations that buy most of the guaraná have, through
mergers and mutual agreements, effectively formed a cartel and
no longer compete for the crop. Consequently, according to
the local farmers, the price paid to the producers has dropped
from $25/kilo to $4/kilo in only four years, wrecking the local
economy and the livelihoods of the farmers, while the price of
the products the corporations sell has remained the same or
risen. The corporations – AmBev, an affiliate of Dutch food
giant Wessanen formed out of the merger of Brazilian drinks
manufacturers Antarctica and Brahma, and PepsiCo, who have
signed a mutual distribution deal with AmBev – have also established a small plantation of their own, which functions as a
veiled threat to the local producers: accept the situation, or we
will expand and put you out of business completely.
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COAIMA, Superflex, and Guaraná Power
Superflex were invited by NIFCA (the Nordic Institute for
Contemporary Art), the São Paulo-based foundation Extra
Arte, and the Amazonian government to travel to Brazil and
explore the possibility of producing some kind of contemporary
art project in the Amazon region. This open-ended invitation
evolved after much investigation and discussion with various
organisations in the region, particularly the Institute for the
Protection of the Amazon Environment (Instituto de Proteção
Ambiental do Amazonas or IPAAM), into the intention to travel
to Maués where the mayor, Sidney Leite, had a reputation as
an educationalist and a pro-active reformer. Over the course
of their first three weeks in Maués, Superflex were introduced
to the situation facing the local farmers, and to the COAIMA
cooperative, newly formed in response to the actions of the
multinationals. Their initial conversations led to the organisation
of a two-day workshop to explore possible strategies for the
cooperative’s future.

From the point of view of the Western artists, a different dilemma also presents itself. What are our responsibilities in this
situation? Are we here to produce a project that will have some
metaphorical resonance in the European art world? Are we
here to advance an ideological activist agenda, or as some
kind of international social workers? Of course, it’s not possible for a small cooperative, with few resources and no capital,
to compete directly with a multinational corporation, and one
answer to some of the questions raised by this situation is
that effective competition in the global marketplace is not, or
should not be, the aim – ethical consumerism is a contradiction in terms, and efforts towards real change should be aimed
at creating situations of conflict in which the possibility of a
new, humane social and political order is clearly opposed to
the prevailing system. These considerations are real, and vital,
but in the context of a debate amongst a group of Amazonian
farmers primarily concerned with basic economic survival, they
were also quickly reevaluated on pragmatic terms.

COAIMA and the corporations share a mutual antagonism,
and the workshop participants raised two contradictory points.
First, in order to escape from the corporate monopoly on the
raw material they were growing, it was necessary to find a way
to produce a secondary product that could be sold in a different market, perhaps even competing directly with the corporate
brands. Second, the community has no capital and no access
to manufacturing equipment or distribution mechanisms to
make this possible – as one of the participants pointed out,
‘all we have is guaraná’. So the workshop began to focus on
ways of resolving this contradiction.

Superflex presented themselves as simply one voice amongst
many and, once it was established that they could not offer
any instant financial salvation, this was just what they were.
However, their presence undoubtedly functioned as a catalyst
for the discussions that took place. At the workshop, members
of the cooperative presented a variety of local products for discussion, from chocolates and soft drinks to sculptures of guaraná fruit made out of powdered guaraná, energy-hit potions
for long-distance truckers and guaraná ice-cream. Superflex
offered, as a potential model, the phenomenon of ‘Mecca Cola’
– a brand of cola created by a French company that donates
a percentage of profits to Palestinian charities with the slogan
‘Pas buvez stupide, buvez engagé’ (‘Don’t drink stupid, drink
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with commitment’). The assembled participants selected certain proposals for development, and decided to reconvene later
in the week once these had been worked on further.
The second workshop session involved the presentation of
several prototype products, along with ideas for how they
might be marketed. The recipes ranged from guaraná and ginger sweets to all kinds of energy-giving soft drinks, but the
example of Mecca Cola also proved to be a powerful inspiration. Chocolate bars were branded ‘Maués Bars’ as opposed
to ‘Mars Bars’, and flavoured with cupuassu, an Amazonian fruit
whose intense, indescribable flavour is little-known elsewhere;
various drinks were proposed including ‘Amazonia’ as an adaptation of ‘Antarctica’, AmBev’s main guaraná drink product
(suggested by Paolo Levi, one of the cooperative’s main organisers), ‘Mauéscafé’ against ‘Nescafé’ as a breakfast wake-up,
and ‘PepSim’ (‘EnergyYes’ in Portugese, a Superflex proposal)
against Pepsi cola. These last three were all the more interesting because they were purely ‘conceptual’ marketing suggestions, with no existing local product behind them, yet they were
among the most popular proposals.
Further research led to the conclusion that soft-drink manufacturing was the easiest way for the cooperative to translate
their raw material into a saleable product without having to
build a factory of their own. It was also quickly realised that
Paolo Levi’s suggestion of a subversion of the Antarctica brand
offered, in addition, an effective way to publicise COAIMA’s
situation in relation to AmBev, and after some further organisational effort on the part of Superflex, the final product was
developed in collaboration with the small Danish manufacturer
Soebogaard.
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The Guaraná Power label uses the same red, green and black
colour scheme and shapes as the Antarctica label, but with
a heavy black bar over the space where the corporate logo
would normally be. The label makes it clear that that product is not from AmBev but is ‘real Maués guaraná for energy
and empowerment’. The whole is superimposed on a photo of
members of the COIAMA cooperative, and a short text on the
back of the bottle reads, with the names of the corporations
also blacked out:
GUARANÁ POWER is an energy softdrink produced by a
guaraná farmers’ cooperative from Maués in the Brazilian Amazon, in collaboration with The Power Foundation. The farmers
have organised themselves in response to the activities of the
multinational corporations Ambev and Pepsico, a cartel whose
monopoly-like position on the purchase of the raw material
has driven the price of guaraná berries down 80%, while the
cost of their products to the consumer has risen. GUARANÁ
POWER employs global brands and their strategies as raw
material for a counter-economic position while reclaiming the
original use of the Maués guaraná plant as a powerful natural
tonic, not just a symbol. GUARANÁ POWER contains original
Maués guaraná for energy and empowerment.

Guaraná Power as art
Superflex have presented documentation of the Guaraná Power
project, and the Guaraná Power drink, at art institutions and
international biennials, and the project has been discussed and
critiqued in terms of the recently-formed but often retrospectively-applied category of ‘social practice’. How is it possible
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$ESCRIPTION

text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

Wikipedia:Text of the GNU Free Documentation License

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses
following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as
"Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".) To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the
Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Version 1.2, November 2002

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These
Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other
implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

Copyright (C) 2000,2001,2002 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

2. VERBATIM COPYING

0. PREAMBLE
The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to
assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or
noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being
considered responsible for modifications made by others.

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the
copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no
other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further
copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large
enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.
You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It
complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free
program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software
manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend
this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and
the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover
Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly
identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and
visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the
title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS
This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be
distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that
work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a
licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission
under copyright law.
A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with
modifications and/or translated into another language.
A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the
publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall
directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain
any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,
commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.
The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice
that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not
allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any
Invariant Sections then there are none.
The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that
the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25
words.
A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the
general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels)
generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for
automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format
whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not
Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called
"Opaque".
Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format,
SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human
modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can
be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally
available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.
The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material
this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the
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If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on
the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.
If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable
Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the
general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the
Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of
Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year
after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.
It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to
give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

4. MODIFICATIONS
You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you
release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing
distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the
Modified Version:
A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions
(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous
version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.
B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the
Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer
than five), unless they release you from this requirement.
C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.
D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.
F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version
under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.
G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license
notice.
H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.
I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and
publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one
stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified
Version as stated in the previous sentence.
J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and
likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History"
section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the
original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.
K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all
the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.
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L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent
are not considered part of the section titles.
M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.
N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.
O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
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9. TERMINATION
You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided for under this License. Any other
attempt to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as
such parties remain in full compliance.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various
parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a
standard.

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert
or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such
new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.
Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of
this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified
version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not
specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.

How to use this License for your documents

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS
You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for
modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents,
unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty
Disclaimers.
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to describe such a complex set of social and economic relationships as art? And, perhaps more importantly, why present
it this way at all?
Since the early 1970s it has been impossible to describe the
category of art in formal terms. Once the Readymade, conceptual art, instruction works, works that need not be made, artists’
personal actions or social interactions etc., had become part
of the mainstream discourse of art, there was no way back.
Numerous efforts have been made in the intervening years
to preserve a qualitative distinction between art and non-art,
from attempts to create theories of aesthetics that incorporate
everyday social interaction to simple categorical assertions of
the role of the artist, but all have so far been defeated by the
range and complexity of the activities that continue to be successfully claimed by artists as their practice. What remains is
not a definition, but a context – roughly speaking, if it’s made
by people claiming to be artists, and even more so if it can be
discussed in terms of the history of art, and is sponsored by an
art institution, then we must at least consider the possibility that
it’s art. Historically, external social conditions have determined
the form of art practice as much as have the innovations of
artists themselves. Now the debate over the nature of art has,
to a large extent, been replaced by a marketplace in which all
forms or definitions of art are equally available, and the buyers
– whether they are public or private galleries, corporate collectors or state commissioners – are free to select those that
best serve their interests.

funding. Or rather, the ideology is changing, from a socialdemocratic vision of a ‘healthy’ society nurtured on accessible
state-supported culture filled with nutritious values, to neo-liberal models in which all available mechanisms of social control,
including culture, are waiting to be mobilised as increasing
inequality gives rise to increasing disorder, and to so-called
third way ideologies, under which the ‘culture industries’ are
set the impossible threefold task of driving economic growth,
presenting a chic international PR image and combating what
is euphemistically known as ‘social exclusion’. In this transitional
phase arts funding in many European states represents a genuine loophole, a real throwback to social democratic thinking. All
the signs are that this period is drawing rapidly to a close – for
one relevant example, NIFCA, which funded both this publication and the initial phase of what became Guaraná Power, is
currently being wound up – but for a brief time it has remained
possible for artists in certain European countries to use state
money to pursue projects that examine or actively critique the
particular political and economic direction the state itself is
taking. At the same time, the emphasis on using cultural funding to directly address wider social problems – rather than as
a source of aspirational values – is too recent to have created
the culture it is ultimately designed to support and, alongside
the cooption of artists to validate property development and in
lieu of social services, is giving space to more radical ideas.

Relatively strong state support for the arts is a feature of many
European economies, but there is currently a general move
towards increasing ideological instrumentalisation of state

The recent emergence of ‘social practice’ as a relatively welldefined artistic category is due, in part at least, to this transitional situation, which is itself a product of external changes. In
the art world, the radical experiments of earlier decades have
become formalised and found institutional acceptance perhaps
just in time for artists to use this acceptance to contribute to a
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wider reinvention of activist strategies for social change. While
the art market is, at least in financial terms, stronger than ever,
and state attempts to instrumentalise culture become more
sophisticated, it is still possible to turn the situation around
and use the art world itself as a tool – a source of funding, of
publicity, of critical reaction, of political access, and of defence
for radical ideas in the terms of the liberal philosophy that justifies Modern Western culture.

It is also clear that globalisation – not of trade, which is not
substantially more global in nature than it was a hundred years
ago – but of industrial capitalist rather than older imperialist
forms of exploitation, and of the transmission of information
and of forms of organisation, has given unprecedented common cause to international labour struggles while also creating
a need to understand the specific or local nature of particular
conditions and issues.

Both the research phase and the first production run of Guaraná Power were funded by state-run art institutions; initial publicity for the project as art generated mainstream coverage in
the Danish media; a planned future launch in Brazil will be
facilitated by arts organisations there but has already attracted
interest from a variety of other groups, and a certain amount
of mainstream political support. And, although it may or may
not become an issue in the case of Guaraná Power, Superflex
are in the process of fighting an intellectual property case relating to another project on the grounds of fair use for artistic
expression.

The trade union movement has its roots in both radical, internationalist political organisation in the nineteenth century
and in older protectionist guilds that served only their members’ interests; modern trade unionism is a hybrid of these
two strands. In contemporary Western practice this can be
seen in the way that, though national labour unions collectively
resist any attempt to dismantle certain hard-won concessions
on basic rights and conditions, they tend not to oppose a neoliberal consensus that sidelines prospects for political or social
change in the face of the perceived threat of cheap labour in
low wage, low rights economies elsewhere. Leaving aside the
spectacular doublethink required to constitute the threat as
coming from ‘cheap labour’ rather than from vast, structural
imbalances in global power and the exploitation this enables,
the prevalence of this apparently pragmatic protectionism is a
real consequence of, paradoxically, both the weakened position of Western labour movements in the contemporary global
economy and their historical success at claiming a share of the
wealth generated by Western power.

Guaraná Power and self-organisation
Social self-organisation of the kind that is the subject of this
book is far from a new phenomenon; the resurgence of critical
interest in non-hierarchical or genuinely participatory forms of
– particularly political or labour – organisation can be seen as
a response to the way that the institutionalisation of the resistance to capitalism in hierarchical mass movements over the
twentieth century has culminated in a political accommodation that continually seeks to restore an imaginary status quo.
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involvement – alliances of ‘illegal’ workers, moments of solidarity amongst freelance specialists, movements that arise where
workers’ organisation is legally prohibited – self-organisation is
often the only viable mode of resistance, a last resort of those
with little left to lose. In other situations – such as the vigorous
cooperative movement in Brazil, for example – the opposite
tensions can sometimes arise, with cooperatives accused of
protectionism and exclusionism by unionised workers in similar,
non-cooperatively run enterprises.
The paradox is that the specific, local nature of most of these
instances of workers’ self-organisation means that they are
focused on specific, local battles – often for the same basic
rights that the traditional unions still to some extent defend
– and consequently their radicalism is ultimately isolated and
contained, leaving them, pragmatically, in the same situation as
the traditional labour movement as a whole.

in one large room with all members involved and free to speak,
question, interject, or present their own proposals.
Of course, there is an obvious tension within any organisation that aspires to represent its members or their interests,
between the interests or desires of individual members and
the ability of the organisation to function, to define itself or to
make and act upon collective decisions. Even within the small
organisation of COAIMA there have been dissenting voices,
individuals who are unhappy with the consensus to the extent
of deciding to withdraw their participation, and it is at this point
that it becomes clear that the ideal of self-organisation cannot
be an end in itself.

Intellectual property and the economics
of Guaraná Power

One thing that makes the Guaraná Power project interesting,
from the point of view of this discussion of self-organisation, is
that the structure of COAIMA – a local, small-scale cooperative, with shared aims and a non-hierarchical decision-making
process – has made possible a course of action that could not
have been imagined either under the auspices of a traditional
union, or, conversely, without some form of collective organisation. Though it would be overly romantic to see the project as
presenting a real challenge to the corporations whose activities led to its conception, the directness of the strategy employed requires a commitment and carries a risk that could
not otherwise have been contemplated. The small scale and
non-bureaucratic structure of COAIMA also facilitated the development of the strategy itself. Discussions could take place

What makes the Guaraná Power project particularly interesting
is its potential to generate conflict, to identify and contest a site
in the capitalist economic system in which corporate power
and the international legal system that supports it goes largely
unquestioned. For this reason, the economic counter-strategy
underlying the Guaraná Power project carries a very real element of risk for all those involved.
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The threat of conventional fair trade to corporate economics
remains marginal – fair-trade goods account for only around
0.01% of world trade – and the economic model is predicated
on the premium prices paid by concerned but affluent consumers. The subsidised subversion of a brand identity to publicise a
particular case of exploitation is an altogether different matter.
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Around 100,000 bottles of Guaraná Power soda have been
produced to date – it has become a cult drink in Denmark, generated national publicity and is now even distributed to convenience stores where it sits alongside the corporate brands – but
AmBev’s annual sales total around 15,000 times this amount.
AmBev’s lawyers have nonetheless begun to demand changes
to the Guaraná Power label and publicity material. Anupam
Chander, Professor of Law at University of California Davis,
believes that there is a strong case, under existing international
law and precedent, for believing that a legal challenge from
the multinational would fail. His argument is that the labels are
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distinct enough that purchasers could not confuse Guaraná
Power with AmBev’s Anarctica soda, and that the clear assertions of the differences between Guaraná Power and Antarctica printed on the label mean that Antarctica’s identity is
not ‘diluted’ – confusion and dilution of trademarks being the
two main infringements protected by international treaties. In
addition, he puts forward the defense of ‘fair use’, a caveat
of intellectual property law that allows the use of copyright
material for the purposes of criticism, parody, comment, news
reporting, teaching, scholarship or research.

Foundation is a non-profit organisation and that COAIMA is
a cooperative, the Guaraná Power product must reach a far
larger market. Coincidentally, the Brazilian soft drinks market
is one of the biggest on the planet.

Unfortunately, the resources to fight this particular legal battle are probably out of reach of the Power Foundation, which
plans to launch Guaraná Power in Brazil in the not-too-distant
future. However, the strategy employed so far of blacking-out
the legally problematic parts of the design and the associated
text seems to offer a way to maintain technical compliance with
the lawyer’s demands while keeping the associated conflict
in public view and COAIMA out of the firing line. How far this
game can be played out of court, and without risk to the cooperative, remains to be seen, but success remains a real possibility. Certainly few, if any, similar projects have contemplated
such direct engagement on a comparable scale.
One final consideration is that the current level of Guaraná
Power production, or rather the revenue that this production
generates, is not yet sufficient to support the members of
COAIMA, who must still sell to the corporations and remain
in a difficult situation. If this aim – the original and primary aim
of the enterprise, to generate a living for the farmers that is at
least equivalent to that which they had just a few years ago
– is to be realised, notwithstanding the fact that the Power
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